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Multimedia and Security
Workshop at ACM Multimedia 1999

Recently security has become one of the most significant problems for spreading new information technology.
Digital data can easily be copied and multiplied without information loss. This requires security solutions for
such fields as distributed production processes and electronic commerce, since the producers seek to provide
access control mechanisms to prevent misuse and theft of material. The workshop analyses specific security
problems of multimedia systems and material in the digital environment. Based on our discussion during the
workshop at ACM Multimedia’98 in Bristol we want to continue with the state of the art evaluation and dis-
cuss future needs for the design of Multimedia Security and legal aspects. We understand that the interest and
importance of security was reflected in the great number of participants from all over the world in Bristol.

Objectives

Based on these excellent experiences the objective of the workshop this year is to see the advantages in the
field of multimedia and security. Especially in the field of copyright protection we will evaluate the progress
of digital watermarking, their robustness and practical usage for authentication and also for integrity checks.
Beside technical approaches legal requirements, identification of design and acceptance problems for security
solutions are further topics. We want also to address the topic, that existing multimedia security mechanisms
are not realised by using multimedia tools applying security. Thus, the discussion is extend to the use of mul-
timedia to perform security. Though security is recognised as an important issue in multimedia, it is, ironi-
cally, mostly not presented by the new media. Usually, security algorithms are seen as background processes,
which are invisible to the user. Based on the discussions on security in multimedia environments we want to
analyse interactive multimedia tools which strengthen the producers acceptance to use available security fea-
tures. The intention of the workshop is to bring together experienced researchers, developers, and practitio-
ners from academia and industry for a state of the art evaluation and discussions of topics and problems for
multimedia security environments for the next century. The workshop reflects the strength and weaknesses of
what the multimedia community has to offer to meet the needs of secure multimedia environments.
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ABSTRACT
Today, it is a common approach to use mod-
ern cryptographic mechanisms in order to
increase the security of IT-systems and their
applications. Almost every researcher and
developer is familiar with several kinds of
different cryptographic mechanisms dealing
with just two entities, one representing the
“actor” and the other denoting the “reac-
tor”. However, a large number of applica-
tions requires security mechanisms which
address more than two entities.
This paper gives an introduction into multi-
ple cryptography, e.g. multiple-key ciphers,
multiple-key-parameter ciphers, multiple
encipherment, multiple-key digital signa-
tures, multiple-key-parameter digital signa-
tures, and multiple signing. Additionally,
some applications are presented where this
type of cryptographic mechanisms solves
specific security problems if more than two
entities are involved.

KEYWORDS
Multiple cryptography, multiple cipher, multiple-key ci-
pher, multiple-key-parameter cipher, multiple encipher-
ment, multiple digital signature, multiple-key digital sig-
nature, multiple-key-parameter digital signature, multiple
signing, multisignature, secret sharing scheme, RSA
scheme, DES, triple-DES, asymmetric cryptosystem,
symmetric cryptosystems, society and group oriented
cryptography, services-on-demand.

1 Motivation
Today, modern cryptographic mechanisms are increas-
ingly used for enhancing the security of IT-systems and
their applications. Large security infrastructures like
public-key infrastructures are developed and currently
going to be established for meeting security require-
ments [PKIX99]. For example, the following security

requirements are met by the security measures listed be-
low:
• Confidentiality: Cipher systems are used to keep in-

formation secret from unauthorized entities.
• Data integrity: The alteration of data can be detected

by means of one-way hash functions, message
authentication codes, and digital signatures.

• Data origin authenticity: Message authentication
codes and digital signatures enable the proof of ori-
gin (and integrity) of data.

In a conventional cipher system a plaintext is encrypted
by only one entity using one single key. The ciphertext
as the result is decrypted by a single entity by means of
one key. Additionally, in conventional signature schemes
a digital signature is generated by an entity using one
key for signing. The signature is verified by a single en-
tity using one key for the verification process. Further-
more, multiple cryptography provides security mecha-
nisms, where more than two entities and also more than
one key or key pair, respectively, is involved.
The given paper is organized in two major sections.
Section 2 introduces multiple cryptography. Initially, we
describe the family of multiple ciphers like multiple-key
ciphers, multiple-key-parameter ciphers, and also multi-
ple encipherment. Then, we present the family of multi-
ple digital signatures like multiple-key signatures, multi-
ple-key-parameter signatures, and multiple signing. Fi-
nally, section 3 gives an overview of how multiple
cryptography can be used in different applications,
where security measures have to be involved.

2 Introduction to Multiple Cryptography
Multiple cryptography comprises a family of different
kinds of cryptographic functions, which are basically
dealing with more than one key or key-parameter within
an atomic operation like enciphering, deciphering, sign-
ing or verifying. For instance, the number of keys is in-
creased to more than two. The large family of multiple
cryptography contains multiple-key ciphers, multiple-
key-parameter ciphers, multiple encipherment, multiple-
key digital signatures, multiple-key-parameter digital
signatures and multiple signing.

2.1 Multiple Cipher
The term “multiple cipher” includes three kinds of tech-
niques using more than one key or one pair of keys:
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multiple-key cipher, multiple-key-parameter cipher, and
multiple encipherment. It is important to mention, that
multiple-key encipherment is neither similar to multiple-
key-parameter encipherment nor to multiple encipher-
ment.
In the following paragraphs, we will provide definitions
for multiple-key ciphers, multiple-key-parameter ciphers,
and multiple ciphering. For this purpose we distinguish
between the use in symmetric cryptosystems, particularly
block ciphers, and the use in asymmetric cryptosystems.
Within a symmetric cryptosystem each key k  and each
key-parameter ki , respectively, has to be kept secret.
Consequently, these keys are named secret keys. Within
an asymmetric cryptosystem some keys and key pa-
rameters are secret (sk  resp. ski ). These keys are called
private keys. The remaining keys may be made public
and are, therefore, named public keys pk  resp. public-
key parameters pki . Additionally, the keys have the
property that, given a public key pk  or even a public-
key parameter pki , it is computationally infeasible to
find the corresponding private key sk  or a private-key
parameter sk j , respectively. In other words, even with

the most powerful computers it is impossible to deduce
sk  or sk j  from pk  or pki , respectively, during a given

period of time. Multiple ciphers also have the property,
that other key parameters or even one of the proper keys
cannot be computed based on the knowledge of one sin-
gle key parameter or key.

2.1.1 Multiple-Key Cipher
Term and definition of multiple-key cipher have been
introduced by John M. Carroll [Carr84]. In the following
section, we describe multiple-key ciphers more generally
and even more detailed than Carroll and even Boyd
[Boyd89] did.
In a multiple-key cipher using symmetric cryptosystems,
the encryption function E  is defined by
E K K M Cr: 1 × × × → ...  , where K Kr1 × × ...   de-
notes the key space, M  the message or plaintext space,
and C  the space of ciphertexts. Thus, the plaintext m  is
transformed by

c E k k mr= ( ,..., , )1 .

The decryption D K K C Mt: * *
1 � � � � ...   is per-

formed by

m D k k ct= ( ,..., , )* *
1 ,

where D E= −1 , with r t IN,  ∈ +1 and both values do not
equal 1. (Notation: IN  denotes the set {0,1,2,...} and
IN + i describes the set {i,i+1,i+2,...}.)

The encryption function E  of a multiple-key cipher us-
ing an asymmetric cryptosystem is defined by
E PK PK M Cr: ...1 × × × →  , where

c E pk pk mr: ( ,..., , )= 1

and PK PK PKr: ...= × ×1    denotes the space of the
public keys. The decryption is computed by

m D sk sk ct= ( ,..., , )1 ,

where D E= −1  and SK SK SKt: ...= × ×1    defines the
space of private keys, r t IN,  ∈ +1 and both values do
not equal 1.

Remark: The single-key cipher, where r = 1 (also t = 1,
respectively), represents the conventional encipherment.

Two examples for a multiple-key cipher using symmetric
cryptosystems are given by the Henry multiple-rotor
electric coding machine (ECM) of World War II (for
details see [Carr84]), and the cipher machine Enigma
[Kahn67].
An example for a multiple-key cipher using an asymmet-
ric cryptosystem is given by Colin Boyd in [Boyd88],
where he generalized the RSA scheme [RiSA78]. The
public-key and private-key parameters are chosen to
satisfy the congruence

pk pk pk sk sk sk nr t1 2 1 2 1⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≡    mod ... ... ( )ϕ ,

where n  is a product of two large primes. Therefore, the
multiple-key encryption by means of the RSA scheme is
defined by E pk pk m m c nr

pk pkr( ,..., , ) ...
1

1= =¼ ¼   MOD .
The multiple-key decryption is performed by
D sk sk c c m nt

sk skt( ,..., , ) ...
1

1= =¼ ¼   MOD .

2.1.2 Multiple-Key-Parameter Cipher
In a multiple-key-parameter cipher using symmetric
cryptosystems, the encryption function E  is defined by
E K M C: � � , and a function f K K Kr: 1 × × → ...  ,
where Ki  denotes the space of each key parameter ki

( ,..., , )i r r IN= ∈ +1 2  where . Thus, the plaintext m  is
transformed by

c E k m E f k k mr: ( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )= = 1 ,

where k f k kr: ( ,..., )= 1  represents the proper secret key
of the cipher. The decryption is performed by

D k c D f k k ct( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )* * *= 1 ,

where D E= −1  and f K K Kt
* � � �: * *

1  ...  .

By using asymmetric cryptosystems, a multiple-key-
parameter encryption is defined by

c E pk m E f k k mE r: ( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )= = 1 ,

where f K K PKE r: 1 × × → ...  , and the decryption by

D sk c D f k k cD t( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )= ∗ ∗
1 ,

where f K K SKD t: 1
∗ ∗ →× × ...  , r t IN,  ∈ +1 and both

values do not equal 1. The public key pk PK∈  and the
private key sk SK∈  are the proper keys of the cipher.
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Remarks:
• The image of f  ( )*f  can be pre-computed, because

f  ( )*f  is not directly an inherent part of the cipher.

• The single-key cipher, where r = 1 (resp. also t = 1),
f f id= =* , and K K K= =1 1

*  (resp. PK K= 1 and

SK K= ∗
1 ), defines the conventional encipherment.

The function f  ( )*f  is often called secret sharing
scheme. Examples for secret sharing schemes used for
multiple-key-parameter ciphers are split-knowledge
schemes or secret-splitting schemes [Feis70, MeOV97],
threshold schemes (introduced by Adi Shamir in 1979
[Sham79], see also [Simm92]), generalized secret shar-
ing schemes [MeOV97], and key agreement schemes
[Blom83, DiHe76]. The process that makes a shared se-
cret key available to two or more parties, is also called
key establishment protocol.
Due to the multiplicative property, the RSA scheme can
be used for multiple-key ciphering as well as for multi-
ple-key-parameter ciphering, where the modulus n  is fix.
Thus, the multiple-key-parameter encryption by means
of the RSA scheme is defined by

E pk m E f pk pk mE r( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )= 1

= ⋅ ⋅ = = =⋅ ⋅E pk pk mr
pk pk pkm m c nr( ... , ) ...

1
1   MOD ,

where fE  specifies the multiplication. Multiple-key-
parameter decryption is performed by

D sk c D f sk sk c D sk sk cD t t( , ) ( ( ,..., ), ) ( ... , )= = ⋅ ⋅1 1

= = =⋅ ⋅c c m nsk sk skt1 ...   MOD ,

where fD  also defines the multiplication. The common
method of using the RSA scheme in practice is multiple-
key enciphering.

2.1.3 Multiple Encipherment
In multiple encryption using symmetric cryptosystems,
the plaintext m  is enciphered more than once by cas-
cading r  identical encryption functions E :

c E k E k E k mr r: ( , ( ,..., ( , )...))=
-1 1 .

Thus, E  is defined by E K M Cr:( )× → , where
r IN∈ + 2 . The keys k kr1,...,  are inserted sequentially.
The corresponding multiple decryption D  is determined
by

m D k D k D k cr= ( , ( ,... ( , )...))1 2 ,

where D E= −1 , and applying all keys in the reverse order
like for encryption.
Multiple encipherment using asymmetric cryptosystems
is equivalently defined by the encryption function

c E pk E pk E pk mr r: ( , ( ,... ( , )...))= −1 1 ,

where E PK M Cr:( )× → , and the decryption function

m D sk D sk D sk cr= ( , ( ,... ( , )...))1 2 ,

where D SK C Mr:( )× →  with D E= −1  and r IN∈ + 2 .
Each public key pki  corresponds to a private key ski .

Remarks:
• It is a major problem within multiple encryption, if

the key space with the operation encryption is a
group. In this case, there is always a key kr+1  leading
to E k E k E k m E k mr r r( , ( ,... ( , )... )) ( , )− +=1 1 1 . For se-
curity reasons, e.g. if this property reduces security, it
has to be decided whether multiple encryption algo-
rithms should be used in practice or not.

• The single encipherment, where r = 1, represents a
conventional cipher.

An example for multiple encryption is double encryption
using symmetric cryptosystems, defined by
c E k E k m: ( , ( , ))= 2 1 , where E  denotes a block cipher,
e.g. DES [NBS_77]. Another example is a variant of the
block-cipher mode CBC [DaPr89].
The RSA scheme can also be used for multiple encryp-
tion. In general, any cipher with a commutative property,
e.g. multiplicative or additive, may be used for multiple
encryption. Moreover, there are some restrictions if the
underlying plaintext space and ciphertext space are
based on Galois Fields. These restrictions lead to the so
called reblocking problem [MeOV97]. Multiple enci-
pherment can easily be performed unrestrictedly, e.g. if
the modulus n  is fixed.

2.1.4 Combining Multiple Encipherment and
Decipherment

Multiple encrypting functions can be combined with
their corresponding decipher functions for computing ci-
phertexts. By using symmetric cryptosystems, such a re-
sulting encryption function can be defined by

c G k G k G k mr r r r: ( , ( ,... ( , )...))=
- -1 1 1 1 .

The corresponding decryption function is performed by

m F k F k F k cr r= 1 1 2 2( , ( ,... ( , )... )),

where F Gi i= −1 with i r= 1,...,  and r IN∈ + 2 .
The major reason for combining multiple encipherment
and decipherment is to increase security by extending the
key length of a well known algorithm without develop-
ing a new one.
For combining multiple encryption and decryption, vari-
ous techniques are available. A well known algorithm
using symmetric cryptosystems is triple-DES [Tuch79,
ANSI85, ISO_87]. Denoting the function used for enci-
phering by DES , the triple-DES encryption is defined by

DES m DES k DES k DES k m( ) ( , ( , ( , )))= -

3

1

2 1 .

The special case k k1 3=  is often called two-key triple-
DES (in general: two-key triple encryption). Because
DES is not a group [Camp93], it can be used for the
combination of enciphering and deciphering, and, there-
fore, increasing the security of the cipher by extending
the key length.
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Note: In literature, the combined method often belongs
to multiple encryption [MeOV97]. In this paper we will
distinguish between these two kinds of techniques and
use our definitions in the corresponding conceptual
framework.
The combination of asymmetric cryptosystems can be
defined similar to symmetric cryptosystems. Therefore,
it will not be discussed in this section.

2.1.5 Coherence between the Families of Multiple
Ciphers

In multiple-key ciphers as well as in multiple encipher-
ments the inputs to each operation are keys. This is dif-
ferent to multiple-key-parameter cipher e.g. secret shar-
ing schemes, secret splitting schemes or key agreement
schemes. In multiple-key-parameter cipher, the inputs
are key parameters and not necessarily elements of the
key space of the proper scheme except the resulting
value which is calculated by all input values.
If different entities are involved in a multiple-key cipher
or multiple enciphering, the following problem arises:
except for the first entity, each entity performing the en-
cryption next in line is not able to recognize the plain-
text, because the entity first in line encrypted the plain-
text. This problem may be rather difficult to solve, e.g.
one approach consists of a high degree of trust among
the parties involved.

2.2 Multiple Digital Signature
Usually, digital signatures are realized through asymmet-
ric cryptosystems. There are alternative techniques
which are using symmetric cryptosystems, but these
techniques are not very practical and versatile. There-
fore, the following explanations address only asymmetric
cryptosystems.
Since digital signature schemes need more extensive
mathematical descriptions than ciphers, digital signatures
are in general defined in a first step. The main compo-
nents of a digital signature scheme are named as follows
(for easier understanding, the definitions, which are
taken partly and in pattern from [MeVO97], are simpli-
fied and generalized in a practical way – e.g. random
elements within a scheme are disregarded).
The significant sets are defined as:
• M  denotes the set of messages – the message space,
• M*  describes a set of elements, which can be

signed – the signing space,
• SIG  is the set of elements containing the signa-

tures – the signature space,
• PK  defines a set of public keys – the space of pub-

lic keys,
• SK  denotes the set of private keys corresponding to

the public keys  in PK  – the space of private keys,
• H  is the set of one-way functions,
• R  is the set of redundancy functions.
The significant functions are defined as:
• h H∈  is a contracting function, which maps an

element of M  to an element of M* . It is used to in-

crease both the security and the performance of the
digital signature scheme – the hash function,

• r R³  is a one-to-one and onto function mapping
m M³  to M*  by inserting additional information
like specific bits in m  – the redundancy function,

• S  is a function, transforming ( , ) ( , )*sk m SK M∗ ∈  to
s SIG∈  – the signing transformation,

• V  is a predicate, where ( , , ) { , }*pk m s true false�
and V  corresponds to S  – the verification transfor-
mation. The signature s  of a message m is valid if
and only if V pk m s true( , , )* = , otherwise

V pk m s false( , , )* =  and the signature has to be re-
jected.

Each set and function is publicly known with the excep-
tion of set SK .

Digital signature schemes are classified into two main
kinds of schemes [ISO_91, ISO_98]:
• Digital signature schemes with appendix. Here, the

hash-function h contracts m to m*, which is trans-
formed to signature s . The signature represents ad-
ditional data (the appendix) to the original message
m, where m (and h) is required as input to the veri-
fication transformation V . This type of scheme is
most commonly used.

• Digital signature schemes giving message recovery.
Initially, redundancy is inserted in the original mes-
sage m. The result, m*, is transformed to signature s.
Applying the verification transformation V  the
value m* is computed out of s. Therefore, no addi-
tional data is needed. Since m* is related to a redun-
dancy scheme, the correctness of the recovered m*
can be ascertained. Then, by removing the redun-
dancy information, the original data m is obtained.

In the following section an introduction to “multisigna-
tures” is given. Herein, signatures depend on more than
one entity and provide more than one key and key pa-
rameter, respectively.
“Digital multisignatures” were presented by Colin Boyd
for the first time [Boyd86]. He distinguished between
threshold schemes (which can be generalized to other
secret sharing schemes) and namely adapting methods.
By means of threshold schemes all signers generate the
signing key by inserting their secrets into the scheme in a
well-defined order. This technique will be considered in
the following section by the term “multiple-key-
parameter signature”. Boyd also gave an example for an
adapting method by extending the RSA scheme. In the
example, he considered digital signatures giving message
recovery. We will describe this method in the context of
multiple-key digital signatures.
By the term “multiple digital signature” we summarize
three kinds of techniques using more than one private
key or private-key parameter for the signing process and
more than one public key or public-key parameter for the
associated verifying process (remark: within one atomic
operation, it is also allowed to apply one key if and only
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if the opposite operation needs more than one key or key
parameter). Equal to multiple-key ciphers, multiple
digital signatures are distinguished into multiple-key
digital signature, multiple-key-parameter digital signa-
ture, and multiple signing. Similar to section 2.1, it is
important to mention that these three techniques are not
similar to each other.
In the following we discuss digital signature schemes
given message recovery.

2.2.1 Multiple-Key Digital Signature
In a multiple-key digital signature, the signing function
S  is defined by

S SK SK M SIGt: ...1 × × × →∗  ,

where t  secret keys are needed for the signing transfor-
mation. The verification predicate V  is performed by

V PK PK M SIG true falser: { , }1 � � � � �* ...  ,

where r t IN,  ∈ +1 and both values do not equal 1.

Remark: The single-key signature, where r = 1 (and
t = 1, respectively), represents a conventional signature
scheme.

A very smart example for multiple-key signatures giving
message recovery is represented by the RSA scheme
using one public key pk  and two private keys sk1, sk2 .
The resulting scheme is also called double signature
scheme [Boyd86]. The two private keys are selected
randomly and the public key is then chosen to fulfill the
property pk sk sk n⋅ ⋅ ≡1 2 1  mod ϕ( ) . The first signature

for redundancy message m*  is performed by
s m nsk

1
1: *=   MOD . The subsequent signer is able to

check the signature by verifying if

s m nsk pk sk sk pk

1
2 1 2¼

¼ ¼= *  MOD  is related to a redundancy
scheme of the message space. If successful, he recovers
the message m  from m*  and gets the opportunity to rec-
ognize what he will sign. Within a next step he generates
his signature by s s nsk:= 1

2  MOD . Afterwards, the sig-
nature of both entities can be verified by applying the
public key pk : ~:m s npk=  MOD  and checking if ~m  is
related to a redundancy scheme. If the verification proc-
ess results in true , the signature is accepted as having
been created by both entities.
As mentioned earlier, the RSA scheme possesses the
multiplicative property. Therefore, signatures can be
forged by m m m mx x x

1 2 1 2
* * * *( )  ¼ = ¼ . As a result, the sig-

nature for m m1 2
* *¼  can be obtained from those for m1

*

and m2
* . One way to avoid this attack, is to use digital

signatures with appendix, e.g. by applying a hash func-
tion to each message and subsequently signing the hash
result. This improvement is not described in detail in this
paper, since the main idea does not differ from the one
already discussed.
Another problem within the RSA scheme is its extension
to a usage of more than three keys. This problem was

mentioned in section 2.1.5 and is also relevant for both
digital signatures given message recovery and digital
signatures with appendix. Thus, non of the subsequent
signers is able to verify any signature except the last
signer assuming that he has access to all necessary public
keys. One solution to this problem is the usage of trus-
tees.

2.2.2 Multiple-Key-Parameter Digital Signature
In multiple-key-parameter digital signatures, a signature
is generated if and only if the signing key is computed by
means of several secret-key parameters, and verified, re-
spectively, if and only if the verifying key is recon-
structed by means of the corresponding public-key pa-
rameters. Therefore, the signing function S  is performed
by

s S sk m S f k k mS t: ( , ) ( ( ,..., ), )= =∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 ,

where f K K SKS t: 1
∗ ∗ →× × ...  . The verification predi-

cate V  is defined by

V pk m s V f k k m sV r( , , ) ( ( ,..., ), , )* *= 1

mapped to the set { , }true false , where
f K K PKV r: 1 × × → ...   and r t IN,  ∈ +1, both values

do not equal 1. The public key pk PK∈  and the private
key sk SK∈  represent the proper verification key and
signing key, respectively, of the multiple-key-parameter
signature.
The disadvantage of multiple-key-parameter signatures
is that all entities involved in the verifying process need
to meet each other for checking the authenticity of the
signature.

Remarks:
• f  is often called secret sharing scheme (for details

see section 2.1.2). The image of f  may also be pre-
computed, since f  is not an inherent part of the sig-
nature scheme.

• A multiple-key signature is a special multiple-key-
parameter signature.

• r = 1, t = 1, f id= , PK K= 1 and SK K= ∗
1  repre-

sent a conventional digital signature scheme.

Because of the multiplicative property, the RSA scheme
can be used both for multiple-key signatures schemes
and multiple-key-parameter signatures schemes, assum-
ing modulus n  is fix. Providing digital signature given
message recovery, the multiple-key-parameter signature
is defined as follows:
the signing function by

S sk m S f sk sk m S sk sk mS t t( , ) ( ( ,..., ), ) ( ... , )∗ ∗ ∗= = ⋅ ⋅1 1

= = =∗ ∗⋅ ⋅
m m s n

sk sk skt    MOD 1 ...
,

the verification predicate by

V pk m s V f pk pk m sV r( , , ) ( ( ,..., ), , )* *= 1
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= ⋅ ⋅ = = ⋅ ⋅V pk pk m s V m s nr
pk pkr( ... , , ) ( )* * ...

1
1  MOD ,

where fS  and fV  specify the multiplication.

2.2.3 Multiple Signing
In case of multiple signing, the message m  is signed
more than once by cascading t  identical signing func-
tions parameterized by different private keys. Each pub-
lic key pki  corresponds to a private key ski .
Applying signing with given message recovery, each
generated signature is transformed by the signature
function of the next signer i. Assuming SIG Mi i⊆ +

∗
1  (oth-

erwise we have to define a corresponding mapping), the
signing process S  and the resulting signature s are de-
fined by

s S sk S sk S sk mt t: ( , ( ,... ( , )...))= −
∗

1 1 ,

where s S sk m1 1: ( , )=

* , s S sk si i i: ( , )=
-1  and t IN∈ + 2.

The corresponding multiple verifying process is per-
formed by t verifications

V pk s s true false

V pk s s true false

V pk s s true false

V pk m s true false

t t t

t t t

( , , ) { , },

( , , ) { , },

...,

( , , ) { , },

( , , ) { , },

−

− − −

∗

∈
∈

∈

∈

1

1 2 1

2 1 2

1 1

where all verifying keys are applied in reverse order as
their corresponding signing key. The verification is suc-
cessful, if all t verification processes result in true. Here,
only the last verifier is able to verify the signature of the
message m* .

Remark: The single signing, where t = 1, represents a
conventional signature scheme.

With respect to the reblocking problem, the obvious way
to perform this type of multiple signing by use of the
RSA scheme is to fix the modulus n .

Using signing with appendix, each signature produced is
concatenated to the original message m , and the con-
catenation is signed by the next signatory. Therefore, the
recursively defined signing process computes the signa-
ture s by

s S sk m

s S sk m s s i

s S sk m s s

i i i

t t

1 1

1 1

1 1

2

: ( , ),

: ( ,( ... ) ), ,

: ( ,( ... ) )

=

=

=

∗

−
∗

−
∗

 where   >   

where denotes the concatenation and t IN∈ + 2. The

corresponding verification is recursively performed by t
verification steps:

V pk m s s s true false

V pk m s s s true false

V pk m s s true false

V pk m s true false

t t

t t t

( ,( ... ) , ) { , },

( ,( ... ) , ) { , },

...,

( ,( ) , ) { , },

( , , ) { , }.

1 1

1 1 2 1

2 1 2

1 1

−
∗

− −
∗

−

∗

∗

∈

∈

∈

∈

Here, the RSA scheme might be used without restric-
tions.

3 Applications by Use of Multiple
Cryptography

In day-to-day life, several situations emerge, where even
a group of entities instead of one entity needs to be ad-
dressed. These groups are representing e.g. governmen-
tal institutions like a senate, a council, and a jury, or mu-
nicipal organizations like a fire department and a police
department. Additionally, groups can consist of an en-
terprise like a board of directors and procurators, or
business partners. In the past, there was only the world
of paper documents, and often there was a great neces-
sity for security measures like the importance of keeping
information confidential and/or enabling data authentic-
ity also for a group of entities. Today, the world of paper
documents changes more and more to a paperless world
– the world of electronic documents. Due to this fact, the
security measures applied must be adapted also to those,
which are concerning groups of entities. Based on the
spreading of IT-Systems also new working areas have
been developed like computer supported cooperative
work (CSCW) and services-on-demand (SoD). This de-
velopment leads to various applications of multiple
cryptography. Cryptography, which is dealing with
groups, is named “society and group oriented cryptogra-
phy”. This term was introduced by Yvo Desmedt in
1987 [Desm88].
Keys and key parameters of those algorithms which are
used for supporting security measures may remain with a
single entity or even be distributed among a set of enti-
ties. The latter case splits up the knowledge of keys and
key parameters between several entities.
By distributing keys or key parameters to different enti-
ties, key recovery can be supported. Usually, key recov-
ery is not applied to digital signatures, because the veri-
fication parameters are usually public. If these parame-
ters get lost, the document can be signed again by its
originator. Nevertheless, key recovery is very suitable
for ciphers. If deciphering key(s) or key parameter(s) get
lost, it is infeasible to compute the plaintext from the ci-
phertext. By means of key recovery, these keys can be
reconstructed and, therefore, the ciphertext can be de-
crypted.
Depending on the application, there are different kinds
of groups and, hence, different kinds of security re-
quirements. Groups can be classified in different ways.
Firstly, groups can be distinguished in groups with
anonymous members, e.g. system administrators, post-
masters, or known members, e.g. pop groups. Secondly,
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groups can be defined by their degree of responsibility,
e.g. procurators, supervisors, or departmental chiefs.
Thirdly, groups can be differentiated by their privileges,
e.g. by their right to access applications or databases.
Some examples for applications are given in the follow-
ing subsections.

3.1 Applications by Use of Multiple Ciphers
Multiple ciphers are suitable for information, which
originates from a group (or a single entity) and needs to
be kept secret from others with the exception of a dedi-
cated entity or group. By means of data encryption the
information is only granted to dedicated entities.
The obvious method for granting access to information
separately is to encrypt data for each entity individually.
The problem coming along with this method is that each
encryption requires a separate key and, therefore, the
number of keys increases according to the number of
entities. Multiple ciphers can solve this key management
problem, e.g., by making use of special mathematical
properties of algorithms.
The different kinds of multiple ciphers are exemplarily
used as follows:
• Multiple-key cipher: By using multiple-key ciphers

encryption keys are distributed among the members
of a group, which is enciphering data. Particularly,
encryption keys of an asymmetric cryptosystem,
which are usually public, may remain secret and,
hence, are only known by the encoders. Decryption
keys are distributed to the group members, who are
supposed to get knowledge of the information by
deciphering the ciphertext. Multiple-key ciphers are
particularly suitable for selective distribution, where
information is required to be made available to dif-
ferent groups of entities. Existing applications are
for instance:
- information in companies which is restricted to

different departments,
- services-on-demand like video-on-demand

(VoD) and audio-on-demand (AoD) where in-
formation is limited to several customers,

- applications within the area of data protection,
where data privacy is protected by involving
both the owner of the data and data protection
commissioners, and

- E-Commerce.
• Multiple-key-parameter cipher: The idea of this type

of multiple cipher is to distribute parameters of the
enciphering key and deciphering key, and to apply
them within the context of key recovery. Like in
case of multiple-key cipher, these parameters (and
the resulting key) may remain secret if required by
the application.

• Multiple encipherment: By means of multiple enci-
pherment the order of applying keys can be fixed.
This is of particular interest for applications where
an order of  actions needs to be arranged.

• Combined multiple en-/decipherment: As already
mentioned in section 2.1.4, this kind of multiple ci-

pher is commonly used for strengthening the secu-
rity of an existing algorithm by extending the key
length. Thus, it is not necessary to develop a new
algorithm. Here, the different keys usually belong to
one entity.

Depending on the application, combinations of the dif-
ferent methods may be found in practice.

3.2 Applications by Use of Multiple Digital
Signatures

The main idea of digital signatures is to support authen-
ticity of electronic documents like hand-written signa-
tures do with paper documents. Accordingly, this feature
needs to be transferred to electronic documents.
In many applications a document needs to be signed by
more than one entity. Some typical documents are for
example:
• documents, which need signatures of different busi-

ness partners,
• cheques for electronic funds transfer, where two or

more entities of a company are required for authori-
zation,

• contracts, where always at least two signers exist,
• countersigning, advocacy, and attestations with re-

spect to the whole document or even parts of it.
Even the verification process may be performed by more
than one entity, e.g. by a cooperation of witnesses or
notaries. Additionally, in some circumstances the indi-
vidual verifiers may be particularly selected.
The easiest way to support more than one signatory is to
hand it over to the application itself, e.g. by attaching the
signatures to the document by use of tags or pointers for
each signature (e.g., the language XML provides multi-
ple signatures by using pointers [Brow99]). Accordingly,
also the verification process needs to be controlled by
the application. A disadvantage of this method is the
time a complete signing and verifying procedure takes.
In contrast, some kinds of multiple signatures may not
take this quantity of time, because they make use of spe-
cial characteristics during the signing or verification pro-
cess, like specific mathematical properties of algorithms.
The distinctive multiple digital signatures might be ap-
plied as listed below:
• Multiple-key digital signature: Here, different sign-

ing keys and verifying keys are distributed to their
related entity.

• Multiple-key-parameter digital signature: The pa-
rameters of the main signing key and verifying key,
can be distributed to different entities. Depending
on the application, key parameters may remain se-
cret. Similar to multiple-key-parameter cipher this
kind of multiple signature can be applied to key re-
covery.

• Multiple signing: Multiple signing is suitable for
applications where the sequence of signatories is
important. The easiest way to achieve this is to use
signatures with appendix. However, the disadvan-
tage is, that the amount of data increases with the
number of  appendices. As mentioned before, the
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use of signatures given message recovery must be
handled carefully, because it may cause some diffi-
culties (e.g. reblocking problem) during the recov-
ery process.

Even combinations of the different methods may be
found.

4 Final Remarks
If an application requires both confidentiality and
authenticity for a group of entities, multiple ciphers and
multiple digital signatures can be combined in different
ways. Two examples for these applications are video-
conferences and voting schemes for electronic voting.
Often a trusted party is needed to set up the system and
to generate and distribute the keys or key parameters to
their distinguished owner. Additionally, trusted parties
can be involved for improving the performance of a
scheme by reducing the amount of communication ways,
e.g. the number of signing processes [ABSW99]. Hence,
this is of great interest, because it may decrease costs in
some circumstances.
Additionally, we want to emphasize some important re-
quirements on multiple cryptography. Still, not every
implementation of a multiple cipher or multiple signature
scheme is able to satisfy all of them.
• An overall requirement is flexibility: It must be easy

to leave or join a group without the necessity of
changing keys.

• Using multiple-key ciphers or multiple encipher-
ment, each entity involved in the enciphering proc-
ess should know the plaintext.

• If the signing process is done subsequently e.g. by
multiple signing, each signatory should be able to
verify the signature of the previous signer. This
property may be less suited for applications where
anonymity is required, e.g. in blind signatures
[Chau83].

• If the signing process is performed by applying a
multiple-key-parameter signature scheme, all sig-
natories should be able to verify the correctness of
the resulting signing key.

In our opinion, it would be appropriate to generate a
catalogue containing different cryptographic mecha-
nisms assigned to different applications.
Finally, three important aspects should be mentioned.
Firstly, it has to be specified how the authenticity of keys
and key parameters is guaranteed. Secondly, each entity
needs to know the relevant information which is required
for a positive result of each process. Finally, with respect
to multiple digital signatures it has to be clarified, how
the jurisdiction of each country is able to handle multiple
signatures.
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ABSTRACT
Currently there exist a lot of world wide ac-
tivities creating legal frameworks for the
application of electronic and digital signa-
tures. As Germany as one of the major lead-
ership nations has implemented the digital
signature act and its signature ordinance
two years ago a lot of other EU member
states will follow up by introducing the
European harmonised "European Union
Directive for Electronic Signatures"
[IUKDG_97] [SigV_97] [EC_RL_99]. Euro-
pean and international agreement of certifi-
cates and electronic signatures need a com-
mon approach and understanding, based
upon common conditions and requirements.
Even if this directive is agreed after the final
approval by the EU-Parliament in fall 1999
the EU member states will have and they
will need 18 months for implementing this
directive into national law.
For Germany this means that the imple-
mented and working scheme based on the
German digital signature act dated August
1997 has to be analysed in respect to the
adoption of the directive. It has to be
checked if the current act has to be replaced
by the directive, if it may exists as a separate
solution or if a combined wider scheme re-
specting the act in accordance with the di-
rective is applicable. Latter would offer a
broader approach and would cover a mar-
ket range respecting solutions for each de-
tail required application in the sense of
scaled and hierarchical structured offering.

In this paper the main elements of the Ger-
man digital signature act and the EU direc-
tive will be compared and a proposal for a
possible national implementation of the di-
rective will be given.

1 The German digital signature act: its
focus and its objectives

Main objectives of the "German digital signature act" are
to discover the fake of digital signatures or modified
contents of signed data or at least the discovery of these
fogeries.
To follow these objectives under the perspective of fu-
ture legal liability for electronic applications, for
authentication or for the application of electronic storing
of proof related data and information a complete secure
scheme is required which will ensure to recognise and to
prove authenticity of the originator and the integrity of
signed data.
The act should arrange the structure and the creation of
the required infrastructure and should define a frame-
work for a broad practical oriented implementation.
Moreover in special it builds the conditions to respect
the individual rights for electronic commerce.
The digital signature act rules the security of digital sig-
natures, it does not cover determinations when a digital
signature has to be applied. These legal prescriptions are
in the responsibility of the specific areas of legislation.
The creation of the required conditions and circum-
stances are under work currently and will be adopted
during the next phase. They are intended to be finished
in fall/winter 1999/2000 [GAFPR_99].
The digital signature act may be seen as a reference
regulation which is based upon the German decision to
prefer a more technical oriented based approach.
Major framework conditions are the requirements for the
based infrastructure as e.g. for the involved parties (CAs,
RAs, users), description of the global and the detail pro-
cesses and for the scheme itself. In addition to further-
more requirements for the technology all these different
conditions define the intended security level.
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In respect to the CAs there exists a set of rules for its li-
censing, its procedures and its internal processes, per-
sonal and organisational conditions. To cover the more
technical oriented issues a complete catalogue of re-
quirements for security functionality, the development of
the technical components and its evaluation and confir-
mation was built.
Major motivation is the installation of a scheme which
respects an appropriate and general security level. This
is important insofar as the German approach does not
cover a multilevel scale for digital signatures except
those which follow the digital signature act as described
in § 1(1) and others, covered by § 1(2).
Foreign certificates and signatures from other EU mem-
ber states or such from members of the EEA will be rec-
ognised only if these cover the same level of assurance
as the German ones. Other foreign certificates need to be
based upon bilateral or multilateral agreements.

2 The EU Directive for Electronic Signa-
tures

To exclude these kind of problems - based upon the or-
der of the European Parliament - the EC in corporation
with the EU members states has drafted a first directive
for electronic signatures which was approved by the
member states in spring this year. During a period of the
following 18 months after approval by the parliament in
fall 1999 the EU member states will adopt this directive
into national legislation to establish the base for a Euro-
pean wide common approach for electronic signatures
using this defined harmonised framework.
In the following some major central issues of this direc-
tive will be explained in more detail.

2.1 Approach and Application Area
The original approach of this European directive in
spring 1998 was based on a so called "Liability-
Approach" which is quite different from the so called
"Licensing-Approach" used in the German act. The li-
censing approach is based on a well defined "minimum
security level". Background for the former decision by
the EC to follow the liability approach was the aim pre-
vent a more technical oriented approach, to exclude so
many technical details and requirements as possible. In
the beginning the EC intended to prefer a technical neu-
tral solution to keep open for future technical solutions.
But during the ongoing discussion the following conse-
quence was the change and move from the liability ap-
proach towards a combined model, representing both
views. Even the former intention to express any require-
ments by liability and guarantee conditions was changed
insofar that these conditions were mixed and enhanced
by more technical oriented requirements defined in man-
datory and optional annexes.
The main objectives of the directive are the promotion of
electronic signatures and its legal recognition. It reduces
itself on the determination of legal framework conditions
to ensure a well functioning of the European market for
electronic trade and commerce.

Individual national or even European joint rights, pre-
scriptions for the application in the area of contractual
legislation or formal requirements for the civil authori-
ties are explicitly excluded in the directive. The directive
still keeps a wide room for additional special conditions
to satisfy the specific conditions for these areas.

2.2 Kinds of electronic signatures
Major goal of the EU directive is the implementation of
a European wide joint security standard for so called
"enhanced electronic signatures" in combination with
"qualified certificates". This requires the installation of a
comparable security level, which is defined by technical,
organisational and procedural conditions in respect to
the infrastructure as well as for the technical compo-
nents.
Additional simpler solutions defined as "electronic sig-
natures" are enlarging the range for the lower assurance
level. This kind of electronic signatures may be seen as a
more general approach without the intention to cover all
the security issues as integrity, authentication and non-
repudiation in common and are predominant focused to
cover the more specific low level e-commerce applica-
tion area.
The combination of additional requirements defined in
the directive as an enhancement for the advanced elec-
tronic signatures will end up in "qualified electronic sig-
natures" as a useful combination.

2.3 Technical Requirements
The technical requirements are defined not by the direc-
tive itself, they are determined by the annexes I-IV. An-
nexes I-III are mandatory, Annex IV is optional and has
to be seen as a strong recommendation.
Annex I defines the minimal and not concluding re-
quirements for so called "qualified certificates" and its
structure. A certificate is defined as an electronic con-
firmation which links a person to its signature verifica-
tion data and which is used to express the persons iden-
tity. In accordance with this definition a "qualified cer-
tificate" is defined as a certificate covering the require-
ments of Annex I and which is offered by such a “Certi-
fication Service Provider (CSP)" which follows the re-
quirements of Annex II.
In Annex II the organisational, technical, personnel and
legal minimal requirements for those CSPs are deter-

Electronic signatures

advanced electr. signatures

Advanced
electronic
signatures,
based on
qualified
certificates
and created by
a signature
creation
device
according to
annex III
(qualified
electronic
signature)
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mined which will issued qualified certificates for public
applications. A CSP is a legal or natural person which is-
sues certificates or offers other kind of services around
electronic signatures as time stamping services or others.
Annex III defines the requirements for the creation,
storing and application of the "signature creation data".
Signature creation data means unique data, codes or pri-
vate cryptographic keys used by the signer during the
process of creating an electronic signature.
Requirements for the signature verification devices, sig-
nature verification data itself and its application during
the process of verification are defined in annex IV as
optional recommendations.

2.4 Licensing of CSP’s
In contradiction to the pre-licensing of CSP’s required
by the German act the directive does not require such
kind of preconditions e.g. based upon an accreditation.
Even such CSP’s offering qualified certificates have to
follow a steering and control mechanism performed by a
national civil authority after they have issued the first
certificate. These mechanisms are not described yet and
it is up to a European expert group to define these con-
ditions which have to be recognised by the EU member
states during the process of adopting the directive. An
optional but not mandatory accreditation is not excluded
insofar that this kind of additional feature of the CSP
may be used to express its additional security and quality
offer and level and to separate itself from the mass of
CSP’s .

2.5 Liability and legal Effectiveness
The question dealing with liability is one of the most
corner stones of the directive. Liability and questions
around guarantee are covering such important issues as
user protection in the sense that the CSP is liable in a
wide sense for all such mishandling and damage based
on the application of the certificate. This is expressed by
the fact that the burden of proof is up to the CSP in a
case at the court.
The legal effectiveness of digital signatures are well or-
ganised and ruled. Of course there is more legal effec-
tiveness for such "advanced electronic signatures" than
for simple electronic signatures, but even the latter have
to be respected at the court and may not be rejected be-
cause of the fact that these are simple ones only or that
these are electronic ones. The advanced ones have the
status of fulfilling the formal requirements. It is the re-

sponsibility and duty of the EU member states to ensure
that advanced electronic signatures will get the same le-
gal status as a manual hand written signature and that
these signatures will be accepted at the court as a proof.

2.6 Recognition of foreign Certificates and Si-
gnatures

The directive explicitly respects the recognition of for-
eign certificates and signatures. There exists three differ-
ent situations which are explained by the table below.

2.7 Standardisation
In special in respect to the above mentioned international
regulations and recognition of certificates and electronic
signatures, standardisation is an important general issue
and it is defined in the directive as one framework con-
dition. Such kind of interoperability and standardisation
activities should be started as soon as possible and
should be created and implemented to ensure the global
application and use of electronic signatures.
Preferred is the use and application of existing standards,
only in those cases where required standards are still
missing, the EC will launch such kind of projects cover-
ing the creation of filling the gap between existing solu-
tions and required conditions. This e.g. is done by the
EC during a project called EESSI (European Electronic
Signatures Standardisation Initiative), performed by
ICTSB (Information and Communication Technologies
Standards Board) [EESSI_99] or by BSI focused on the
creation of "Interoperability Guidance for digital signa-
tures" [SigI98].

3 Proposals for further Ongoing,
Recommendations for a national Im-
plementation

During the process of adopting the EU directive in the
German legislation, Germany has the chance to look at
some specific issues in the digital signature law a second
time. At least in respect to the technical and legal re-
quirements and consequences some new constellations
need to be discussed. One major issue of course is the
question dealing with the legal equivalence which is in-
tended to be solved during the next follow up phase at
the end of this year or during the spring next year. Cur-
rently these activities are going on performed under the
leadership of the Ministry of Justice [GAFPR_99].

  

  I - foreign CSP fulfils Annex II
- foreign CSP fulfils Annex I
- foreign CSP is accredited by another EU-MS

 Foreign Certificate
 =

 European qualified certificate,
if

 II -  foreign CSP is cross-certified by another European  CSP
- foreign certificate fulfils Annex I
- foreign CSP fulfils Annex II
- European CSP fulfils Annex II

  III  Foreign CSP is recognised in the context of an agreement between the EU and
Third Countries or based on international organisations
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Based on two years of experience the level of assurance
defined in the German law is applicable because of the
easy fact that the German scheme is well working. But
useful improvements are welcome as the respect of the
international harmonised evaluation criteria (Common
Criteria, CC) [CC_98], which allows more flexibility or
the use of some more specific criteria for special compo-
nents (e.g. comparable to FIPS 140-1)[FIPS-140] in ad-
dition to the ITSEC.
A more general question is dealing with the adoption of
the directive in the existing German scheme. From the
perspective of the author there exist two solutions:
• Integration into the existing scheme or
• Existence of an additional new second scheme.

In respect to the existing solutions combined with the
proposed solutions defined by the directive we may have
five different levels, defined as:
1. Electronic signatures based on the directive
2. digital signatures based on § 1 (2) Signature Law
3. Advanced signatures based on EU directive
4. Advanced electronic signatures
5. Digital signatures based on the Signature Law.

Based on this offer you may talk about a scheme in-
cluding a “scalable security scheme for electronic sig-
natures” which is able to cover all the different market
requirements. The major problem of course is the trans-
parency for the user including all the different legal con-
sequences. Hence the author suggests to skip solution (2)
and (4) because these solutions may be covered in an
adequate way by the next higher one. In respect to this
suggestion there still will exist 3 levels insofar as:

It should be respected that these solutions may be exist
as separate ones but all of them should built in a hierar-
chical structure e.g. as basic-, medium- and high-end-
solutions. Based on a concept as explained before Ger-
many should be able to offer a nice and useful strategy
for the migration from one level into the next higher one
if requested by the application or by the user.

Some additional specific questions and problems will
raise up with the liability of CSP's and furthermore open
issues deal with their duty of insurance. All of these have
to be solved and are still open yet. The question dealing
with the underlying security level will raise up during the
process of implementing the directive as expressed
above. Solutions covering this problem and offering so-
lutions are under discussion in Germany.
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1 Introduction
A wide variety of multimedia services is now available
on the Internet and it is envisaged that a mobile user will
be able to access these services regardless of his/her lo-
cation. However, lack of global authentication mecha-
nisms across different administrative domains results in
either inadequate authentication, making both multime-
dia servers and clients vulnerable to intrusion attacks, or
inconvenience to users. Furthermore, in a multimedia
mobile environment it is often desire-able to provide
anonymity and/or preserve confidentiality about users
movements, locations and activities. Hence, a multime-
dia mobile environment must provide a flexible, scal-
able, cross-domain authentication system to secure
proper service access and privacy of a mobile user.
One possible solution to the problem of providing pri-
vacy in a mobile environment is to assign traveling ali-
ases [1] when the user travels to a foreign domain. Only
the mobile entity and its home domain know the map-
ping between the traveling alias and the real identity.
However, in the absence of a secure channel, the user
can change its alias only when he/she returns to the home
domain, and this can lead to trace-ability during a long
term usage of the same alias. The alternative, short term
aliases [3], requires synchronized and secure protocol
between the mobile user and the home domain server
which  may not be always possible. Overall, most
authentication protocols [4,5,6] require the home
authentication authority (authentication servers) to be
contacted during the execution of the authentication
protocols across multiple domains. This approach brings
out also the authentication server chain availability
problem because it means that all servers in the authenti-
cation chain must be available at the same time.
Therefore, there is a need [6] for a flexible global
authentication system with (1) a scheme for expressing
trust relations, and various levels of trust, (2) suitable
protocol for propagating information about trust rela-
tionships, (3) methods for evaluating trust-related infor-
mation, (4) enforcement of trust relations, and (5) suit-
able protocol for preserving privacy. In this paper, we
present a global authentication framework for preserv-
ing privacy, which is based on the integration of the dis-

tributed trust system with a token-based authentication
protocol to achieve this goal.

2 Global Authentication Problem
Traditionally, the basic idea behind global authentication
is the generalization of the inter-domain authentication
mechanism through an authentication chain. It means a
client C has to provide an authentication chain, {Ei, i =

0,…,n+1}, to a server S to prove its identity. Each Ei is

an entity in the system and Ei+1  should be able to trust

the entity Ei to assure the authenticity of Ei-1.This im-

plies that two adjacent entities in an authentication chain
need to have prior knowledge of each other. Typically,
Ei is an authentication server (AS) for domain i, and

domains i and j must arrange for  prior cross-registration
of their ASs. Usually, it is feasible to have a complete
cross-registration for at most two domains, however
cross-registration of a large number of domains is neither
feasible nor efficient. Therefore, the questions are
“Given the name of a server S, how can a client C con-
struct an authentication chain that will be acceptable to
the server, and given an authentication chain from the
client, how can a server verify that the chain is accept-
able?”
We solve  these questions by designing a token-based
authentication protocol which assumes:(1) the identity
of the client is of no importance in decision making
whether to provide a requested multimedia service, and
(2) once the token is validated, the token issuer can be
trusted to pay/transfer funds/take any pre-defined re-
sponsibility on behalf of the user for the requested serv-
ice. The token-based authentication protocol works to-
gether with a distributed trust management to  validate
the tokens across multiple domains.

3 Integration of Trust Management with
Token-based Authentication

Notation and Definitions: The distributed trust man-
agement model is based on the trust relationship [2]
which properties are: (1) it is always between exactly
two entities, (2) it is unidirectional, and (3) it is condi-
tionally transitive. There exist two types of trust rela-
tions, the direct trust relationship where entity Ei trusts
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entity Ej, and recommender trust relationship where Ei
trusts Ej to give recommendations about other entities

trustworthiness. Entities, which are able to execute the
trust relations, are call agents. Given two agents x and y,

we denote the direct trust relationship  as  Td
x(y) and the

recommender trust relationship as Tr
x(y). The relation T

is normalized over (0,1), e.g., Td
x(y)=1 means that x has

complete trust in y. Agents use trust categories to ex-
press trust towards other agents depending upon which
particular characteristics of that entity is under consid-

eration at that moment1. More formally, Td
x(y,αx,c) rep-

resents a direct trust of x in y in situation αx for category

c. The agent’s x estimate, how important a situation αx
is, is a normalized value over (0,1) and it is represented
by Ix(αx). The importance of a situation  is useful to the

agent x when determining the amount of situational trust
in the agent y. Related to the importance of a situation
are cost and benefits associated to a situation. The cost
of a situation Cx(αx) is measured in terms of problems

associated with incompetent or malevolent behavior on
the part of another agent in the relationship. The agent
can only estimate the potential cost of a situation  based
on past experiences of a similar situation. The expected
benefits of a situation Bx(αx,c) decide whether to coop-

erate with another agent.

Rules for Interaction for Direct Trust Relationship:
Using the notation above, we can reason about the direct
trust relationship and derive rules of interaction as fol-
lows:
• The trust of an agent x to an agent y in a situation αx

and category c is related to the amount of trust of
the agent x in category c and the importance of the

situation αx to the trusting agent: Td
x(y,αx,c) =

Td
x(y,c)*(1- Ix(αx))

The value Td
x(y,c) is related to the competence of

that agent as observed by the agent itself or by other
recommenders.

• In order to cooperate with the agent y, the trust x has
in y for that particular situation has to be above a
certain threshold which is a function of the cost and
benefits:

If Td
x(y,αx,c)≥ RiskThreshold ⇒ WillCooperate,

where RiskThreshold = (Cx(αx)*β)/ Bx(αx,c);

Cx(αx)*β represents an expected earning as a per-

centage of the potential cost with β being the per-

                                                          
1 For example, we trust a certificate authority to certify public
keys (“certify public key” is a trust category), but do not attest
to the key-holder’s credit status.

centage, and Td
x(y,αx,c)*Bx(αx,c) reflects the esti-

mated earning. If the estimated earning is higher
than the expected earning, then the agent x is willing
to cooperate with another agent y.

Recommendation Protocol for Recommender Trust
Relationship: For provision of a recommender trust re-
lationship, the distributed trust model relies on a recom-
mendation protocol which specifies exchange of request
messages and trust-related recommendation messages
between two agents: the recommender and the requester
of a recommendation. The recommendation message
contains a recommendation path consisting of an or-
dered sequence of recommender IDs through which the
recommendation message must be passed  from the re-
commender to the requester. There is an expiration date
associated with the request message and the recommen-
dation message. In the case of expiration of request mes-
sages, old messages are discarded. In case of recommen-
dation messages, the expiration date indicates the rec-
ommendation validity period after which the message
should be discarded. During the exchange of recommen-
dation messages, each recommender x specifies its trust
values Tr

x 2about the other recommenders Ri in the rec-

ommendation path and the overall trust value tv of a
server S for a single recommendation path p is:
tvp(S)=Tr

x(R1)* Tr
x(R2)*…* Tr

x (Rn)* Tr
x (S); where

Tr
x (S) is the recommendation trust value of the server S

given in the recommendation, Tr
x (Ri) is the recom-

mender  trust value of the recommenders i in the recom-
mendation path. A requester may request multiple rec-
ommendations for a single target S and thus recommen-
dations tvpi must be then combined into a single value,

for example, an average value tv(S)=(Σi=1..n tvpi(S))/n.

In our framework, the recommendation protocol is as-
sisted by the directory service which stores recommen-
dation paths information and trust values from past expe-
riences with other agents to speed up the connectivity
between the client and server across multiple domains.
Especially, the directory service provides information for
recommendation path construction. The path construc-
tion algorithm seeks N paths where the confidence of
each path is higher than a threshold σ= (Cx(αx)*β)/((1-

Ix(αx))*Bx(αx)).

In case of failing to find N recommendation paths with
confidence over σ, the agent starts to collect information
about trust values, cost and benefits or recommendations
to evaluate the trust value of another agent.

Token-based Authentication Protocol: Each client re-
ceives a token(s) from a token issuer before leaving for a
foreign/remote domain and the client uses the token(s) to

                                                          
2 Note that the individual recommender trust value Tr

x(Ri) can

be quantified using the same rules of interaction as shown for
the direct trust relationship.
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request a service from a remote multimedia service pro-
vider. The token issuer will be authenticated by the mul-
timedia service provider, using the token-based authenti-
cation protocol, since the token issuer may not be glob-
ally and unconditionally trusted as follows: The service
provider gets the name of the token issuer from the token
and estimates the trust values for decision making. The
token protocol can use either the rules of interaction for
direct trust relationship or the recommendation protocol
for getting recommender trust value over recommenda-
tion path. We will outline the case of using the direct
trust relationship rules as follows:

• Td
x(y,c): direct trust relationship between the serv-

ice provider x and the token issuer y in the category
“c: token issuing”.

• Ix(αx): importance value of the situation (αx) for

the service provider x. This value depends on the
monetary value of the service, i.e., the higher the
service cost, the higher the importance of the situa-
tion. For example, to get a movie preview should be
cheaper than to playback the whole movie.

• Cx(αx): potential cost to the service provider in case

of untrustworthy behavior of a token issuer in situa-
tion αx .

• Bx(αx): potential benefit to the service provider in

case of a trustworthy behavior of a token issuer in
situation αx.

• β: percentage which the service provider expects to
earn when cost is Cx(αx).

Using the rules of interaction above, the service provider
can decide the validity of the presented token. If the to-
ken cannot be accepted due to a low trust value T for the
token issuer, the service provider has three options:
• rejection: the service provider rejects the tokens and

refuses to provide services to the mobile user;
• discount rate: the service provider can offer discount

rate to clients with poorly-rated tokens and their to-
ken issuers

3. The discount rate may be computed as

DiscountRate = (Tdx(y,αx,c)* Bx(αx))/ (Cx(αx)*β).

Note that the discount rate lies within (0,1) interval
because the token can be only honored when

• Td
x(y,αx,c)* Bx(αx) ≤ Cx(αx)*β.

• liability insurance: the service provider can rely on
the liability insurance of the token issuer to compen-
sate a lack of confidence in the token issuer. In this
case, the risk of a malfeasant behavior on the part of
the token issuer is partially shifted from the service
provider to the insurance provider. The insurance
provider, based on the level of risk, determines in-
surance policy and premiums for insurance. The

                                                          
3 Since the Internet network is becoming more decentralized
and more distributed, thousands of tokens will exist and be
traded, hence appropriate discount rates will be applied to at-
tract business.

electronic insurance policy is an agreement certified
by signatures of the insurance provider and the to-
ken issuer.

In summary, the token provides a hiding mechanism to
preserve the user’s privacy and instead of user’s authen-
tication, the token issuer is examined and authenticated.
To avoid the traditional problems of static authentication
service, availability, and knowledge of user’s home lo-
cation, we are using the distributed trust management to
verify either the direct trust value between the service
provider and the token issuer or the recommender trust
value about the token issuer.

4 Conclusion
We have outlined  an integrated approach of the distrib-
uted trust management framework with the token-based
authentication protocol as a possible solution for the
global authentication when requiring user’s privacy and
anonymity within the multimedia mobile environment.
Especially, this approach allows us to provide a global
authentication and user privacy when operating across
multiple foreign administrative domains.
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ABSTRACT
Many papers on watermarking have aspired
to too much generality and failed to address
the exact nature of the data with which they
deal. Two particular deficiencies result, the
first is that the quality of the data is ad-
versely affected, the second is that the detec-
tion of the watermark is not as efficient as it
might be. Image data and audio data are
frequently presented as being almost inter-
changeable, this presentation considers how
the situation might be improved.

1 Introduction
There is now a substantial body of published work on
methods of watermarking both for images and audio files
and some work on the relative merits of the proposed
systems.  However, from the practical commercial view
thas been little detailed discussion of the nature of the
data that is used and the types of transformation that is
likely to have to undergo in the commercial world.
This presentation is intended to raise questions from the
practical viewpoint, discussing the variety of contexts in
which watermarking is used and, in passing, indicating
the reasons for the choice of method adopted by my own
company. The issues from our viewpoint have tended to
focus more on quality than is perhaps reflected in current
literature, and more on the need to detect from dislo-
cated and screened data. However, the generally dis-
cussed issues of robustness, security, and payload are all
germane to our activities.
One possible scenario is that, rather like JPEG in its ini-
tial stages, watermarking may be rejected because it in-
troduces obvious artefacts which outweigh the benefits.
One of the worst scenarios is the introduction of a
method that copes satisfactorily for 99% of situations but
produces the occasional unsatisfactory result. This situa-
tion militates against the use of batch processing which
is a major part of workflow issues. Many users wish to
watermark as the image goes out to a customer and ei-
ther the quality assurance has already been carried out or
it is at a final stage where a rejection will cause great in-
convenience.

There are references in the literature to simple and ele-
gant solutions to watermarking, but parallels with prob-
lems of physics indicate that the production of a reduc-
tionist theory is only the first step in the solution of a
practical problem. In hydrodynamic problems, for in-
stance, one can write down Navier Stokes equation quite
simply, but in any practical problem it is often necessary
to make gross simplifications, neglecting several terms
and then dealing with complex boundary conditions.
The effort spent on dealing satisfactorily with all the
configurations that an image or audio file can present is
as great as that spent in designing the original method.
Many of the methods adduced for watermarking will
have only marginal differences in efficacy and those
margins may well be altered by the manner in which real
contexts are considered.
This presentation considers the contexts in which water-
marking is commercially used and then considers the
implications of these contexts on quality, detectability,
robustness and security. An attempt is made to share
some of the experience of watermarking as seen from a
commercial viewpoint.

2 Watermarking Contexts
Several significant users have already adopted water-
marking of still images in a wide variety of contexts. The
straightforward use for published images from photogra-
phers or photographic libraries is steadily developing.
This usage includes photographers who publish their
work in hard copy where the watermark has to be de-
tected following the scanning process.
These images are usually subjected to some compres-
sion, typically JPEG at a ratio of about 10:1, and of
course will be subjected to the half toning process at a
range of resolutions. An additional complication is that
photographers need to detect a watermark when part of
an image has been used in the assembly of some sort of
collage or general cut and paste action. Detection from
an irregularly shaped fragment is an essential require-
ment.
Whilst these images demand a high quality there are us-
ers in the medical or forensic world, for instance, who
use 12 bit images for  higher quality viewing and where
the watermark has to be of an even less disruptive type.
The level of alteration has to be no greater than the low-
est quantum of change (but not, of course, simply an
LSB adjustment.)
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At the other extreme there are users who demand ex-
treme robustness but are less demanding about quality.
An example is the photo ID usage where a small head
and shoulders photograph is compressed as much as
40:1, printed on a plastic card, covered with a laminated
sheet and then required to be detected by scanning with a
modest quality scanner. Clearly if such high compression
is used the quality has to be less of an issue.
In the audio context a similar range of qualities needs to
be considered. At the one end are those musical clips
that are compressed by the MP3 algorithm, frequently at
fairly low quality to cope with low bandwidth. At the
other are the highest quality sound recordings whose
quality has to satisfy the most acute observers, as with
images the fear is that pirates will cut and paste small
sections of some musical offering.
It is clearly advantageous if the same basic method is
applicable to all of these situations. Consideration is
given below to the way in which these various contexts
should influence the choice of algorithm.

3 Quality
The point that emerges most strongly as the divide be-
tween customer requirement and theoretical models is
the measure of satisfactory quality. This situation mirrors
that which occurred when JPEG first came into common
usage. By careful choice of quantisation coefficients
high quality compressed images could be produced.
These could be proved to be a good representation of the
original by the use of such global measurements as sum
of least square differences from the original, or other
more sophisticated measurements.
Unfortunately, these measurements of excellence were
not what customers required. A single visible artefact in
a sensitive part of an image was enough to render that
image unusable and it was the likelihood of such an arte-
fact which was the appropriate measure.
Likewise with watermarking. a globally calculated pa-
rameter expressing quality is only of glancing signifi-
cance. The required statistic is the probability of pro-
ducing at any point an artefact that may be clearly per-
ceptible. Most of the measures of quality put forward are
summations over chunks of an image and these have lit-
tle relevance. As mentioned in the introduction the use of
batch processing for high quality images is common-
place. Such a system fails if there is even a 1% chance of
failure.
The implication for watermarking methodology is that
the strength of embedded signal at any point should be
governed as far as possible by the nature of the image or
the audio values rather than by some precalculated geo-
metrical pattern. Now the use of any frequency domain
watermark involves the addition of a pregenerated peri-
odic function, be it a simple cosine function or a more
sophisticated orthogonal function.
There will also be several such functions combined
which will tend to produce regions where there is a re-
quirement for a heavier embedded signal, and even if
some sort of template is applied to augment or decre-

ment heaviness in sensitive areas the signal is dictated by
the imposed frequency and not by the image. In JPEG
there was always a problem when a frequency ran from a
noisy part into a smooth area and this is the case with
some frequency domain watermarks.
The same problem applies when a precalculated ’noise’ is
added to an image. There tend to be points where the
noise imposes a heavier signal than the image would
warrant.
In the case of a music file, the addition of any frequency
in the perceivable range is risky because of the chance of
the existence of a close frequency which would produce
beats. A prior assessment of a whole section is a neces-
sity for high quality, modifying the watermark according
to the frequencies already present.
We do have a great deal of information about the human
audio perception as a guide to the quality we seek. In
most of the audio literature we hear about the perceptive
coding removing masked frequencies. There is not much
discussion of the other parameters of perception  which
we know about from music theory and might well have a
bearing on the type of signal that we could embed im-
perceptibly or even on the manipulation that might be
imperceptibly used to destroy a watermark.
We know, for instance, that even for a musician of the
quality of Bach the alteration of frequencies to produce
an equal temperament scale is not an unacceptable ma-
nipulation. However, we know that a transposition of
Beethoven’s ninth from the key of D minor would be
perceptible. These facts suggest the limits within which a
purely musical file could have its histogram changed in
important ways without damaging quality.
The alternative to the imposition of predefined patterns
is the use of direct data addition where greater control
can be exerted, particularly if only one signal, repre-
senting one bit is added at any point. This is the method
used by the Signum method and also by the MIT patch-
work technique.

4 Detectability
A fear amongst photographers is that parts of images will
be used for collages without proper attribution, and
hence a watermark must survive fragmentation and dis-
location. In the cases of photos used for ID purposes the
head may well be cut out from the background. In any
such cases there is a need to assess which watermarking
technique will best survive. There seems a prima facie
case for supposing that a watermark depending on a
pattern which necessarily must extend across a range of
pixels will be weakened far more than a watermark
which simply accumulates its evidence from any avail-
able pixels.
An analysis of how cross correlation is affected by such
dislocation would be useful. If direct addition signal is
added bit by bit to each pixel it is, of course, necessary
to ensure that the whole signal occurs within any small
area that may be selected.
A second practical detection problem that occurs with
any method that introduces periodicity as part of a wa-
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termark is that periodicity may already be present. In the
case of image usage periodicity is present in a huge per-
centage of cases for two reasons. Firstly the quantisation
process in the commonly used JPEG compression intro-
duces periodicity which may give a false signal in wa-
termark retrieval. Secondly, whenever images are printed
with a conventional screening process, the half toning
introduces a regular periodicity.
I have not yet seen in the analysis of watermarking
methods any sort of modelling of data to represent these
processes and which will give an indication of the degree
to which detection is thereby attenuated.
The use of sophisticated predictors has proved invalu-
able in data compression. Such predictors rely on as-
sumptions about the nature of data and in the same way
knowledge of the probable form of data greatly improves
the detection performance of watermarks.
 If we take a very simple case where each pixel has ei-
ther a positive or negative signal added we can attempt
to assess the probable contribution of any pixel to our
knowledge of the watermark and we instantly realise the
necessity for a reasonable predictive method.
Suppose for a selected pixel we consider the 4 neigh-
bouring pixels and try to calculate the probability that,
given the values of the pixel in question and its 4 nearest
neighbours there has been a positive embedded signal
added. We need to estimate the correlation between
neighbouring pixels and whether or not there is any
benefit in extending to more remote pixels, and to what
extent we can assume that the area we are considering is
representative of the whole image. The analysis is tedi-
ous but important.
It would be interesting to see an analysis which revealed
which watermarking method derived optimal informa-
tion from any given pixel.

5 Robustness
In practical situations robustness must depend upon the
watermark being embedded sufficiently comprehensively
as to be inseparable from the data. However, we cannot
produce a detection system that will automatically detect
watermarks after any possible image manipulation. It
seems almost in reality that we must distinguish between
two types of detection.
Firstly there is the automatic detection provided by a
publicly available detector where the watermark is used
largely for publicity purposes. This detection does not
require the presence of the original image and can typi-
cally cope with simple resizing and small rotation. This
automatic detection can be foiled relatively simply by

geometrical manipulation. If we wish to make the wa-
termark more widely detectable we have to add signals
that are invariant under a wider range of transformations
and the level of data addition required tends to produce
unacceptably perceptible artefacts. If there is sufficient
redundant data to embed a signal of high symmetry then
undoubtedly a compression scheme could remove the
signal.
Secondly there is what might be termed forensic detec-
tion where an image provider is prepared to spend an
hour or two proving ownership of an image. This foren-
sic search may involve the use of image manipulation
tools to resize the suspect image and to undo some of the
manipulation which has been applied. It may involve the
use of the original image in some way. There can be no
real hope that this process can be rendered automatic be-
cause the number of possible image manipulations that
still leave an image as a clear derivative of some original
is infinite.  The holy grail of automatic detection is not
worth the search.

6 Security
There appears to be a difference in the way that security
is regarded by practitioners and the way its dealt with in
literature. There tends to be a feeling by image users that
80% success rate in watermark detection is a satisfactory
deterrent. There seems to be little concern that hackers
will undertake elaborate decryption processes to undo
watermarks, although clearly if a method has very low
security it will not be acceptable.
Certainly there is an awareness that if the quality of an
image is too far damaged then watermarks will not be
used and there will be no security.
It has also become apparent from customers that the
preference of security experts that the security should not
rest in the nature of the algorithm but rather in control of
the keys is not a preference that they share. There are us-
ers who wish to watermark digital files without revealing
the fact to the public at large.

7 Conclusion
Advances in watermarking will be greater if there is in-
creased collaboration between commercial practitioners
and academics, or, in the case of some large organisa-
tions, better co-operation between those who design the
algorithms and those who deal with the customers. There
is always a danger that people who deal simply with the
method of handling data but never with the data content
will produce less than ideal solutions.
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1 Introduction
Image authentication using steganography is quite dif-
ferent from authentication using cryptography. In cryp-
tographic authentication, the intention is to protect the
communication channel and make sure that the message
received is authentic. It is typically done by appending
the image hash (image digest) to the image and encrypt-
ing the result. Once the image is decrypted and stored on
the hard disk, its integrity is not protected anymore.
Steganography offers an interesting alternative to image
integrity and authenticity problem. Because the image
data is typically very redundant, it is possible to slightly
modify the image so that we can later check with the
right key if the image has been modified and identify the
modified portions. The integrity verification data is em-
bedded in the image rather than appended to it. If the
image is tampered with, the embedded information will
be modified thus enabling us to identify the modifica-
tions.
In the past, several techniques [1−14] and concepts
based on data hiding or steganography have been intro-
duced as a means for tamper detection in digital images
and for image authentication − fragile watermarks, semi-
fragile watermarks, robust watermarks, and self-
embedding. The visual redundancy of typical images en-
ables us to insert imperceptible additional information
and make the images capable of authenticating them-
selves without accessing the originals. The goal is to
prevent the possibility of creating a forgery that goes un-

detected. An example application would be a secure
digital camera equipped with a watermarking chip that
authenticates every image it takes before storing it on the
flash card. The embedded information could be uniquely
tied to the camera’s serial number thus creating a link
between the images and the hardware that took them.
Such smart images may play an important role in de-
tecting digital forgeries or establishing the origin of
digital images.
Fragile watermarks [1−4,10,13] are designed to detect
every possible change in pixel values. They can be de-
signed to provide a very high probability of tamper de-
tection while making it practically impossible to create a
forgery. However, since images are highly redundant,
and their visual content is generally not modified under
small perturbations, it may not be desirable to have this
kind of sensitivity at least in some applications. Semi-
fragile watermarks [5,10] are moderately robust and thus
provide a "softer" evaluation criterion. The value identi-
fying the presence of the watermark (a correlation in
most cases) can serve as a measure of tampering. A natu-
ral extension of the concept of a semi-fragile watermark
is the robust spread spectrum watermark on medium
sized blocks [7−9]. If an image feature comparable in
size to the watermarking block is removed or added, the
watermark in that block will no longer be present. On the
other hand, typical image processing operations, such as
filtering, gamma correction, or lossy compression will
decrease the evidence for watermark presence more or
less uniformly over all blocks. Consequently, one can
distinguish malicious changes from innocent image
processing operations. Such techniques [7−9,13,14]
could be termed authentication of the visual content.
They can be combined with fragile watermarks if the
fragile watermark is inserted after the robust one. This
hybrid watermark [13] combines the accuracy and pre-
cise localization of the fragile watermark with the ro-
bustness of the robust watermark.
The last category of image authentication techniques is
called self-embedding. The image is embedded into it-
self in such a manner that it is later possible to not only
detect tampered or cropped out portions of the image,
but also to recover the original content. Due to very
large payload requirements of self-embedding tech-
niques, it is not possible to have a good reconstruction
quality, watermark invisibility, and robustness at the
same time. Currently developed techniques [11,12] can
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be classified as fragile or semi-fragile watermarks with
very high quality of the reconstructed image.
In this paper, we present the technical details of the
above mentioned steganographic techniques for authen-
tication and tamper detection in digital images. We com-
pare their performance, security, and outline research di-
rections in this field. In section 2, we start with fragile
watermarks, and continue with semi-fragile watermarks
in Section 3. Robust watermarks and hybrid watermarks
for tamper detection are covered in Section 4. In Section
5, we describe algorithms for self-embedding techniques
and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Fragile watermarks
If the inserted watermark is fragile so that any manipula-
tion of pixels will disturb its integrity, one can readily
detect the tampered areas by checking for presence of
this fragile watermark. A very simple scheme is obtained
by encrypting the seven most significant bit planes and
hashing the result. This hash can then be inserted into the
least significant bit plane of the image. With high prob-
ability, any change made to any bit plane will be de-
tected. The localization properties of this simple scheme
can be improved if it is applied to image blocks rather
than the whole image.
One of the first fragile watermarking techniques pro-
posed for detection of image tampering was based on in-
serting check-sums of gray levels determined from the
seven most significant bits into the least significant bits
(LSB) of pseudo-randomly selected pixels [1]. In this
paper, we are going to describe one possible implemen-
tation of this idea. First, we choose a large number N that
will be used for calculating the check sums. Its size di-
rectly influences the probability of making a change that
might go undetected. The image is then divided into 8×8
blocks, and in each block, a different pseudo-random
walk through all 64 pixels is generated. Let us denote the
pixels as p1, p2, …, p64. We also generate 64 integers a1,
a2, …, a64 comparable in size to N. The check sum S is
calculated as

NpgaS
i ii mod)(
64

1∑ =
= ,

where g(pi) is the gray level of the pixel p(i). It is then
expressed in a binary form, encrypted, and embedded in
the LSBs of the image block. Swapping pixels within
one block will change the value of S because the two
pixels will have different coefficients ai. The random
walk pi and the coefficients ai can be block dependent
(using a secret key), thus making it impossible to swap
entire blocks without making undetected changes. One
weakness of this scheme is that it is possible to swap
identically positioned blocks in two authenticated im-
ages, unless one does not make the watermark dependent
on the image or at least the image order. This could be
achieved for example using the robust bit extraction al-
gorithm proposed in [16]. Another alternative to thwart
this "collage" attack is to use randomly placed pixels
rather than publicly known 8×8 blocks. This may, how-

ever, somewhat negatively influence the ability to local-
ize changes.
Yeung and Wong [2,3] proposed the following method
for authentication of digital images. The process of im-
age authentication starts with a secret key that is used to
generate a key dependent binary valued function f, f: {0,
1, …, 255} → {0,1}, that maps integers from 0 to 255 to
either 1 or 0. For color images, three such functions, fR,
fG, fB, one for each color channel, are generated. These
binary functions are used to encode a binary logo L. The
gray scales are perturbed to satisfy the following expres-
sion

L(i,j) = fg(g(i,j)) for each pixel (i,j).

For an RGB image, the three color channels are per-
turbed to obtain

L(i,j) = fR(R(i,j)) ⊕ fG(G(i,j)) ⊕ fB(B(i,j))
for each pixel (i,j),

where ⊕ denotes the excluded OR. Error diffusion is
further employed to preserve the original colors. The
image authenticity is easily verified by checking the re-
lationship L(i,j) = fg(g(i,j)) for each pixel (i,j).
There are some obvious advantages of this approach.
First, the logo itself can carry some useful visual infor-
mation about the image or its creator. It can also repre-
sent a particular authentication device or software. Sec-
ond, by comparing the original logo with the recovered
one, one can visually inspect the integrity of the image.
Third, the authentication watermark is embedded not
only in the LSBs of the image but somewhat deeper (± 5
gay scales). This makes it more secure and harder to re-
move. Fourth, the method is fast, simple, and amenable
to fast and cheap hardware implementation. This makes
it very appealing for still image authentication in digital
cameras.
This method, however, has a serious security gap if the
same logo and key are reused for multiple images. Given
two images I1 and I2 with gray levels g(1) and g(2) water-
marked with the same key and logo L, we have

fg(g
(1) (i,j)) = L(i,j) = fg(g

(2) (i,j)) for all (i,j).

The last equation constitutes M×N equations for 256 un-
knowns fg. As reported in [17] only two images are
needed on average to recover over 90% of the binary
function fg. Once the binary function is estimated, the
logo can be easily derived. Actually, if the logo is a real
image rather than a randomized picture, we can use this
additional information to recover the rest of the binary
function fg. Although the situation becomes more com-
plicated for color images, the method appears to have a
serious security gap. Making the embedded information
depend on the image index would not be too practical
because one would have to search for the right index,
which may in turn increase the complexity of the algo-
rithm. Embedding the index in a robust manner in the
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image using a secret (camera) key may alleviate this
situation. As another approach, we can use the robust bit
extraction algorithm [16] and make the logo and / or the
binary function(s) a nontrivial function of the secret key
and the image itself.

3 Semi-fragile watermarks
Another class of authentication watermarks is formed by
semi-robust watermarks. Such watermarks are margin-
ally robust and are less sensitive to pixel modifications.
Thus, it is possible to use them for quantifying the de-
gree of tamper and distinguish simple LSB shuffling
from malicious changes, such as feature adding and re-
moval. Van Schyndel et al. [4] modify the LSB of pixels
by adding extended m-sequences to rows of pixels. For
an N×N image, a sequence of length N is randomly
shifted and added to the image rows. The phase of the
sequence carries the watermark information. A simple
cross-correlation is used to test for the presence of the
watermark. Wolfgang and Delp [5,10] extended van
Schyndel’s work and improved the localization proper-
ties and robustness. They use bipolar m-sequences of –
1’s and 1’s arranged into blocks and add them to corre-
sponding image blocks. If X(b) denotes the gray levels of
the original image block b, the watermarked block Y(b)
is calculated as

Y(b) = X(b) + W(b).

The verification process used to test an image Z to see if
the watermark is in the image is:

δ(b) = Y(b) ⋅ W(b) − Z(b) ⋅ W(b).

A threshold test is then performed on the test statistic δ.
If δ < T, where T is a user-defined threshold, Z(b) is con-
sidered genuine. Large values of T allow the toleration
of changes to the marked image block Y(b). If Z(b) =
Y(b), then δ = 0.
Zhu et al. [6] propose two techniques based on spatial
and frequency masking. Their watermark is guaranteed
to be perceptually invisible, yet it can detect errors up to
one half of the maximal allowable change in each pixel
or frequency bin depending on whether frequency or
spatial masking is used. The image is divided into blocks
and in each block a secret random signature (a pseudo-
random sequence uniformly distributed in [0,1]) is mul-
tiplied by the masking values of that block. The resulting
signal depends on the image block and is added to the
original block quantized using the same masking values.
Errors smaller than one half of the maximal allowable
change are readily detected by this scheme.
The authors apply this technique to small 8×8 pixel
blocks. The block is DCT transformed, and the fre-
quency masking values M(i,j) for each frequency bin
P(i,j) are calculated using a frequency masking model.
The values M(i,j) are the maximal changes that do not
introduce perceptible distortions. The DCT coefficients

are modified to PS (i,j) according to the following ex-
pression

PS(i,j) = M(i,j) { P(i,j) / M(i,j) + r(i,j) sign(P(i,j))},

where r(i,j) is a key-dependent noise signal in the inter-
val (0,1), and x rounds x towards zero. Since
|P(i,j)−PS(i,j) |≤ M(i,j), the modifications to DCT coeffi-
cients are imperceptible.
For a test image block with DCT coefficients PS’(i,j), the
masking values M’(i,j) are calculated. The error at (i,j) is
estimated by the following equation

e’ = PS’−M' {r sign(PS’) +  PS’ / M'−(r−1/2) sign(PS’)},

where all the values are evaluated at the same frequency
bin (i,j). The authors show that if the true error e at (i,j)
is smaller in absolute value than M(i,j)/2, and if M'(i,j) =
M(i,j), the estimated error e’ = e. It is further shown that
the error estimates are fairly accurate for small distor-
tions, such as high quality JPEG compression.

4 Authenticating the visual content
Fridrich [7,8] describes a technique in which an image is
divided into medium-size blocks and a robust spread-
spectrum watermark is inserted into each block. If wa-
termarks are present in all blocks with high probability,
one can be fairly confident that the image has not been
tampered with in any significant manner (such as adding
or removing features comparable in size to the block). If
the watermark correlation is lower uniformly over all
image blocks, one can deduce that some image process-
ing operation was most likely applied. If one or more
blocks show very low evidence for watermark presence
while other blocks exhibit values well above the thresh-
old, one can estimate the probability of tampering and
with a high probability decide whether or not the image
has been tampered with.
Kundur and Hatzinakos [9], propose a wavelet-based
telltale image authentication. Because the watermark is
localized both spatially and in the frequency domain, it
provides spatial and frequency domain information on
how the signal was modified. For example, if certain fre-
quencies in the image block have been untouched, they
will be authenticated as credible. The image is first de-
composed using the Haar transformation to the L-th level
into the high frequency components fk,l (m,n) and the
lowest resolution level fa,L. The secret key is used to
generate the subset of wavelet coefficients that will be
modified. A special quantization function Q is used to
assign binary values to wavelet coefficients f

Q∆,l(f) = 0 if f/(∆2l) is even,
Q∆,l(f) = 1 if f/(∆2l) is odd

at the quantization level l. If a wavelet coefficient fk,l

(m,n) is chosen for watermark embedding, it is modified
so that
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Q∆,s(fk,l (m,n)) = w(i) XOR qkey(m,n),

where w(i) is the i-th watermark bit and qkey is a bit
generated from the image and a secret key. The con-
struction of the quantization function Q guarantees that
one will never have to modify the coefficient at the level
l by more than ±∆2l. The watermark is extracted by
evaluating the expression

w(i) = Q∆,s(f ’ k,l (m,n)) XOR qkey(m,n),

where f ’  is the wavelet coefficient of the potentially
tampered image. The extent of tampering is evaluated
using the number of correctly recovered watermark bits
w(i). The authors also provide an estimate of the prob-
ability that a random modification of the wavelet coeffi-
cients will go undetected. This probability is shown to
decrease exponentially with the number of modified co-
efficients.
Schneider and Chang [14] propose a content-based sig-
nature for robust feature authentication. First an image is
processed and a set of features is extracted. The result is
hashed and encrypted using a public key. The encrypted
information is finally embedded in the image. To
authenticate an image, the embedded information is first
extracted, decrypted, and compared to the hash of ex-
tracted features. Since the hash function is sensitive to
every bit of its input, the feature extraction and normali-
zation needs to be robust to achieve insensitivity to small
modifications while being able to detect –large changes.
The authors use image histograms on small blocks as
features. Another possibility would be to use special
“robust” hash functions that are not sensitive to every
input bit. The robust bit extraction algorithm [16] men-
tioned previously is one possible approach.

It appears that no single scheme can have both precise
localization properties without being too sensitive. In-
deed these two requirements are in conflict. On the other
hand, it should be possible to combine a robust water-
mark or a feature authentication watermark with a fragile
one, if the fragile watermark is embedded as the second
one. The fragile watermark is usually very weak and
should not influence the robust one in any significant
manner. This hybrid watermark [13] can, therefore, en-
joy the good properties of both watermarks. If a subtle
change is made to a highly localized group of pixels,
such as changing the eye color in a portrait photograph,
the fragile watermark can be used to precisely localize
the change. On the other hand, a simple lossy compres-
sion or applying a filter to the image will be indicated as
non-malicious tamper because the robust watermark will
survive.

5 Self-embedding
The idea of self-embedding the image into itself enables
not only detection of areas that have been tampered or
damaged, but also recovering the missing information.
The self-embedded information can be in a fragile or in a
semi-fragile form. Thus, self-embedding is a means both

for protecting the image content and for authentication.
Because the image or its approximation needs to be em-
bedded into itself without introducing visible artifacts,
the embedded information cannot be robust. There is an
obvious trade-off between the robustness of the self-
embedded image and its visual quality.
Fridrich and Goljan [11] describe a self-embedding
technique in which the image is first divided into blocks
of 8×8 pixels. Setting the LSB of each pixel to zero, a
DCT is calculated for each block. The DCT matrix is
then quantized with the quantization matrix correspond-
ing to a 50% quality JPEG. The resulting quantized ma-
trix is then encoded using 64 bits and the code is inserted
into the LSBs of a distant 8×8 block. The watermarking
process on average modifies 50% of pixels by one gray
level. The quality of the reconstructed image is some-
what worse than 50% quality JPEG. If two LSBs are
used for inserting the code (encoded quantized DCT co-
efficients) 128 bits can be used instead of 64 bits. For
most blocks, this enables encoding almost all quantized
DCT coefficients. Thus, the quality of the reconstructed
image is roughly equivalent to a 50% JPEG compres-
sion.
The same authors [12] introduce another algorithm for
self-embedding that is based on differential encoding.
The differences between neighboring pixels are adjusted
so that they mimic a decreased color depth approxima-
tion of the same image shifted by a third of the image
dimension in a random direction. This provides a weak
robustness to small noise adding while maintaining the
quality of the embedded image quite reasonable (16
color approximation of the original). The embedded im-
age gradually degrades with noise adding. The visual
quality of the recovered image is still acceptable after
adding noise of amplitude of 2 gray levels. However, the
embedded information is lost after a 65% quality JPEG
compression (the default setting in many commercial
software products).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive overview of
steganographic techniques for tamper detection and
authentication of digital images. The techniques are di-
vided into several categories according to their ability to
identify changes. Fragile watermarks can detect changes
to every pixel and provide accurate information about
the image integrity. However, it is not possible to distin-
guish small, innocuous changes due to common image
processing operation from malicious changes, such as
feature removal or addition. Semi-fragile watermarks are
more robust and allow "authentication with a degree". It
is possible to set a threshold in those techniques so that
images after high quality JPEG compression, or con-
trast/brightness adjustment will still be considered
authentic to a high degree. In the third category, we put
techniques that attempt to authenticate image features.
Such techniques are even more robust and enable robust
distinction between innocuous and malicious modifica-
tions at the expense of losing the sensitivity to small
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changes and sometimes the ability to localize modifica-
tions. However, it is possible to combine those water-
marks with fragile watermarks if the fragile watermark is
inserted as the second one. Such hybrid watermarks pro-
vide a much wider spectrum of protection against unau-
thorized modifications. The last category of data embed-
ding techniques for tamper detection is called self-
embedding. In those techniques, the image is embedded
into itself in a judicious manner so that it is actually pos-
sible to later recover areas that have been cropped out,
missing features, or identify newly added features. Self-
embedding watermarks are fragile or semi-fragile and
their disadvantage is that they cannot be combined with
lossy compression.
One common problem of all watermarking techniques
for tamper detection or authentication is that the water-
mark has to be image and key dependent in a non-trivial
non-invertible manner to prevent creating forgeries that
will go undetected. If the same key is used for authenti-
cation of multiple images, many block-based techniques
will be vulnerable to a collage attack in which blocks
from different images are combined. This is a serious is-
sue if the authentication algorithm is expected to be im-
plemented in digital cameras or surveillance video-
cameras. It appears that "robust hash functions" also
called robust bit extraction is the only practical way to
solve this problem.
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ABSTRACT
Many image watermarks have been pro-
posed to protect intellectual property in an
age where digital images may be easily
modified and perfectly reproduced.  In a
fragile marking system, a signal (water-
mark) is embedded within an image such
that subsequent alterations to the water-
marked image can be detected with high
probability.  The insertion of the watermark
is perceptually invisible under normal hu-
man observation.  These types of marks
have found applicability in image authenti-
cation systems.
In this paper we discuss fragile marking sys-
tems and their desirable features, common
methods of attack, and survey some recent
marking systems.
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1 Introduction
The age of digital multimedia has brought many advan-
tages in the creation and distribution of image content
but the ease of copying and editing also facilitates un-
authorized use, misappropriation, and misrepresentation.
Content providers are naturally concerned about these
issues and watermarking, which is the act of embedding
another signal (the watermark) into an image, have been
proposed to protect an owners rights [1].
Many types of watermarks have been developed for a
variety of applications.  Watermarks may be visible or
invisible, where a visible mark is easily detected by ob-
servation while an invisible mark is designed to be
transparent to the observer and detected using signal
processing techniques [1]. The process of embedding the
watermark requires modifying the original image and in

essence the watermarking process inserts a controlled
amount of “distortion” in the image. The recovery of this
distortion allows the one to identify the owner of the im-
age.  Invisible or transparent marks use the properties of
the human visual system to minimise the perceptual dis-
tortion in the watermarked image [1] [2].  In the class of
transparent watermarks one may further categorise tech-
niques as robust or fragile.  A robust mark is designed to
resist attacks that attempt to remove or destroy the mark.
Such attacks include lossy compression, filtering, and
geometric scaling. A fragile mark is designed to detect
slight changes to the watermarked image with high prob-
ability. The main application of fragile watermarks is in
content authentication. Most of the work, as reported in
the literature, in watermarking is in the area of robust
techniques. Many important applications could benefit
from the use of fragile watermarks.

2 Fragile Marking Applications
A fragile watermark is a mark that is readily altered or
destroyed when the host image is modified through a lin-
ear or nonlinear transformation [3].  Fragile marks are
not suited for enforcing copyright ownership of digital
images; an attacker would attempt to destroy the embed-
ded mark and fragile marks are, by definition, easily de-
stroyed.  The sensitivity of fragile marks to modification
leads to their use in image authentication.  That is, it may
be of interest for parties to verify that an image has not
been edited, damaged, or altered since it was marked.
Image authentication systems have applicability in law,
commerce, defense, and journalism. Since digital images
are easy to modify, a secure authentication system is use-
ful in showing that no tampering has occurred during
situations where the credibility of an image may be
questioned.  Common examples are the marking of im-
ages in a database to detect tampering [4][5], the use in a
“trustworthy camera” so news agencies can ensure an
image is not fabricated or edited to falsify events [6],
and the marking of images in commerce so a buyer can
be assured that the images bought are authentic upon re-
ceipt [7]. Other situations include images used in court-
room evidence, journalistic photography, or images in-
volved in espionage.
Another method to verify the authenticity of a digital
work is the use of a signature system [8]. In a signature
system, a digest of the data to be authenticated is ob-
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tained by the use of cryptographic hash functions [8][9].
The digest is then cryptographically signed to produce
the signature that is bound to the original data. Later, a
recipient verifies the signature by examining the digest
of the (possibly modified) data and using a verification
algorithm determines if the data is authentic.  While the
purpose of fragile watermarking and digital signature
systems are similar, watermarking systems offer several
advantages compared to signature systems [10] at the
expense of requiring some modification (watermark in-
sertion) of the image data.  Since a watermark is embed-
ded directly in the image data, no additional information
is necessary for authenticity verification.  (This is unlike
digital signatures since the signature itself must be bound
to the transmitted data.)  Therefore the critical informa-
tion needed in the authenticity testing process is dis-
creetly hidden and more difficult to remove than a digital
signature.  Also, digital signature systems view an image
as an arbitrary bit stream and do not exploit its unique
structure.  Therefore a signature system may be able to
detect that an image had been modified but cannot char-
acterise the alterations.  Many watermarking systems can
determine which areas of a marked image have been al-
tered and which areas have not, as well as estimate the
nature of the alterations.

2.1 Image Authentication Framework
The framework for embedding and detecting a fragile
mark is similar to that of any watermarking system.  An
owner (or an independent third party authority) embeds
the mark into an original image (see Figure 1).

Original
Image

Marking
Key

Embed
Mark

Marked
Image

Watermark

Figure 1: Watermark Embedding

The marking key is used to generate the watermark and
is typically an identifier assigned to the owner or image.
The original image is kept secret or may not even be
available in some applications such as digital camera.
The marked image may be transmitted, presented, or
distributed.  The marked image is perceptually identical
to the original image under normal observation.  See
Figure 2 and Figure 3 for an example of original and
marked images using the fragile marking technique de-
scribed in [9][11].
When a user receives an image, they use the detector to
evaluate the authenticity of the received image (see Fig-
ure 4). The detection process also requires knowledge of
“side information.” This side information may be the
marking key, the watermark, the original image, or other
information. The detector is usually based on statistical
detection theory whereby a test statistic is generated and
from that test statistic the image is determined to be

authentic. If it is not authentic then it would be desirable
for the detector to determine where the image has been
modified.

Figure 2: Original Image

Figure 3: Watermarked Image

The side information used by the detector is very im-
portant in the overall use of a fragile watermark. Tech-
niques that require that the detector have the original im-
age are known as private watermarks while techniques
that do require the detector to have the original image
are known as public watermarks.  To be effective a frag-
ile watermarking system must be a public technique. In
many applications the original image may never be
available since it might have been watermarked immedi-
ately upon creation.

Test Image

Detection Side
Information

Detector Mark
Present?

Damaged?

Figure 4: Watermark Detection

In database applications the owner or authority who
marks the images is often the party interested in verify-
ing that they have not been altered a subsequent time.
For example, in a medical database it is important that
any modifications to images be detected. In other appli-
cations, such as commerce, the verifying parties are dis-
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tinct from the marking entity.  In these cases, it is desir-
able to choose a system where the marking and detection
information are distinct.  In such a system, the ability to
determine the authenticity of images does not also grant
the ability to mark images. The vast majority of fragile
systems described in the current literature do not imple-
ment this approach.

3 Features of Fragile Marking Systems
We now present desirable features of fragile marking
systems, noting that the relative importance of these
features will depend on the application.  Applications
may have requirements other than the ones mentioned.
In addition to the features described below and the de-
sired properties we previously mentioned, other proper-
ties can be found in [4][12][13]:
1.  Detect tampering.  A fragile marking system should
detect (with high probability) any tampering in a marked
image.  This is the most fundamental property of a frag-
ile mark and is a requirement to reliably test image
authenticity.  In many applications it is also desirable to
provide an indication of how much alteration or damage
has occurred and where it is located (see Feature 4 be-
low).
2.  Perceptual Transparency.  An embedded water-
mark should not be visible under normal observation or
interfere with the functionality of the image [1].  In most
cases this refers to preserving the aesthetic qualities of
an image, however if an application also performs other
operations on marked images (such as feature extraction)
then these operations must not be affected.  Unfortu-
nately there is not a lot of information how the “noise”
introduced by marking process affects other image proc-
essing operations [14]. This is an open research problem.
Also, transparency may be a subjective issue in certain
applications and finding measures, which correlate well
with perceived image quality, may be difficult.
3.  Detection should not require the original image.
This was discussed in detail in Section 3. As mentioned
above the original image may nor exist or the owner may
have good reason not to trust a third party with the origi-
nal (since the party could then place their own mark on
the original and claim it as their own.)
4.  Detector should be able to locate and characterise
alterations made to a marked image.  This includes
the ability to locate spatial regions within an altered im-
age which are authentic or corrupt. The detector should
also be able to estimate what kind of modification had
occurred.
5.  The watermark detectable after image cropping.
In some applications, the ability for the mark to be de-
tected after cropping may be desirable.  For example, a
party may be interested in portions (faces, people, etc.)
of a larger, marked image.  In other applications, this
feature is not desired since cropping is treated as a modi-
fication.
6.  The watermarks generated by different marking
keys should be “orthogonal” during watermark de-
tection.  The mark embedded in an image generated by

using a particular marking key must be detected only by
providing the corresponding detection side information
to the detector.  All other side information provided to
the detector should fail to detect the mark.
7.  The marking key spaces should be large. This is to
accommodate many users and to hinder the exhaustive
search for a particular marking key even if hostile parties
are somehow able to obtain both an unmarked and
marked versions of a particular image.
8.  The marking key should be difficult to deduce
from the detection side information.  This is particu-
larly important in systems that have distinct marking and
detection keys.  Usually in such systems the marking key
is kept private and the corresponding detection side in-
formation may be provided to other parties.  If the other
parties can deduce the marking key from the detection
information then they may be able embed the owner’s
mark in images that the owner never intended to mark.
9.  The insertion of a mark by unauthorised parties
should be difficult.  A particular attack mentioned in [4]
is the removal of the watermark from a marked image
and subsequently inserting it into another image.
10. The watermark should be capable of being em-
bedded in the compressed domain.  This is not the
same as saying the watermark should survive compres-
sion, which can be viewed as an attack. The ability to in-
sert the mark in the compressed domain has significant
advantage in many applications.

4 Attacks on Fragile Marks
One must be mindful of potential attacks by malicious
parties during the design and evaluation of marking sys-
tems.  It may be practically impossible to design a sys-
tem impervious to all forms of attack, and new methods
to defeat marking systems will be invented in time.  But
certainly knowledge of common attack modes is a re-
quirement for the design of improved systems.
The first type of attack is blind modification of a marked
image (that is, arbitrarily changing the image assuming
no mark is present).  This form of attack should be read-
ily recognized by any fragile mark, yet we mention it be-
cause it may be the most common type of attack that a
marking system is to defeat.  Variations of this attack in-
clude cropping and localized replacement (such as sub-
stituting one person’s face with another.)  The latter type
of modification is a significant reason why an applica-
tion may want to be able to indicate the damaged regions
within an altered image.
Another type of attack is to attempt to modify the
marked image itself without affecting the embedded
mark or creating a new mark that the detector accepts as
authentic.  Some weak fragile marks easily detect ran-
dom changes to an image but may fail to detect a care-
fully constructed modification.  An example is a fragile
mark embedded in the least-significant bit plane of an
image.  An attempt to modify the image without realiz-
ing that a mark is expressed in the LSB is very likely to
disturb the mark and be detected.  However, an attacker
that may attempt to modify the image without disturbing
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any LSBs or substitute a new set of LSBs on a modified
image that the detector classifies as authentic.
Attacks may also involve using a known valid mark from
a marked image as the mark for another, arbitrary image
[4].  The mark-transfer attack is easier if it is possible to
deduce how a mark is inserted. This type of attack can
also be performed on the same image; the mark is first
removed, then the image is modified, and finally the
mark is re-inserted.
An attacker may be interested in completely removing
the mark and leaving no remnants of its existence (per-
haps so they can deny ever bearing witness to an image
which has their mark embedded in it).  To do so, an at-
tacker may attempt adding random noise to the image,
using techniques designed to destroy marks (such as
Stirmark [15]), or using statistical analysis or collusion
to estimate the original image.
An attacker may also attempt the deduction of the
marking key used to generate the mark.  The marking
key is intimately associated with an embedded mark, so
if it is possible to isolate the mark the attacker can then
study it in an attempt to deduce the key (or reduce the
search space for the marking key).  Once the key is de-
duced, the attacker can then forge the mark into any ar-
bitrary image.
There are also known attacks that involve the authenti-
cation model itself and not so much on the specific mark
in an image.  Attacks on authentication systems over in-
secure channels are also discussed in [8] and similar vul-
nerabilities can apply to watermarking systems.

5 Examples of  Fragile Marking Systems
We now survey some fragile marking systems described
in the literature.  We can classify the techniques as ones
which work directly in the spatial domain or in the trans-
form (DCT, wavelet) domains.

5.1 Spatial Domain Marks
Early Early fragile watermarking systems embedded the
mark directly in the spatial domain of an image, such as
techniques described in Walton [16] and van Schyndel et
al. [17].  These techniques embed the mark in the least
significant bit plane for perceptual transparency.  Their
significant disadvantages include the ease of bypassing
the security they provide [3][18] and the inability to
lossy compress the image without damaging the mark.
Wolfgang and Delp [11] extended van Schyndel’s work
to improve robustness and localization in their VW2D
technique. The mark is embedded by adding a bipolar
M-sequence in the spatial domain.  Detection is via a
modified correlation detector.   For localization, a
blocking structure is used during embedding and detec-
tion. This mark has been compared to other approaches
using hash functions [9].
P. Wong describes another fragile marking technique in
[19], which obtains a digest using a hash function. The
image, image dimensions, and marking key are hashed
during embedding and used to modify the least-
significant bit plane of the original image. This is done
in such a way that when the correct detection side infor-

mation and unaltered marked image are provided to the
detector, a bi-level image chosen by the owner (such as a
company logo or insignia), is observed. This technique
has localization properties and can identify regions of
modified pixels within a marked image.
The technique of Yeung and Mintzer [3], whose security
is examined in [10], is also one where the correct detec-
tion information results in a bi-level image.  However,
the embedding technique is more extensive than insert-
ing a binary value into the least-significant bit plane.
The marking key is used to generate several pseudo-
random look-up tables (one for each channel or color
component) that control how subsequent modification of
the pixel data will occur.  Then, after the insertion proc-
ess is completed, a modified error diffusion process can
be used to spread the effects of altering the pixels, mak-
ing the mark more difficult to see.  As discussed in [10],
the security of the technique depends on the difficulty of
inferring the look-up tables. The search space for the ta-
ble entries can be drastically reduced if knowledge of the
bi-level watermark image is known. A modification (po-
sition-dependent lookup tables) is proposed in [10] to
dramatically increase the search space.

5.2 Transform Domain Marks
Various transformations, such as the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and wavelet transforms, are widely
used for lossy image compression and much is known of
how the actual transform coefficients may be altered
(quantized) to minimize perceptual distortion [1].  There
is also a great deal of interest in transform embedding
for robust image marking systems to make embedded
marks more resilient to attacks.
There are advantages for fragile marking systems to use
the transform domain as well.  Many fragile marking
systems are adapted from lossy compression systems
(such as JPEG), which have the benefit that mark in em-
bedded in the compressed representation.  The properties
of a transform can be used to characterize how an image
has been damaged or altered.  Also, applications may re-
quire a mark to possess some robustness to certain types
of modification (such as brightness changes) yet be able
to detect other modifications (e.g. local pixel re-
placemnet).
Wu and Liu [13] describe a technique based on a modi-
fied JPEG encoder.  The watermark is inserted by
changing the quantized DCT coefficients before entropy
coding. A special lookup table of binary values (whose
design is constrained to ensure mark invisibility) is used
to partition the space of all possible DCT coefficient
values into two sets.  The two sets are then used to mod-
ify the image coefficients to encode a bi-level image
(such as a logo.)  To reduce the blocking effects of al-
tering coefficients, it is suggested that the DC coefficient
and any coefficients with low energy be not marked.
Kundur and Hatzinakos [12] and Xie and Arce [20] de-
scribe techniques based on the wavelet transform.  Kun-
dur embeds a mark by modifying the quantization proc-
ess of Haar wavelet transform coefficients while Xie se-
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lectively inserts watermark bits by processing the image
after it is in a compressed form using the SPIHT algo-
rithm 0.  A wavelet decomposition of an image contains
both frequency and spatial information about the image
hence watermarks embedded in the wavelet domain have
the advantage of being able to locate and characterize
tampering of a marked image.

6 Conclusion
Fragile watermarking is the embedding of a signal (the
watermark) into an image so that modifications to the re-
sulting marked image can be detected with high prob-
ability.  A fragile marking system is useful in a variety of
image authentication applications. We feel that fragile
watermarking has been somewhat ignored by the water-
marking community in favor of robust techniques. There
are many open research problems that need to be ad-
dressed in fragile watermarks such as the development of
techniques that allow the detection of authenticity with-
out permitting mark embedding. Many important appli-
cations can benefit from the use of fragile techniques.
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ABSTRACT
Scaling and cropping are very common in
today’s image processing software. When an
image is printed-and-scanned, the final im-
age is generally a cropped version of the ro-
tated, scaled original image, with additional
noises. The cropped image usually does not
have the same aspect ratio as the original, so
the DFT coefficients of the cropped image
and the original would be quite different. In
this paper, we propose an algorithm embed-
ding spread spectrum watermarks in the
DFT magnitudes of the log-log map magni-
tudes in the Fourier domain. These water-
marks would be resistant to any aspect ratio
of scaling and cropping and pixel value dis-
tortions as in the print-and-scan process.
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1 Introduction
Watermarking methods embed information in a multi-
media object in which the modification should be imper-
ceptible. The embedded information can be used as a
proof of ownership or as a kind of secret data transmis-
sion. Several types of watermarking systems have been
proposed since 1990 [1]. Among them, public water-
marking is considered to have a broader application
value, because it can detect the watermarks without the
original object. There are two types of public water-
marking systems: one-bit watermark and multiple-bit
watermark [2]. The one-bit public watermarking system
(also referred to as semi-private watermarking) detects
the existence of a specific identification watermark in the
multimedia content. It usually serves as evidence of
ownership. The multiple-bit public watermarking system
(or blind watermarking) extracts the embedded informa-

tion of the watermark. It is usually used for data hiding
or ownership declaration.
Today, the print-and-scan process is commonly used for
image reproduction and distribution. It is popular to
transform images between the electronic digital format
and the printed pictures. Therefore, for copyright pro-
tection, an effective watermarking system should be able
to detect or extract watermarks, regardless the media
format of the image. However, while most of previous
research on watermarking focused on the electronic
digital image, it was not clear how the print-and-scan
process affects the image, nor how a watermarking sys-
tem can survive it.
The rescanned image is generally distorted in both the
pixel values and the geometric boundary. The distortion
of pixel values is caused by (1) the luminance, contrast,
gamma correction and chromnance variations, and (2)
the blurring of adjacent pixels. These distortions are the
typical effects of the printer and scanner.
The distortion of the geometric boundary in the print-
and-scan process is caused by rotation, scaling, and
cropping (RSC). We would like to point out that the
geometric distortion in the scanning process could not be
adequately modeled by the well-known rotation, scaling,
and translation (RST) effects, because of the design of
today’s Graphic User Interface (GUI) for the scanning
process as in Fig 1. The RST is usually used to model
the geometric distortion on the image of an observed
object. It has been widely used in pattern recognition. In
those cases, the capturing window of camera is usually
predetermined, i.e. the size of the captured image is usu-
ally determined by the system. However, in the scanning
process, the scanned image may only cover a part of the
original picture and may have an arbitrary cropped im-
age size. Cropping introduces large changes to the im-
age. Detailed discussion of the modeling of the Print-
and-Scan process can be found in [3].
Some watermarking methods have been proposed to
solve the related problems. O’Ruanaidh and Pun [4] first
suggested a watermarking method based on the log-polar
map of the Fourier coefficients (also known as the Fou-
rier-Mellin Transform). They proposed that the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) magnitudes of the Fourier-
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Mellin coefficients can be used to embed the watermark,
because their well-known shifting property to RST dis-
tortions. However, the Fourier-Mellin transform can only
deal with uniform scaling (i.e., the same scaling factor in
both horizontal and vertical direction), as well as crop-
ping which keeps the original aspect ratio. Therefore, if
the image is cropped with arbitrary aspect ratio as in the
print-and-scan process, the Fourier-Mellin-based meth-
ods would become invalid. A detailed discussion of the
Fourier-Mellin-based watermarking method can be
found in [5], where we proposed an RST resilient wa-
termarking method and solved many implementation dif-
ficulties. Another method proposed by Pereira et.al. [6]
embeds a registration pattern as well as a watermark into
an image. This is an effective solution but can have the
problems of reducing the fidelity and tampering the wa-
termark.
Another problem of the previous proposed methods is
that their theorems are derived in the continuous Fourier
domain, but implemented in the DFT domain. Although
DFT coefficients are the sampling values of the continu-
ous Fourier coefficients, their properties are not simply
the same, because the sampling rate, the aliasing effect,
and the discontinuity on the boundary of periods affect
DFT coefficients. The DFT coefficients are, in fact,
sampled from a repeated discrete image. Their sampling
positions in the continuous Fourier domain are deter-
mined by the repetition period, which is, in many cases,
the size of image or the smallest radix-2 size larger than
the size of image. It may be noticed that, without special
considerations, DFT-based robust watermarking meth-
ods can automatically survive scaling with any aspect
ratio and cropping with a fixed aspect ratio of the origi-
nal image. This phenomenon comes from the fact that
the DFT coefficients are at the same sampling positions
in the continuous Fourier domain after these manipula-
tions [3], if the sizes of DFT points are always the sizes
of image (e.g., using 256x256 DFT for 256x256 images,
and 128x128 DFT for their down-sampled 128x128 ver-
sions). However, if the image is cropped with an arbi-
trary aspect ratio, its DFT coefficients will be quite dif-
ferent because they are sampled at different positions in
the Fourier domain. The changes of the DFT coefficients
on the cropped image are similar to the changes of the
continuous Fourier coefficients of the scaled and trans-
lated original image. We will discuss them further in
Section 2.
Acknowledging the RSC effects during the print-and-
scan processes, in this paper, we propose an algorithm
embedding spread spectrum watermarks in the DFT
magnitude of the log-log map coefficients on the DFT
domain. We will show in Section 2 that scaling and
cropping an image with arbitrary aspect ratio results in a
simple two-dimensional translation in the log-log map of
DFT coefficient magnitudes. Therefore, the DFT mag-
nitudes of this map will be invariant after scaling and
cropping. Because, so far, we could not find a reliable
transformation which simultaneously provides applicable
properties to RSC, a drawback of the proposed system is

that it is not rotation invariant and one would have to test
the scanned image several times within the possible
range of rotation. In practice, this may not be a serious
problem because the rotation angle of scanned image
would not be too much, while the range of cropping and
scaling are usually unbounded. The proposed algorithm
can also be applied to the images edited by general im-
age software, in which scaling and cropping are more
common than rotation. We will explain the watermarking
method in detail in Section 3, and show some prelimi-
nary experimental results in Section 4.

2 Modeling of the Print-and-Scan Process
When a user scans a picture, at the first step, he/she has
to place the picture on the flatbed of the scanner. This
may introduce a small orientation, if the picture is not
well placed. Then, the scanner scans the whole flatbed to
get a previewed low-resolution image. After this process,
the user subjectively selects a cropping window to de-
cide an appropriate range of the picture. Then, the scan-
ner scans the picture again with a higher resolution to get
a scanned image. The scanned image is usually a differ-
ent size because the resolution in the scanner and the
printer are generally different. Usually, it includes only a
part of the original image. In our tests, the image is not
generally rotated because users usually place the picture
or document along the corner of the flatbed. Even if the
picture is not well placed, the rotation angle is generally
within a small degree, e.g., ±3 degrees.
 Assume we have a continuous finite support image,
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If this image is scaled by λ1 in the t1-axis and λ2 in the t2-
axis, then
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Figure 1: The control windows of scanning process. The
scanned image only includes the cropped area.
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From Eq. (2), if we assume a transformation, LL, which
maps the original Cartesian coordinate points to their
log-log coordinate points [6], s.t.,
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ff eeXffXLL =o
            (3)

then we can get,
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1 λλ ++= ffXLLffXLL S oo         (4)

If the image is translated, then we should change the XS

and X to their magnitudes |XS | and |X| in Eq. (4).
For cropping, we can consider the cropped image, Cx ,

as a subtraction of the discarded area, 
C

x , from the

original image, x. Then, this equation,

),(),(),( 212121 ffXffXffX
CC −=         (5)

represents the cropping effect in the continuous Fourier
domain. If the discarded area is much smaller than the
original image, then the Fourier coefficients of the dis-
carded area, 

C
X , can be considered as noises in Eq. (5).

Because we only have the discrete images before and
after scanning, in practical cases, DFT is usually used as
a sampling method on the frequency domain and takes
advantage of FFT. The relationships of (continuous)
Fourier transform (FT), Fourier Series (FS), and DFT
are:
• The FS coefficients are the samples of the FT coef-

ficients of a finite support continuous signal. They
are calculated by repeating the signal in the time
domain. Assume the repetition period is T. Once the
signal becomes periodic in the time domain, its FT
coefficients will have non-zero values only in the
n/T positions. These values are the multiplication of
the FS coefficients and a delta function. We should
notice that the FS coefficients are always propor-
tional to the FT values of the original non-periodic
signal in the n/T positions.

• The DFT coefficients represent the FS coefficients
of the discretized original signal. After the original
signal is sampled, its FS coefficients would become
periodic. The DFT coefficients are the FS coeffi-
cients in a period. Smaller sampling frequency in the
time domain would introduce an aliasing effect in
the frequency domain. That can be considered as
additive noises to the DFT coefficients.

From the above descriptions, we know that the repetition
period of the original signal decides the sampling posi-
tions of DFT coefficients in the frequency domain. In the
scaling cases, if the repetition is always the same as the
image size, then the FS of the original continuous image,
X
~ , and the scaled image,

SX
~ , should be the same. That

is,
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where TS1 and TS2 are the sizes of the scaled image.
Adding the concern of discretization in the spatial do-
main, we can get the DFT coefficients in the scaled case,

SX̂  as

samplingS NnnXnnX += ),(ˆ),(ˆ
2121

         (7)

where X̂  is the DFT of original image. In Eq. (7), the
sampling noises happen when images are down-sampled.
If an image is cropped, then the changes of DFT coeffi-
cients are introduced from three factors: (1) the change
of image size, (2) the information loss of the discarded
area, and (3) the translation of the origin point of the
image. Assume the size of cropped image is α1T1 x α2T2.
If the size of DFT is the same as the size of the cropped
image, then we can obtain the DFT coefficients after
scaling and cropping,
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In Eq. (9), if the cropped area include the entire original
image, i.e., α1, α2 >= 1, then the effect of the discarded
area can be ignored. If the cropping ratios are too small,
then the power loss in the discarded area may not be just
ignored as noises. In our experiments, the reliable mini-
mum thresholds are at about 0.8, which may be small
enough for most scanned images [3]. In Eq. (9), strictly
speaking, there is no definition in X̂  at the non-integer
positions. But, since X̂  are samples of X, we can set
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Fourier coefficients. In practical applications, these val-
ues are generally obtained from interpolation.
In addition to using the same size DFT of the scaled and
cropped image, some cases use the smallest radix-2 FFT
that are larger than the image size. In that case, Eq. (8)
and (9) are still applicable, but α1 and α2 should be re-
placed by other values. Detailed modeling description of
cropping and scaling can be found in [3].
Comparing Eq. (2) and Eq. (8), we can find the changes
of the DFT coefficients after scaling & cropping and
those of the continuous Fourier coefficients after scaling
are similar. Therefore, after scaling & cropping, as in
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the log-log map of the DFT coeffi-
cient magnitudes will suffer simple shift. Then, the DFT
magnitudes of the log-log map of DFT magnitude should
be similar. We can use this property for watermarking.

3 Algorithm
The embedding algorithm is shown in Figure 2. At the
first step, we scale the image to a fixed size of 256x256
pixels. As shown in Eq. (7), scaling with arbitrary aspect
ratio does not affect the DFT coefficients, if all images
are resized to a small standard size, it can reduce both
the computational cost and implementation cost. We
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Image: I

Scale to a fixed size: Is = Ts(I)

2D DFT: Fd=DFT (Is)

The log-log map of Fourier coefficients:
FL = TL (|Fd|)

Get the objective log-log coefficients

log|FL’| =IDFT( F LF’ exp(jθ FLF))

Estimate the objective Fourier
coefficient magnitudes

|Fd’| =|Fd| +  min(TL
-1(FL’-F L), VTH)

 The watermarked image
Iw = Ts-1 ( IDFT( |Fd’| exp(jθ Fd)))

PSNR < PTH ,or the
strength of watermark
Zw > ZTH

Watermark
pattern: w

Yes

No

2D DFT: FLF=DFT (log|FL|)

Add the watermark to FLF

log|FLF’| =log|F LF|+ w

Figure 2: The embedding process

only use this standard size image for calculating the
amount of additive watermarks on this scale. Then, these
additive watermarks are resized to the original size and
added to the original image. In this way, the water-

marked image will not suffer the fidelity loss of down-
sampling. Since the image size is generally larger than
this standard size, the additive watermarks are usually
scaled up, which will not introduce the sampling noise in
Eq. (7).
The second step is to get the log-log map from the DFT
magnitudes. We use the bilinear interpolation because it
is easier to implement and can get reasonable results. We
noticed that the system has to interpolate the DFT mag-
nitudes, instead of interpolating the complex DFT coef-
ficients and then get their magnitudes. Intuitively, the
latter method seems to be more correct. However, be-
cause the image may be translated by cropping, the
phase change of DFT coefficients will result in incorrect
interpolated log-log map magnitudes [3].
We then use the spread spectrum method to embed wa-
termarks [4][7]. Two kinds of watermarks are tested in
our system. For the 1-bit watermark, we generate a user
identification code and take its convolution with pseudo-
noise patterns as an additive watermark on the log values
of DFT magnitudes of the log-log map magnitudes. For
the multiple-bit watermark, we use the same method as
in [4], which uses the shift position of the fixed pseudo-
noise pattern to represent the embedded information.
The watermarks are only embedded in the mid-band ar-
eas, e.g., 33 <= n1, n2 <= 128 in the 256x256 DFT, to
avoid significant effect on the fidelity and to be robust to
other manipulations such as compression. We embed the
same pattern in the four quadrants of the map to satisfy
the real pixel value constraint, and to make consistent
watermark detection if the scanned image is rotated for
90, 180, 270 degrees.
Because the log-log map coefficients and the DFT coef-
ficients are not 1-to-1 mapping, the embedding process
could not be done directly. We can use the iterative
method to estimate the change in the log-log map, but
manipulate the original DFT coefficients to make the
mapping results as close as possible. The iteration proc-
ess will be continued until either the strength of water-
mark or the fidelity loss is larger than a threshold. We
use the Z-statistic as a measure of the strength of water-
mark [8].
The first few steps of watermark detection process are
the same as in the embedding process. For the 1-bit wa-
termark, the Z-statistic between the DFT magnitudes of
log-log map and the known watermark pattern is calcu-
lated as an indication of the existence of watermark. In
general, if Z>3, then it is considered as the existence of
watermark with a false positive rate of 10-3. For the mul-
tiple-bit watermarks, the embedded symbols are ex-
tracted by calculating the largest Z-statistic value of the
position of shifted PN patterns.
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4 Experiments
In our experiments, we tested the watermarked images at
multiple stages of manipulation, because that is usually
the real case.
We tested the robustness of watermark on a color image
randomly chosen from the Corel Stock Photo Library.
The original image size is 384x256. After the embedding
process, the PSNR of watermarked image is 45.14 dB
and the original strength of watermark, Z, is 16.26.
There is no visible degradation on the watermarked im-
age. These images are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b).
We first test the watermarked image with general crop-
ping and resizing functions using the Paint Shop Pro.
The results are shown here.

Manipulation (step by step) Z value
(1) Cut off borders (cropping) to 365x248 7.60
(2) Resize it to the original size: 384x256. 7.67
(3) Crop the image again to 339x253
(84%x96%) of the original area ratio.

5.00

(4) Resize the image: 256x256 4.45
(5) JPEG compression (Paint Shop Prop
default QF, CR=10.6:1), Z=3.88

3.88

We print the watermarked image on an inkjet paper us-
ing the EPSON Stylus Photo EX. The physical size of
printed image is 13.5x9cm2. Then, we use the HP Scan-
jet 4C to scan this picture with defaulted resolution. The
scanner automatically adjusts the brightness, contrast,
gamma correction, and all other settings. We then test

several manipulations on the scanned image. The images
after step (1) and step (4) are shown in Fig 3(c) and 3(d).

Manipulation (step by step) Z value
(1) Print & Scan: Image Size: 401x268. 6.37
(2). Crop the image to 385x259 4.70
(3) Resize the image: 300x300 4.43
(4) JPEG compression (Paint Shop Prop
default QF, CR=9.97:1).

3.16

We use another image, which is a parrot with trees as
background, to test the multiple-bit watermarking in the
proposed algorithm. An information of “SIGNAFY” rep-
resented by 14 3-bit symbols is embedded to the image.
The original image size is 512x768. After watermarking,
the PSNR is 46.43 dB. Then, this image is cropped to
486x740, resized to 512x512, and compressed by JPEG.
We find that all the bits can be extracted correctly after
these attacks.

5 Summary and Future Direction
In this paper, we proposed a public watermarking algo-
rithm that is robust to the print-and-scan and general
scaling and cropping processes. Preliminary experiments
have shown the effectiveness of this algorithm. In the
future, we will go on to a test of large image database
with the proposed method, and look for a method which
can deal with the rotation, scaling, and cropping simulta-
neously.

        
(a)  (b)

             
(c)  (d)

Figure 3: Experimental results:
(a) original image [384x256];

(b) watermarked image, PSNR= 45.14dB, Z=16.26;
(c) print-and-scanned image [401x268], Z=6.37;

(d) after cropping, resizing and JPEG compression [300x300, CR=10:1], Z=3.16.
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1 Motivation
The concept of  the spread spectrum watermark dates
back to 1992, when a series of natural images were suc-
cessfully watermarked in the pixel domain with a set of
binary m-sequences carrying a brief ASCII message
[10].
Since then, such watermarks have been embedded in a
multitude of transform domains: DFT, DCT, wavelet etc.
The embedding process has become more sophisticated,
making use of the properties of the Human Visual Sys-
tem (HVS) [8] and the recovery process has been im-
proved by advanced processing techniques such as linear
and non-linear filtering [3] etc.  Robustness against un-
intentional image distortions and compression as well as
cryptographic attack has occupied significant research
efforts.  In these respects, the art of steganography has
matured, as witnessed by a multitude of research papers,
patents and products in the many facets of this discipline
[6].
During this period, the theory and applications of spread
spectrum have advanced significantly as well.  The main
motivation for this has been communications, ra-
dar/sonar and instrumentation technologies.  The con-
struction and analysis of pseudonoise sequences is the
cornerstone of this discipline.  Pseudonoise arrays de-
signed specifically for image and multimedia water-
marking have been comparatively rare.  This presenta-
tion is concerned with the construction and properties of
such arrays.  Although the discussion is directed towards
two dimensional arrays, it also pertains to 3d suitable for
multimedia (with time acting as the third dimension) and
higher dimensional image arrays constructed from ab-
stract transforms.  Typically, information is conveyed by
choice of array(s), their combination, or by rotating the
array from a reference construction.  In this application,
such an array is embedded in an image by additive (lin-
ear) or multiplicative (non-linear) means.  Recovery is
based on comparison with a template.  Two main meas-
ures are known: LMS (least mean square error) and

Maximum Likelihood.  Applications of LMS in this
context are in their infancy, whilst the latter technique
has been implemented through the use of correlation.

1.1 Correlation
Currently, all spread spectrum watermarking techniques
employ correlation as a measure of similarity between
the embedded watermark and a template array.  In this
context, correlation is defined as the inner product of
two matrices.  This deterministic quantity is distinct from
its statistical namesake.  Correlation can be computed in
a periodic or aperiodic manner.  The former is accom-
plished by replicating one of the matrices so that all the
terms in the inner product are always well defined.  In
one dimension, 3 replicas of a watermark are sufficient,
whilst in 2 dimensions, 9 replicas are required.  Symme-
try may reduce these requirements.  The above effect can
also be achieved without replication, by invoking
modulo arithmetic in indexing pixels.  The effectiveness
of correlative recovery is determined by a low probabil-
ity of missed or false detection.  This depends on: auto-
correlation performance of the watermark array, cross-
correlation between different watermark arrays and the
crosscorrelation between the watermark and the image.

1.2 Autocorrelation
This can be described by a Merit Factor (MF):

For aperiodic correlation, the Barker sequence of length
13 has a MF of about 14, whilst in 2 dimensions, a
13%13 Barker Array has an MF exceeding 6.  Currently,
these are the best performers for aperiodic correlation.
By contrast, if periodic correlation is considered, numer-
ous arrays of various sizes exhibit MF values of hun-
dreds or thousands.  This illustrates an advantage of us-
ing periodic correlation.

1.3 Cross Correlation Between Arrays
This is important where more than one watermark array
is to be deployed.  Different arrays can signify different
origins of the source material or simply increase the in-
formation carrying capacity of the watermark.  Multiple
arrays can be superimposed on one image, to further in-
crease capacity and robustness against attack.
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1.4 Cross Correlation Between Array and
Image

This causes an undesirable background correlation capa-
ble of producing false or missed detection.  It can be in-
terpreted as a complex statistical problem which plagues
every correlative recovery scheme.  It is related to the
inherent symmetries (higher order moments) of the im-
age distribution.  The choice of transform domain may
have significant effects on the magnitude of this cross-
correlation.  Preconditioning the image by histogram
equalization, or using deliberate quantization can reduce
this effect.  Alternatively, if the unwatermarked original
image is available, this crosscorrelation can be sub-
tracted out.  If the original is not available, an estimate
of it can be obtained by applying a non-linear filter, such
as the median filter to the watermarked image [3].  This
is about 80% effective at removing the background cor-
relation.  A similar improvement can be achieved by us-
ing spatial high pass filtering (Laplace) on the correla-
tion result.  This works because the autocorrelation re-
sponse is an impulse, whilst the crosscorrelation with the
image contains predominantly low frequencies.  Matched
filtering does not appear to have been tried in this con-
text.

1.5 Dimensionality
Traditionally, two dimensional arrays have been con-
structed from one dimensional sequences by the tech-
niques described below.  In this analysis, it is assumed
that the parent pseudonoise sequence has off-peak auto-
correlation values of  -1 (otherwise, a simple conversion
applies).

1.6 Folding
This requires the sequence length l to have factors with
gcd=1.  M-sequences and some generalized chirp se-
quences  have this property.  The sizes and aspect ratios
of the resulting arrays are severely limited by this con-
straint.  The Merit Factor of such arrays is the same as
that of the parent sequence and can therefore be arbitrar-
ily high.  However, the crosscorrelation between arrays
is also the same as that between the parent sequences and
therefore subject to the Sidelnikov bound of  l1/2.

1.7 Product
This construction requires two pseudonoise sequences:
one employed for column construction and one for row
generation.  Various sizes of arrays generated by these
means have been analyzed by [1].  Two types of product
can be involved.

(a) Periodic

Lüke et al [4] showed that two given sequences with
good autocorrelation can be multiplied to form a two-
dimensional array, whose autocorrelation is a product of
the individual autocorrelations.  They also gave gener-
alizations to n-dimensional arrays.  When this product is
applied to a sequence (array) with autocorrelation values
(a,b,c) by a sequence (array) with a perfect periodic
autocorrelation with values (d,0) the product array has

the autocorrelation values (ad, bd, cd, 0).  This maintains
the normalized off-peak correlation values, apart from
introducing an extra set of 0 entries.  When c=0, the
autocorrelation remains three-valued.  In this manner,
new sequences and arrays with useful autocorrelation
values can be constructed from known ones.

(b) Kroneker

An alternative method of forming the product of two se-
quences is described in [4].  This involves a sequence s
and a two-dimensional array A as starting points.  A
product of s and A formed in the manner of Kroneker
matrix multiplication results in a new two-dimensional
array, whose autocorrelation is a product of those of its
constituents. The array A is assumed to have perfect pe-
riodic autocorrelation in one dimension and perfect
aperiodic autocorrelation in the other dimension.  Only
one (binary) array, is known to possess this property:

1.8 Rotation
This method uses cyclic shifts (rotations) of a pseu-
donoise sequence as columns of an array.  This is similar
to the method of constructing pseudonoise sequences by
appending rotations of the complex roots of unity.  There
are at least three methods of arranging such shifts to
produce arrays with good autocorrelation:

(a) Quadratic Shifts (Chirp-Like)

This construction [2], produces arrays of size p% p (p
prime) with three valued autocorrelation.   Where p is of
the form (4k+3) or (2n-1) these values are: p2 for 0 shift,
-p for purely vertical shifts and +1 elsewhere.  For large
p, the Merit Factor approaches p.  There are p-1 such ar-
rays, all with three valued cross-correlation: p+2, +1, -p.
The +1’s occur once per column (i.e. p times), when a
discriminant is 0, the p+2’s occur for p(p-1)/2 shifts for
which the discriminant is not a square (modulo p), whilst
the –p’s occur for the remaining p(p-1)/2 shifts, for
which the discriminant is a square.
For primes not of the form above, the autocorrelation
values are: p(p-1) for 0 shift, -p for purely vertical shifts
and 0 elsewhere.  The cross-correlation values are:
p, 0, -p.
The same construction can be employed to produce
some arrays of size n% p, with n > p, provided that there
exist pseudonoise sequences of length n.  The auto and
cross-correlation properties of such arrays is similar to
the p% p case, although it degrades with increasing n
and is more complex to analyze.  Where gcd(n,p)=1, n%
p arrays can be unfolded to produce sequences with the
same auto and cross-correlation.
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(b) Primitive Root Shifts

This construction (adapted by the authors from [7]) pro-
duces arrays of size p% (p-1) with three valued autocor-
relation.  Where p is of the form (4k+3) or (2n-1) these
values are: p(p-1) for 0 shift, -p+1 for purely vertical
and purely horizontal shifts and +2 elsewhere. For large
p, the Merit Factor approaches p/2.  The number of such
arrays is the number of primitive roots of p, but their
cross-correlation is unknown, although its upper bound
is not as tight as that for arrays constructed by
method (a).

(c) Galois Field Shifts (Logarithmic)

This construction (adapted by the authors from [7]) pro-
duces arrays of size  (pm-1)% (pm-1).  The autocorrela-
tion is four valued: (pm-2)% (pm-1) for 0 shift, -pm+2 for
purely vertical and purely horizontal shifts, -pm+3 for
shifts along a leading diagonal and +3 elsewhere.  There
are v(pm-1) such arrays, where v is the Euler Totient
function.  The cross-correlation between them is un-
known.  Although this construction is inferior in per-
formance, it does provide arrays with useful sizes.  For
example, for p=3 and m=2, an 8% 8 array results; Fig
1(a).  This array (and its relatives) are the only ones
known to be  commensurate with JPEG compression
blocks!  Black denotes the absence of a watermark,
whilst red, blue and green denote the three rotation an-
gles 0), 120) and 240) respectively.

Figure 1(a)

The autocorrelation of the above array is shown below.

Figure 1(b)

1.9 Computer Search
This is the only method which does not rely on one-
dimensional sequences.  However, the search space be-
comes prohibitively large for any practical arrays.  Also,
it is unknown whether multiple arrays with suitable auto-
correlation exist for any particular size, and if so, if any
constraints can be placed on their crosscorrelation.

1.10 Alphabet
The sequences and arrays described above are defined
over a finite (closed) alphabet, which permits unambigu-
ous computation of correlation.  The most common al-
phabet satisfying these requirements is the set of roots of
unity.   The advantages of such an alphabet for water-
marking of images are:
(a) equal weighting of all entries

(b) finite arithmetic: multiplicative rings, Galois Field

The disadvantage for watermarking of images is that
only the binary version {-1,1} is simple to use.  Other-
wise, complex roots of unity require the construction of
an abstract image space, where circular rotations can be
defined.  Colour space is a natural candidate, although
greyscale equivalents can also be generated, by consid-
ering the image as a multichannel entity.  In the case of
audio, a complex alphabet is easy to implement by a si-
nusoidal subcarrier, whose phases are quantized to the
roots of unity required to carry the watermark [12].
Where these advantages are not required, sequences and
arrays can be constructed over an infinite alphabet of
real numbers defined over an interval.  A method of con-
structing such sequences and arrays has recently been
developed by Dr. Jiri Fridrich and his group at SUNY.
Such watermarks can produce excellent autocorrelation
Merit Factors, but it is  difficult to constrain their cross-
correlation.
A hybrid technique may be possible, in a similar manner
to Quadrature Amplitude Modulation in communica-
tions.  It may also be possible to employ higher dimen-
sional constructions such as quaternions, octions etc.
All image and multimedia data is quantized.  The alpha-
bet chosen must be commensurate with the quantization
levels (grid).  It is possible to turn this restriction into an
advantage by reserving certain quantized states (con-
stellation) for the watermark only [11].  This can reduce
the cross-correlation with the image, even when the im-
age is corrupted.

1.11 Embedding Method
1. Information content in watermark

This has been implemented in the cyclic rotations of the
watermark array, the choice of array, or combination of
arrays.

2. Watermark in Image

(a) Additive

This (linear) technique is obvious.  Modifications of it
have included adaptation to the Human Visual System,
where weighting of the added watermark is dependent on
masking in the spatial or frequency domain.
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(b) Multiplicative

The first example of a multiplicative watermark [11]
used addition of angles in colour space and in an abstract
two-channel space for greyscale images.  In this context,
the multiplication involved is like that of complex num-
bers on the unit circle.  Multiplication over purely real
numbers has not yet been implemented as an embedding
method.
A multiplicative watermark in an abstract space can offer
security against cryptographic attack.  For example, if an
attacker obtains a watermarked image as well as the
original (unwatermarked) version he cannot determine
the watermarking method easily, by subtraction or log
conversion followed by subtraction.  An intimate knowl-
edge of the embedding space and method is required for
cracking such a watermark.

1.12 Image/Watermark Registration
(Synchronization)

Many techniques of maintaining synchronization in the
presence of image distortion or deliberate attack have
been described in the literature.  Most relate to the em-
bedding technique.  As an alternative, it is possible to
employ separate watermarks, whose only purpose is to
carry synchronization information [9].  Perfect maps and
log spiral patterns appear to be good candidates for this
task.

1.13 Watermark Security (Robustness)
(a) Unintentional distortions

Significant advances in the understanding of and coun-
termeasures against distortions have been achieved in the
past few years.  Such distortions include cropping, rota-
tion, skew, noise, lossy/lossless compression etc.  Typi-
cally, these countermeasures have been designed for a
specific image or multimedia format: JPEG, MPEG etc.
[8].  Some watermarks have been integrated with the
compression process!  Typically, multimedia watermarks
are separate from such operations at the physical net-
work layer, such as the communication channel, or en-
cryption, which is usually reserved for higher layers of
the OSI model.  Major advances have also occurred in
the watermarking of audio for the CD/DAT format.
Comparatively less effort has been directed at water-
marking non-multimedia audio data, such as telephone
audio.  This may be because of the difficulty in devising
watermarks which can survive the increasingly savage
compression techniques such as ADPCM or CELP.  It is
likely that spread spectrum techniques are useless in this
application.

(b) Cryptographic attack

Owing to the unpredictable nature of cryptographic at-
tack, countermeasures against it need to be more sophis-
ticated.  Such countermeasures can be incorporated in
the embedding technique (e.g. non-linear embedding) or
in the watermark itself.  Some arrays are inherently more
secure than others.  An intuitive measure of this can be
attributed to the minimum  fraction of the array which

must be known accurately before the remainder is pre-
dictable with certainty.  This is similar to unicity dis-
tance in cryptography and is formally known as array
complexity.  The complexity of sequences has been
analyzed [5] but the translation of this knowledge to ar-
rays requires multidimensional thinking.

1.14 Non-Multimedia Watermarks
Spread spectrum techniques were first applied to com-
munications and radar/sonar.  Other disciplines to bene-
fit from this were auditory testing, the electroretinogram,
ultrasonic imaging and concert hall acoustics [7].  Se-
quences and arrays have been developed specifically for
these applications.  Another area where low autocorre-
laton sequences and arrays are a central theme is that of
magnetic order in solid state materials.

2 Conclusions
The spread spectrum watermark has evolved considera-
bly since its inception 7 years ago.  Whilst numerous ap-
plication issues have been addressed, there exist many
unsolved problems, particularly concerning the design
and analysis of arrays suitable for watermarking.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we report a novel method to
estimate the scaling factor of a previously
scaled watermarked image and the angle by
which the image has been rotated. Scaling
and rotation performed on a watermarked
image, as part of the attacks the image may
undergo, can very easily confuse the decoder
unless it rescales and/or rotates the image
back to its original size/orientation. To be
able do this, the decoder needs to know by
how much the image has been scaled and ro-
tated, i.e., needs to know both the scaling
factor and the rotation angle. In our ap-
proach, we compute the Edge Standard De-
viation Ratio (ESDR) which gives us an ac-
curate estimate for the scaling factor as well
as we estimate the angle of rotation. The
ESDR is computed from the wavelet
maxima which have been calculated form
the non-orthogonal dyadic wavelet trans-
form. Angles of rotation also have been es-
timated from the wavelet maxima as well.
Our method has proved its robustness to
wide rotation and scale ranges.

KEYWORDS
Image watermarking, StirMark, attacks, wavelet trans-
form.

1 Motivation
In watermarking applications, robustness of the inserted
watermark to scaling and rotation operations is very es-
sential. This is due to the fact that changing the image
size or its orientation, even by slight amount, could re-
duce the receiver ability to correctly retrieve the water-
mark back. This can be compared to loosing synchroni-
zation in a communication system.  In [1] we showed
that we still can retrieve the inserted watermark even if

the image was scaled by a factor γ  or rotated by an an-

gle θ . Previously, the decoder did not know the scaling
factor or the rotation angle and performed exhaustive
search to find γ  and θ  with the aid of a training se-

quence. In this paper, we estimate γ by computing the

ESDR from the wavelet maxima calculated from the
non-orthogonal dyadic wavelet transform and estimate
θ  by computing the angles of the wavelet maxima in a
predetermined region of the image. The key idea is try-
ing to find a suitable feature by which the receiver can
estimate γ  and θ .  In principle, this can be done if it

reflects the variations which occurred  by scaling and
rotating the image. We found that wavelet maxima sat-
isfy this requirement. Wavelet maxima is computed by
decomposing the image into its multiresolution levels
using the non-orthogonal dyadic wavelet transform, and
then spatially correlating these levels [2]. By doing so,
edges which have the same spatial locations are magni-
fied and edges which are not spatially aligned are di-
minished. This is a powerful way to find edges at differ-
ent scales which is helpful in our analysis as explained
later. One may ask, why we do not use the orthogonal
wavelet transform instead of the non-orthogonal one?.
The answer comes in two parts.  First, the non-
orthogonal dyadic wavelet transform is a shift-invariant
representation which means that if the signal is shifted,
say by δ ,then the wavelet coefficients, and hence

wavelet maxima, will also be shifted by δ . This is very
important since other attacks may include shifts to the
image which implies that our approach is more likely to
survive shift attacks than others. Second, the spatial cor-
relation between the multiresolution levels in case of the
orthogonal wavelet transform is minimized due to the
orthogonality constraint.
On the other hand, the non-orthogonal wavelet transform
provides higher correlation coefficients between the
various levels. This property makes it more convenient
to use the non-orthogonal wavelet transform since the
higher the correlation coefficient between scales is, the
more robust the edge estimate is.  Since wavelet maxima
represent edges in the image, they should have been
scaled by γ  when the image is scaled by the same factor

and they also should be rotated by θ  if the original im-
age has been rotated by the same angle. This can be used

This work was supported by the AFRL under grant AF/F30602-98-
C-0176
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to estimate γ  by comparing the standard deviation of

the wavelet maxima locations from their center of grav-
ity  before and after scaling. It can also be used to esti-
mate θ  by comparing the angles of the wavelet maxima
locations before and after rotation.  In the next section,
we give a brief review for the non-orthogonal dyadic
wavelet transform and wavelet maxima computations.  In
section 4 we give a description to edge standard devia-
tion calculations and angle estimation as well as the re-
sults we obtained.

2 Wavelet Maxima
In this section we will review the non-orthogonal wave-
let transform and the wavelet maxima implementation.
The main difference between the orthogonal and the
non-orthogonal discrete wavelet transform is that in the
latter the time variable is not sampled to make the
wavelet coefficients shift invariant.  Let us consider the
1-D case for illustration as it can be generalized for the
2-D case using separable bases. Let ][nh  be the discrete

time filter corresponding to the scaling function, ][ng
corresponding to the wavelet function and the discrete

time signal at resolution 0=j  is ][0 na .  The dyadic

wavelet transform of ][0 na can be represented as a con-

volutional process with a cascade filter bank. The coarse
approximation in the
 decomposition stage at resolution  0≥j  is

][][1 nhana jjj ∗=+  (1)

and the details

][][1 ngand jjj ∗=+ (2)

where ∗  is a convolution process. ][nh j  is the filter

obtained by inserting 12 −j  zeros between each sample

of ][nh , and  ][][ nhnh jj −= .

 It is clear that there is no down sampling after each de-
composition stage which clarify the redundancy intro-
duced by the non-orthogonal  wavelet transform.

 Let ),( xsWf  be the modulus wavelet transform of a

function )(xf . Then the modulus maximum at any

point ),( 00 xs  is such that

),(),( 000 xsWfxsWf ≤ (3)

where s  is the scale parameter and x  is the spa-
tial/delay parameter [2]. For each scale, points satisfy (3)
are connected together defining the wavelet maxima
contour for this scale. As mentioned earlier, the 2-D
wavelet transform can be computed for images using
separable bases, i.e., performing the previous algorithm
for rows and then for columns. Fig. 1. shows the first
four levels of the modulus maxima of the F16 image
which were computed with [3].

It should be noted that low levels preserve high fre-
quency informations while higher levels tend to  pre-
serve coarse informations. This is well understood from
the filter bank formulations (1), (2).
Since high frequency edge informations are not robust to
low pass filtering which may occur to the  watermarked
image, we compute wavelet maxima  by spatially corre-
lating wavelet maxima corresponding to high levels, lev-
els 3 and 4,  to increase the robustness against low pass
filtering.

3 Rotation and Scaling Parameters
Estimation

The computed wavelet maxima in the previous section is
used to estimate the scaling factor as well as the angle of
rotation for the attacked image as explained in the next
section.

3.1 Scaling Factor Estimation
The scaling factor is estimated by comparing the devia-
tion of the maxima from the center of gravity (CG) of the
wavelet maxima before and after the attack has been per-
formed. The choice of CG as a reference point has its
significance as explained later.  Let the wavelet maxima

locations, computed in the previous section, be ),( ii yx
then edge standard deviation can be formulated as

∑
=

−+−=
N

i
ii yyxx

N 1

2
0

2
0 )()(

1σ          (4)

where ),( 00 yx is the coordinate of the center of gravity

of wavelet maxima

∑=
i

ix
N

x
1

0 ,        ∑=
i

iy
N

y
1

0      (5)

and N is the total number of wavelet maxima as shown
in Fig. 2, σ   is a measure of how much edges deviate

Figure 1: Modulus maxima for the first 4 levels
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from the CG  of the image. The estimated scaling factor,
γ  is thus

0σ
σγ s= (6)

where sσ  and 0σ are the edge standard deviations of

the scaled and the original image respectively.  Note
that, for practical implementations, wavelet maxima is
first normalized such that the maximum value is unity
and wavelet maxima  locations are determined according

to a threshold. To be more specific, ),( ii yx  is declared

a wavelet maxima location if

TyxWM ii ≥),( (7)

where ),( ii yxWM  is the normalized wavelet maxima

strength at ),( ii yx  and  T  is a predetermined thresh-

old. Typically 8.02.0 ≤≤ T  to avoid considering spu-
rious edges.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the estimated scale factor for dif-
ferent scales for the F16 and Cameraman images respec-
tively.
In our experiments we used the StirMark program to
scale the image [4].
It is clear that our estimate is very accurate. For a certain
scale, the scaling factor estimate is the mean of all esti-
mates for different threshold values. This estimate is
used to rescale the image back to is original size and ex-
tract the watermark as explained in [1].

Robustness to Non-uniform Cropping
By non-uniform cropping we mean removing unequal
parts from the image, This is illustrated in Fig. 5 which
shows the patterns of the non uniform cropping that we
performed on the Cameraman and Lena images of
size 256256× . The numbers on pattern B indicate blocks
of size 88×  which means that we cropped from Lena

image from the right 24 pixels, from the top 8 pixels and
from the left 16 pixels. Hence the size of the cropped
image is 217248 × .
The center of gravity of the original Lena image was

)7.122,186(),( 00 =yx  and after cropping was (190.6,

109.9).

Figure 2: ESD computation for the cameraman image,
),( 00 yx  is the CG

Figure 3: Estimated scaling factor for F16 image

Figure 4: Estimated scaling factor for cameraman image

Figure 5: Cropping patterns.
A for Cameraman, B for Lena.
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Although the center of gravity has changed, the ESD is
almost the same as the original image as shown in Fig. 6.

The same process was done for the Cameraman image
with pattern A in Fig. 6 with X=3 and X=2 respectively.
The original center of gravity was (86.9,113.7) and after
cropping with X=2 the image size was 240 ×  240 and
the center of  gravity was (85.4, 97.4). The correspond-
ing size for the cropped cameraman image with  X=3 is
232 ×  232 and the resulting center of gravity was (85.6,
89.4). As before, the ESD from the center of gravity is
the same as the original image as indicated in Fig. 7.

3.2 Angle Estimation
To estimate the angle of rotation, we use the wavelet
maxima as our tool as we did in the scaling factor esti-
mation. As we mentioned before, wavelet maxima reflect
any variation happens to the image, we use this to esti-
mate the angle of rotation, θ . By comparing the angles

of the wavelet maxima locations, say in the first quad-
rant, before and after rotation, the difference should be
equal to  the angle by which the image has been rotated,
θ . It should be noted that in angle computations we use
the center of the image as our reference point. Fig. 8
demonstrates angles computation for the Cameraman
image.

The estimated angle of rotation, θ , can be set to be
equal to the difference between the angles of wavelet
maxima in the first quadrant region, ℜ , before and after
rotation.






 −= ∑ ∑

N

i

N

i

r
i

o
iN

θθθ 1
(8)

where N  is the total number of wavelet maxima in ℜ ,
0
iθ is the angle of the wavelet maxima at location

),( ii yx of the original image and r
iθ  is the corre-

sponding angle for the rotated image.  The transmitter
and the receiver can agree on a predetermined value of

∑
N

i
i
0θ so that the receiver can estimate the angle of ro-

tation. As in the scaling factor estimation case, we de-
clare a wavelet maxima location according to (7). The
final estimate is the average of all estimated angles for
the different threshold values. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show
the estimated angles of rotations for the F16 and the
cameraman image respectively.

4 Conclusion
We presented a novel approach to determine by how
much an image has been scaled and rotated, if any. This
is very useful in watermarking and data hiding applica-
tions since by scaling and/or rotating the image, the hid-
den information will be out of synchronization. Once we

Figure 6: Lena before and after cropping

Figure 7: Cameraman after cropping,
Left “X=3”. Right “X=2”

Figure 8: Angle computation for the cameraman image,
),( 00 yx  is the center of the image
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know the scaling factor and the angle of rotation we can
rescale and rotate the image back to its original size, i.e.,
recover the synchronization and retrieve the watermark.
The scaling factor and the rotation angle are estimated
from the wavelet maxima of the image.  Our approach is
robust to a wide range of scales and rotations and can be
implemented in real time
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Figure 9: Estimated rotation angle for F16 image

Figure 10: Estimated rotation angle for cameraman image
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new watermarking system
for copyright protection of digital images is
presented. The method operates in the fre-
quency domain, by embedding a pseudo-
random sequence of real numbers in a se-
lected set of DFT coefficients of the image.
Moreover, a synchronisation pattern is in-
troduced into the watermarked image, to
cope with geometrical attacks. After embed-
ding, the watermark is hidden by exploiting
the masking characteristics of the Human
Visual System. An optimum criterion to
verify if a given code is present is derived
based on statistical decision theory, allowing
a robust watermark detection without re-
sorting to the original uncorrupted image.

KEYWORDS
Watermarking, Copyright Protection, Optimum Detec-
tion.

1 Introduction
A possible solution against copyright violation of multi-
media documents consists of digital watermarking. A
digital watermark is a signal permanently embedded into
digital data that can be detected or extracted later to
make an assertion about the data. Here, a new water-
marking algorithm for digital images operating in the
frequency domain is presented: the method embeds a
pseudo-random sequence of real numbers in a selected
set of DFT coefficients of the image. Moreover, a syn-
chronisation pattern is embedded into the watermarked
image, to cope with geometrical attacks, like resizing
and rotation. After embedding, the watermark is adapted
to the image by exploiting the masking characteristics of
the Human Visual System, thus ensuring the watermark
invisibility. An optimum decoder has been derived based
on statistical decision theory, so that robust watermark
detection without resorting to the original uncorrupted
image is achieved.

2 Watermark casting
In the following, the main steps of the watermark casting
process, shown in Figure 1, are described.

2.1 Luminance extraction
The original color image I, is decomposed in the three
color bands R, G, B, which are used to extract the lumi-
nance, where the watermark will be embedded.

2.2 Expansion to 1024x1024 pixels
This step allows the system to be robust against crop-
ping. Let us demonstrate the effects of cropping on a 1D
signal. If cropping is performed on the 1D signal, its
temporal duration is reduced from N to M samples,
where M < N, so that in the frequency domain the sam-
pling step changes from ∆f = 1/N to ∆f’  = 1/M > ∆f
(normalised frequency are considered). In such a case, in
detection it is not possible to recover the modified DFT
coefficients, since, because of the lack of the original
image, we do not know the original sampling step. To
cope with this problem, the image is always extended to
the same size by means of zero padding; in this way, the
sampling step in the DFT domain is always the same,
and resampling effects are avoided [1]. The extended
size has to be chosen in such a way that:
• the number of rows and columns is a power of two,

in order to use the FFT algorithm;
• all the images are extended to the same size.
According to these constraints, the luminance Y is ex-
tended to a reference size of 1024x1024 pixels, which
has been considered a good trade-off between computa-
tional complexity, and the possibility to encompass a
large part of the images usually available on Internet.

2.3 Pseudo-random generator
For the watermark sequence production, a pseudo ran-
dom generator has been created by combining four Lin-
ear Congruential Generators (LCG), obtaining a com-
bined generator producing a sequence of real number
with period 2121, and uniform distribution in the interval
[0,1]. The sequence is then scaled and translated in
[-1,1], in order to obtain a null mean. The pseudo-
random sequence is identified by the seed given to the
generator. In this system, the seed of the composed gen-
erator (CLCG), is a sequence of four integers, each of
them being the seed for a single LCG:
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Figure 1: The watermark casting process

},,,{ 4321 ssssS =
The seed S is obtained by properly coding two strings, a
character string, CL, maximum 16 characters long, and a
number string, CN  maximum 8 digits long.

2.4 Watermark embedding
Watermark casting consists in the modification of a sub-
set of DFT coefficients of the extended luminance Y.
The FFT is applied to the luminance Y: two 1024x1024
matrices are obtained, representing the magnitude and
the phase of the DFT coefficients. Watermark casting
interests the magnitude only: since a spatial translation
corresponds to a shift of the phase of the DFT, whereas
the magnitude is unaltered, by marking the DFT magni-
tude spectrum of the image, robustness against image
translations is automatically achieved.
In order to build a blind system, which do not require the
original image in detection, the position and the number
of coefficients to be modified is fixed a priori. In par-
ticular, 66.384 elements belonging to the medium range
of the spectrum are chosen, in order to achieve a com-
promise between robustness and invisibility. The modi-
fication of the coefficients has to respect the well known
property of symmetry of the Discrete Fourier Transform:
for this reason, the symmetric coefficients are modified
in the same manner.
The watermark embedding rule is the following:

iiii ymyy α+=’

where y’ i represents the watermarked DFT magnitude
coefficient, yi the corresponding original, mi is a sample
of the watermark sequence, and α  is the watermark en-
ergy. The modified DFT matrix is inverted, and the im-
age is cropped to the original size, obtaining a water-
marked luminance Y’.

2.5 Synchronisation pattern introduction
The system described so far is robust against translation
and cropping, but it is weak against resizing or rotation.
In fact, these attacks modify the DFT spectrum in such a
way that we are not more able to find the watermarked
coefficients. To cope with such attacks, we need to find
the original size and position of the image, without the

use of the original image. To do so, we add pixel by
pixel a reference pattern to the image. The pattern should
be resistant to cropping, and it should not degrade the
image to which is added. To satisfy these requirements, a
periodic pattern has been chosen:

( ) 
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The pattern is added to the watermarked luminance with
an amplitude pattern A fixed to 2. In the frequency do-
main, four peaks, with position depending on T, are cor-
respondingly added to the spectrum of the watermarked
luminance. The T value has to be chosen such that the
frequency pulses are far from the DC component (so that
the peaks can be distinguished from the image spec-
trum), and are not in the high frequency region (so that
the peaks are not removed if low pass filtering is ap-
plied): a good compromise has been found by fixing T
between 4 and 8 pixels.
When the watermarked and synchronised image is proc-
essed by means of a rotation or a resizing, a spectrum
analysis will allow to reveal these peaks. Depending on
their new position, the estimation of the geometric attack
the image has undergone will be obtained, allowing to
reverse the attacks.

2.6 Spatial visual masking
The exploitation of the characteristics of the Human
Visual System is a very important and delicate task for
implementing effective image watermarking tools [2].
Such characteristics are implicitly exploited by our em-
bedding algorithm: to each sinusoid which is present in
the image (masking signal), another sinusoid (dis-
turb/watermark) is added, having amplitude proportional
to that of the masking signal itself. Visual masking in the
frequency domain is, thus, achieved. However such an
approach lacks in spatial localisation; in fact, the dis-
turbing signal, inserted in the DFT domain, is spread
over the whole image, also where the masking signal is
not present: in these areas (e.g. uniform areas) masking
is ineffective. The approach we propose is to apply a
spatial visual masking process, based on a masking im-
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age M giving a measure of the insensitivity to noise of
the original image I pixel by pixel. The mask M is a grey
level image having the same size of the original image,
appearing brighter in the regions where the human eye is
more sensitive to noise, and darker where the watermark
can be embedded with an higher energy without a visual
quality degradation. It is obtained by processing the
original luminance Y according to many possible ap-
proaches [3].
Thus, given the original luminance Y, the watermarked
luminance Y’ and the mask M, another watermarked lu-
minance YM is constructed by means of the masking pro-
cess, realised in the spatial domain pixel by pixel:

’)1( YMMYYM −+=
It is worth noting that where M = 0 (that is in the darker
regions of the mask), the watermark energy is higher
(equal to α ) and YM = Y’; whereas where M = 1 (that is
in the brighter regions), the watermark energy is null and
YM = Y. Finally, to obtain the watermarked colour image,
the watermarked luminance YM is combined to the origi-
nal colour components, obtaining the watermarked RGB
bands.
Some considerations are needed regarding the amount of
energy that is inserted in the image. It is evident that, by
masking the watermark, its energy depends also on the
masking image. In particular given a mean value of α,
defined as αm, we want to embed into the image, the
following value α  has to be used in the embedding rule:

M
m

−
=

1

αα

where α > αm, so that the final watermarked luminance
Y’ will appear visibly degraded in some regions. The fi-
nal step will consist in spatially hiding the watermark
where the watermark will result more visible, by means
of a combination between the original and the water-
marked luminance.

3 Watermark decoding
In watermark detection step, the system is asked to de-
cide if a given mark, provided by the user, is present into
an image or not (detectable technique), without resorting
to the original image. The decoder can decide the pres-
ence or the absence of a mark by comparing a decoding
function against a predefined threshold. With regard to
error detection probability, the decoder is optimum ac-
cording to the Neyman-Pearson decision criterion: fixed
a maximum value for the false alarm detection probabil-
ity (in our case it is equal to 10-6), the decoder minimises
the missing watermark detection probability. In the fol-
lowing, the main steps of the detection process, shown in
Figure 2, are described.

3.1 Watermarked luminance extraction
The watermarked color image IM, is decomposed in the
three color bands RM, GM, BM, which are used to extract
the luminance YM, where the watermark will be looked
for.

3.2 Expansion to 1024x1024 pixels
The watermarked luminance YM is extended by means of
zero padding, in order to obtain an image having a refer-
ence size of 1024x1024 pixel, that is the same size used
in watermark casting. To this image, the FFT is applied.
As we will see, this step is required for the synchronisa-
tion pattern detection. After synchronisation, a new ex-
pansion and a new FFT computation will be required, in
order to carry out the watermark detection process.

3.3 Synchronisation pattern detection
The FFT of the watermarked luminance is analysed in
order to extract the peaks corresponding to the synchro-
nisation pattern. Their position will reveal if on the im-
age a resizing or a rotation has been carried out, and, in
this case, also the extent of these modifications. This is
possible since a rotation or a resizing of the image corre-
sponds to an equal rotation or resizing of its FFT mag-
nitude.
Let us note with PR the reference pattern, that is the syn-
chronisation signal introduced in watermark casting, and
with PS the synchronisation pattern, that is the distorted
synchronisation signal extracted in this step; the com-
parison between the two signals allows to find the trans-
formation TE linking the two patterns: { } PSPRTE =
It is possible to demonstrate that a generic geometric
transformation can be represented by means of an
equivalent transformation, consisting of a rotation by an
angle α, a resizing with scaling factors ∆X (in the hori-
zontal axis) and ∆Y (in the vertical axis), and a new rota-
tion by an angle β. Thus, TE can be represented as the
product of the matrices corresponding to each of the
three simple geometric operations:
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where fXA
, fYA

, fXB
, fYB

 depend on the period T. When the

analysis of the FFT spectrum of the attacked image is
carried out, the values fX’A

, fY’A
, fX’B

, fY’B
 are obtained; by

resolving the previous system, the values of the parame-
ters α, ∆X, ∆Y and β are computed. Next step is given by
the application of the inverse geometrical transforma-
tions to the watermarked luminance in order to obtain an
image without geometrical attacks, where the watermark
can be more easily looked for.
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Figure 2: The watermark detection process

3.4 Expansion to 1024x1024 pixels
The new watermarked luminance obtained after the syn-
chronisation process is extended by means of zero pad-
ding, in order to obtain an image having a reference size
of 1024x1024 pixel, that is the same size used in water-
mark casting. To this image, the FFT is applied in order
to carry out the watermark detection process.

3.5 Threshold-based watermark detection
The problem of watermark detection is the following:
given a possibly watermarked image luminance YM, we
want to know if a watermark m* is present in YM or not.
Since the position of the watermarked FFT coefficients
is known, these coefficients can be selected obtaining a
vector of elements. Thus, the input parameters are:
• The vector y’  = {y’ i} i= 0,1,…N-1 of the watermarked

FFT coefficient’s amplitudes;
• The watermark sequence m* = {m* i} i= 0,1,…N-1 gen-

erated using as seed the two strings we are looking
for,

• The mean watermark energy, αm used in watermark
embedding, considered as a fixed parameter,

where N = 66384 is the number of watermarked coeffi-
cients and the length of the watermark sequence.
An optimum criterion to verify if a given code is present
in an image is derived based on statistical decision the-
ory [4]. Two hypotheses are defined: the image contains
the watermark we are looking for (hypotheses H1) or the
image does not contain this mark (hypotheses H0). Re-
lying on Bayes theory of hypothesis testing, the optimum
criterion to test H1 versus H0 is minimum Bayes risk;
the test function results to be the likelihood ratio func-
tion L that has to be compared to a threshold:
• if L > λ, the system decides the watermark m* is

present;
• if L < λ, the system decides the watermark m* is

absent.
To choose a proper threshold, we have chosen to fix a
constraint on the maximum false positive probability and
we have referred to the Neyman-Pearson criterion [5] to
design the optimum decoder, obtaining:
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where m* = {m*i}i= 0,1,…N-1 is the watermark, αm the
mean watermark energy, αi and βi the statistic parame-
ters describing the probability density function shape of
the magnitude of the watermarked DFT coefficient, yi.
As a matter of fact, the function L(y) depends on the
knowledge of the probability density function of  yi, so
that a procedure to estimate a posteriori the pdf of the
DFT coefficients has been derived. By relying on the
analysis carried out on a large set of images, we have
obtained that the magnitude of a generic DFT coefficient
yi follows a Weibull distribution:
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The estimation of the parameters of the Weibull distri-
bution is done on the watermarked image, by means of
the Maximum Likelihood criterion. At this aim, we sup-
pose the DFT coefficients of the watermarked image
belonging to small sub-regions of the spectrum are char-
acterised by the same statistic parameters. The region of
the DFT spectrum, where the watermark is embedded, is
divided into 16 sub-regions: in each of the 16 groups of
coefficients, the parameters α and β are estimated. See
[6] for more details.
In summary, the detection process can be decomposed in
the following steps:
• generation of the watermark m*;
• estimation of the parameters α, β into the 16 re-

gions composing the watermarked area of the
spectrum;

• computation of L(y) and λ;
• comparison between L(y) and λ;
• decision.
The decoder can detect the watermark presence also in
highly degraded images. In particular, the system is ro-
bust to sequences of different attacks, such as rotation,
resizing, and JPEG compression, or such as cropping,
resizing and median filtering.
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4 Experimental results
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed system, a
large set of tests has been performed by applying the
benchmark StirMark [7,8] to a set of standard images.
Given a watermarked image, StirMark applies several
image transformations with various parameters. Then the
output images can be tested with watermark detection to
evaluate its robustness: a value equal to 1 is given when
the watermark is detected, and a value 0 when it is not
revealed. The attacks are then grouped in 8 subsets, in
such a way that a percentage of survival to each group of
attacks is obtained, as described in the following table.

Signal enhancement 1,00

Compression 0,99
Scaling 0,90
Cropping 0,83
Shearing 1,00
Rotation 0,91
Other geometrical transform. 0,72
Random geometric distortion 0,00

Table 1: Experimental results obtained with Stirmark [7,8]

The results are quite interesting, since the watermark has
been removed only in a few attacks. In particular, the
system is not robust to the image flipping, to an image
scaling of 50%, to a large cropping, to a rotation of 30°
or 45°, and to the default StirMark attack. As a final re-
sult, the benchmark has given a value of 0.79, one of the
highest values between the watermarking systems that
have been evaluated at this moment.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a new watermarking system for copyright
protection of digital images has been presented. The
method operates in the frequency domain, by embedding
a pseudo-random sequence of real numbers in a selected
set of DFT coefficients of the image. After embedding,
the watermark is hidden by exploiting the masking char-
acteristics of the Human Visual System. Moreover, a
synchronisation pattern is introduced into the water-
marked image, to cope with geometrical attacks. An op-
timum criterion to verify if a given code is present is de-
rived based on statistical decision theory. The proposed
system has revealed to be robust against a large set of
attacks a counterfeiter can use to remove the watermark,
as described by the experimental results obtained by ap-
plying the benchmark Stirmark [7,8]. The main factors
contributing to the robustness of the system, are:
• the expansion of the image to a fixed size before

watermark casting, to obtain robustness against im-
age cropping and translation;

• the visual masking process, to increase the water-
mark invisibility;

• the insertion of a synchronisation pattern, to obtain
robustness against image resizing and rotation;

• the optimum detection process, which increased the
detection performance with respect to the previous
correlation detector, also presented in [9].
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ABSTRACT
This paper1 presents a new attack for wa-
termarked still pictures or images. In con-
trast to the Stirmark benchmark, this attack
does not severely reduce the quality of the
image and is not based on a large number of
image processing operations. The approach
maintains the commercial value of the image
after the attack has been completed. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the attack
showing test cases of professional images2,
which have been watermarked with differ-
ent commercial systems. The attack is based
on a stochastic approach, which identifies
the local image properties of the imaging,
including flat, textured and edge regions in-
vestigating stationary generalized Gaussian
and non stationary Gaussian distribution
models. We show by experiment that any
watermarked scheme, which is not based on
the computation of the derived Noise Visi-
bility Function (NVF) may be broken by the
described attack.

1 Introduction
Copyright infringements of digital images can be de-
tected by digital watermarks, embedded by special soft-
ware programs. Visible and invisible watermarks may be
applied for copyright protection. Visible watermarks di-
                                                          
1 This work has been funded by the Swiss National Science
Foundation under the SPP program (Grant. 5003-45334) and
by the European Commission (ESPRIT-OMI Project No.
25530: Jedi-Fire).
2 Since the images applied in the Stirmark benchmark do not
always shre the same properties as commercial images, we
have used in our tests professional images from Fratelli Ali-
nary, which have been given to us for testing and benchmark-
ing purposes. We would like to thank Fratelli Alinari, espe-
cially Mr. Andrea de Polo, for providing these test images.
Fratelli Alinari is the copyright holder of these images. These
images may not be used for any business purpose without the
written permission of Fratelli Alinari, http://www.alinari.com.

rect the observer to the fact that the image is copyright
protected (example: IBM watermark project for the
Vatican). The practical usage of this watermark technol-
ogy is, however, quite limited. The quality of still pic-
tures is substantially changed and the applied protection
procedure is not robust, because the visible watermark
can be removed by image processing programs such as
PhotoShop or others. The invisible watermark utilizes
the inability of the human vision system to perceive
small differences in optical data. These slight differences
are exploited by special software programs for embed-
ding copyright information directly into the images. In-
visible watermarks have the advantage that they can not
be identified and destroyed easily if the watermark proc-
ess is robust against specific image transformations such
as lossy compression, change of contrast, vector quanti-
zation, rotation, scaling, translation, cropping, change of
aspect ratio, color editing, morphing etc. .
We use the expression Cover-Image and Stego-Image to
explain the Watermark Embedding and Detection Proc-
ess (WEDP). The WEDP embeds or detects owner
authentication data in a specific digital image. The
owner authentication data is embedded such that the
commercial usability of the digital image is not affected.
For this purpose, a cryptographic key is applied to em-
bed encoded owner authentication data, called the wa-
termark, into the Cover-Image CI, resulting in a Stego-
Image SI. The watermark data can then be extracted
from the Stego-Image if the correct cryptographic key is
applied. Due to system security reported in Crawler [1],
we assume that the CI is not applied in the watermark
detection process. In addition, we assume a watermark-
ing scheme, which supports the following features (the
DCT technology satisfies for example this set of re-
quirements needed for a secure and robust WEDP):
• The watermark embedding process depends on the

original data.
• The watermark embedding process supports a time

dependent identification.
• The watermark embedding process is content adap-

tive to prevent any visible artifacts, which may be
generated by the embedding process.

• No original data is needed for the watermark detec-
tion.
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• The watermark embedding is based on a scheme,
which supports secure verification in a legal dispute
who has really embedded the watermark.

• The WEDP supports secure means to uniquely
identify the copyright owner if multiple watermarks
have been embedded in the same image.

In contrast to steganography watermarking is constrained
with additional robustness requirements. If we consider
the watermark problem decomposed into a encoder, de-
coder and a transmission channel, then, in contrast to
steganography, the pirate may intercept the transmission
channel to modify, delete, or replace the encoded wa-
termark. This means that the watermark should not only
be unnoticeable but also robust, meaning that the inter-
ception of the pirate should be prevented by detecting
the watermark after the applied image modification of
the pirate. Since the modified image should be close to
the watermarked image to preserve the commercial value
of the image content, the number of the different attacks
of the pirate is limited [2] and also constrained by possi-
ble visible artifacts. In contrast to the existing informa-
tion theory based approaches, these attacks are very spe-
cific and can not be modeled by random Gaussian noise
only. Furthermore, the distribution of an image as not
purely stationary Gaussian [18], since the image regions
of interest for watermarking may have very different lo-
cal features. In addition, the channel capacity is not uni-
form since the image contents of every window consti-
tute a channel capacity, which is closely linked to the lo-
cal image characteristics, which are not uniform over the
whole image and dependent from visible artifacts.
It has been recently shown that the proposed water-
marking algorithms require adequate tools (UnZign [3],
Stirmark [4]) to investigate their robustness to different
kinds of attacks and to guide the development of the
adequate means for improvements.
This paper presents a new stochastic formulation of the
watermark removal problem considering an embedded
watermark as additive noise with a Gaussian distribution.
The watermark removal problem is reduced to the clas-
sical denoising problem. The approach of the Maximum
A Posteriori Probability (MAP) estimate is presented
and two types of image prior models are described. The
first image model is based on a non-stationary Gaussian
distribution. The second one is based on stationary Gen-
eralized Gaussian distribution with shape parameter and
variance to be hyperparameters of the model.
The relationship between the obtained stochastic model
of image discontinuities (edge and textured regions) is
investigated along with the human perceptual models
based on Noise Visibility Function (NVF). An Extension
of the proposed approach to the general case is pre-
sented.
It is shown by experimental results that any scheme,
which is not based on the computation of the NVF may
be broken by the derived attack. Tests with professional
images are presented applying the new approach in com-
bination with commercial available watermark product
solutions.

2 State-of-the-art Approaches
In recent publications several authors have proven that
content adaptive schemes are a key issue for the water-
mark embedding process. Some proposals are based on
the utilization of luminance sensitivity function of the
human visual system (HVS) [5]. Since the derived lumi-
nance functions are based on a crude estimation of the
image contrast the luminance based embedding is not ef-
ficient against different compression or denoising at-
tacks. Other approaches exploit transfer modulation
features of HVS in the transform domain to solve the
compromise between the robustness of the watermark
and its visibility [6]. These approaches embed the wa-
termark in a predetermined middle band of frequencies
in the Fourier domain with the same strength assuming
that the image spectra have isotropic character. This as-
sumption leads to some visible artifacts in images spe-
cially in the flat regions, because of anisotropic proper-
ties of image spectra. A similar method using blocks in
DCT (discrete cosine transform) domain was proposed
in [7, 8]. In the context of image compression using per-
ceptually based quantizers, this concept was further de-
veloped in [9], which adjust the watermark for each
DCT block. Since the original image is required to ex-
tract the watermark, the practical applications of this ap-
proach is very limited. It was proven that the usage of
the cover image will result in watermark schemes, which
may be broken [1]. Other DCT approaches use lumi-
nance and texture masking [10]. Some approaches are
based on the image compression techniques [11] and ex-
ploits 3 basic conclusions: (1) all regions of high activity
are highly insensitive to distortion; (2) the edges are
more sensitive to distortion than highly textured areas;
(3) darker and brighter regions of the image are less sen-
sitive to noise. The typical examples of this approach are
[12, 13]. The developed methods consist of a set of em-
pirical procedures aimed to satisfy the above require-
ments. The computational complexity and the absence of
closed form expressions for the perceptual mask compli-
cate the analysis of the received results. However, ex-
periments performed in these papers show high robust-
ness of these approaches. A very similar method was
proposed in [14], where edge detectors are used to over-
come the problem of visibility of the watermark around
the edges.

3 Problem Formulation
Consider the classical problem of non-adaptive water-
mark embedding, i.e. embedding the watermark regard-
less of the image content. In the most general case it can
be defined according to the model:

y x n= +

where x is the cover image, y is the Stego-Image,

( , )Ny N M M∈ℜ = × , and n is associated with the

noise-like encoded watermark. The encoding is based on
a spread spectrum type of technique [15]. Our goal is to
find an estimate n̂ of the watermark n and an esti-
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mate x̂ of the cover image x to compute an estimation of
the watermark as

ˆ ˆn y x= − ,

where n̂ and x̂ denote the estimates of the watermark
and the estimate of the cover image. The decision about
the presence/absence of the watermark in a given image
is then made by a robust detector. This detector must
consider the prior statistics of the watermark and the
possible errors of its estimation due to the decomposition
residual coefficients of the cover image and the possibly
applied attack. This generalized idea has found practical
applications for watermarking [5] and steganography
[16]. The key moments of the above approach are the
design of the corresponding estimator and the robust
detector. The problem of estimation of the cover image
from its noisy version is known as image denoising or
image smoothing.
Our stochastic approach is based on two image models.
An image is assumed to be a random process. We con-
sider a stationary and non-stationary process to model
the cover image. The stationary process is characterized
by the constant parameters for the whole image and the
non-stationary has spatially varying parameters. To esti-
mate the parameters a maximum likelihood estimate is
used in the specified neighborhood set. We assume that
image is either a non-stationary Gaussian process or a
stationary Generalized Gaussian process.

4 The Stochastic Model
4.1 Watermark Estimation
A probabilistic model of the watermark and the cover
image is needed to consider the watermark problem from
a statistic perspective. If the watermark has the distribu-

tion ( )np n and the cover image the distribution

( )xp x , then a MAP estimation of the watermark could

is given by:
ˆ arg max ( | )Nn
n L n y

∈ℜ
=

%

%

where ( ¦ )L n y% is the log function of a posteriori distri-

bution

( | ) ln ( | ) ln ( )x nL n y p y n p n= +% % % .

The estimate n̂ gives then

arg max {ln ( | ) ln ( )}N n xx
x p y x p x

∈ℜ
= +

%

% % % .

The solution for the last three equations are equivalent to
each other. The last formulation is the typical image de-
noising problem, which will be further considered. A
solution for this problem needs accurate stochastic mod-

els for the watermark ( )np n  and the cover image

( )xp x . Under the assumption that the watermark is

coded applying any spread spectrum technique, it is pos-
sible to model it as Gaussian random variable. Let sam-

ples , (1 , )i jn i j M≤ ≤ be defined on vertices of a

M M× grid, and let each sample ,i jn takes a value in

ℜ . The following equation holds if the samples are in-
dependent identically distributed (i.i.d.):

2

( ) ( )
{ }

2

2
( | )

(2 )

T

n

y x y x

n N
n

e
p y x

σ

πσ

− −−

=

where 2
nσ is the variance of the watermark. This assump-

tion is reasonable, since the Gaussian distribution has the
highest entropy among all other distributions. With re-
spect to system security any applied spread spectrum en-
coding algorithm should approach this distribution in the
limit. Thus, the watermark could be modeled as

2~ (0, )nn N σ . We derive in the following section now

the corresponding stochastic model for the image.

4.2 Cover Image Estimation
If we apply the Markov Random Field (MRF) model
[17], we can derive the following equation for the image
distribution (MRF written as Gibbs distribution):

( )

( )
cc A

V x
e

p x
Z

∈−∑
= ,

where Z is a normalization constant called the partition

function, ( )cV ⋅ is a function of a local neighboring group

c of points and A denotes the set of all possible such
groups or cliques. We consider two particular cases of
this model, i.e. the Gaussian and the Generalized Gaus-
sian (GG) models. Assume that the cover image is a ran-
dom process with non-stationary mean. Then applying
the Auto Regressive (AR) model notations, we can de-
rive for the cover image the following equation:

x A x xε ε= ⋅ + = + ,

where x is the non-stationary local mean and ε denotes
the residual term due to the error of estimation. The par-
ticularities of the above model depend on the assumed
stochastic properties of the residual term:

( )x x x A x I A x C xε = − = − ⋅ = − ⋅ = ⋅ ,

where C I A= − and I is the identity matrix. If A is a
low-pass filter, then C represents a high-pass filter (de-
composition operator). We use here two different models
for the residual term ε .
The first model is the non-stationary (inhomogeneous)
Gaussian model and the second one is the stationary
(homogeneous) Generalized Gaussian (GG) model. The
choice of these two models is motivated by the wide ap-
plication in image restoration and denoising [18, 19].
The today best wavelet compression algorithms are also
based on these models [20, 21]. The main advantage of
these models is that they take local features of the image
into account. In the first case, this is done by introducing
the non-stationary (spatially variant) variance using a
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quadratic energy function, and in the second case, by
using an energy function, which preserves the disconti-
nuity of a stationary variance of the image. In other
words, in the non-stationary Gaussian model, the data is
assumed to be a locally i.i.d. random field with a Gaus-
sian probability distribution function (pdf), while in the
stationary GG model the data is assumed to be a globally
i.i.d. random filed. The auto-covariance function in the
non-stationary case is given by the following equation

with 2{ |1 }X i i Nσ ≤ ≤ as the local variances.
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The auto-covariance function for the stationary model is
given by:
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where 2
Xσ is the global image variance.

Considering the equation for the non-stationary Gaussian
model results in the following equation if the model is
combined with the auto-covariance function:
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where |det |xR denotes the matrix determinant, and
T denotes the transposition. The stationary GG model is
then given by
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∞ − −Τ = ∫  is the gamma function, and

the parameter γ is called the shape parameter. The last

equation includes the Gaussian ( 2)γ = and the Lapla-

cian ( 1)γ = models as special cases. For the real images

the shape parameter is in the following

range 0.3 1γ≤ ≤ .

Having derived the stochastic models for the watermark
and the cover image we can now investigate the problem
of image estimation according to the MAP approach.

4.3 MAP based Image Denoising
For the MAP estimation, we have to solve the following
optimization problem:

2
2

1
ˆ ˆarg min { || || ( )}
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%
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where ( ) [ ( )| |]r r γρ η γ= , 
X X

x x Cx
r

σ σ
−= = , and

|| ||⋅ denotes the matrix norm. ( )rρ is the energy func-

tion for the GG model.
In the case of the non-stationary Gaussian model 2γ =
(i.e. convex function) and 2

Xσ is spatially varying. The

advantage of this model is the existence of a closed form
solution. The solution is given by an adaptive Wiener or
a Lee filter [22]. In the case of stationary GG model the
general closed form solution does not exist, since the
penalty function could be non-convex for 1γ p . In

practice, iterative probabilistic and deterministic optimi-
zation algorithms are applied for this problem. Examples
are given in [17, 23-26]. A closed form solution in
wavelet domain exists for 1γ p , called the soft-

shrinkage [18, 27]. To obtain an adequate solution tech-
nique for the close form solution of the estimate, we map
the constraints of the problem in a convex optimization
function, which is based on the boundary conditions.
This function is called the reweighted least squares
(RLS) problem. The problem is, therefore, mapped to
the following minimization problem:
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In this case, the penalty function is quadratic for a fixed
weighting function w . Assuming w  is constant for a
particular iteration, we receive the general RLS solution
in the following form:
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This solution is similar to the closed form of Wiener fil-
ter solution [22]. The same RLS solution in the form of
Lee filter [22] is given by:

2

2 2

( )
ˆ X

n X

y x
x x

w

σ
σ σ

−= +
+

The principal difference between the classical Wiener or
Lee filter is the presence of the weighting function w .
This weighting function depends on the underlying as-
sumptions about the statistics of the cover image.
We only consider the Lee version of the RSL solution,
which coincides with the classical case of Gaussian prior
of the cover image 1w = . It is important to note that the
shrinkage solution of image denoising problem previ-
ously used only in the wavelet domain can easily be ob-
tained from in the next close form solution:

ˆ ˆmax{0, ( ) }x x y x T= + − − ,

where 
2
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σ γ η γ
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−= −  is the threshold.

In particular case of Laplacian image prior,
2

2n

x

T γ
σ
σ

= . This coincides with the soft-threshold

solution of the image denoising problem [18]. The prop-
erties of the image denoising algorithm are defined by
the term:
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in equations of the RLS solution. It is commonly known,
that the local variance is a good indicator of the local
image activity, i.e. when it is small, the image is flat, and
a large enough variance indicates the presence of edges
or highly textured areas. Therefore, the function

( , , )x nb w σ σ  determines the level of image smoothing.

For example, for flat regions 2 0xσ → , and the esti-

mated image equals local mean, while for edges or tex-

tured regions 2 , 1x n bσ σ →? and the image is practi-

cally left without any changes. Such a philosophy of the
adaptive image filtering is very well matched with the
texture masking property of the human visual system: the
noise is more visible in flat areas and less visible in re-
gions with edges and textures.
Based on the non-stationary Gaussian and stationary
Generalized Gaussian models we propose the following
texture masking function.

5 Texture Masking Function
We propose to relate the texture masking function to the
noise visibility function (NVF) as:

2

2 2
1 n

n x

w
NVF b

w

σ
σ σ

= − =
+

,

which is just the inverted version of the function b . In
the main application of the proposed NVF in context of
watermarking, we assume that the noise (watermark) is
an i.i.d. Gaussian process with unit variance, i.e.
N(0,1) . This noise excite the perceptual model [26], in

analogy with the AR image model. The NVF is the out-
put of the perceptual model to a noise with the distribu-
tion N(0,1) . The developed perceptual model depends

on the weighting w , which is determined by the other
parameters of the RLS solution.

5.1 NVF Based on Non-Stationary Gaussian
Model

The shape parameter γ  is for the non-stationary Gaus-

sian model 2 and the auto-covariance function is given

by 2 2
1( ,...., )x x xNR σ σ . The weighting function w  is

then equal to 1 (see w in RLS close form solution) and
the NVF is given by:
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,

where 2 ( , )x i jσ  denotes the local variance of the image

in a window centered on the pixel with coordinates
( , ),1 ,i j i j M≤ ≤ . The NVF is, therefore, inversely

proportional to the local image energy defined by the lo-
cal variance. The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate is
applied for the computation of the local image variance.
Assuming that the image is a locally i.i.d. Gaussian dis-
tributed random variable, the ML estimate is given by:
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A window of size (2 1) (2 1)L L+ × + is used for the

computation.

5.2 NVF Based on Stationary GG Model
The following equations computes the NVF For the sta-
tionary GG model:
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The particularities of this model are determined by the

shape parameter γ and the global image variance 2
xσ .

We use a moment matching method reported in [21] to
estimate the shape parameter. The analysis consists of
the next stages. First, the image is decomposed accord-
ing to the equation

( )x x x A x I A x C xε = − = − ⋅ = − ⋅ = ⋅ ,

using equation ( , )x i j  from the last section as an esti-

mate of the local mean. In the second stage, the moment
matching method is applied to the residual image and the
shape parameter and the variance are estimated.
The shape parameter for most of real images is in the
range 0.3 1γ≤ ≤ .

6 The Attack
Based on the presented results of the stochastic models,
the attack has two phases. In phase 1, we assume that the
embedded watermark has a Gaussian distribution and the
image has a Generalized Gaussian distribution. Based on
the moment matching technique, γ is estimated and then

the identified Gaussian noise is removed. The Gaussian
noise is very similar to the actual watermark, since many
schemes are based on some type of spread-spectrum
techniques. The noise removal is based on the local
mean and the local variance from the non-stationary
Gaussian model. In the second phase, the perceptual
mask from the prefiltered image is calculated and addi-
tional noise is embedded in the image with respect to the
perceptual components. The embedding depends on the
stationary GG model presented in section 5.2.

7 Test Results
Several test results for Stirmark have been reported [4,
28]. The Stirmark benchmark tool has proven to be an
effective tool for measuring the performance of the dif-
ferent watermark technologies with respect to specific
image operations applied to destroy the embedded wa-
termarks. Some of the applied operations (for example
compression down to 10% quality), however, result in
images, which have a visible quality difference com-
pared to the original watermarked image. These attacks
don’t preserve, therefore, the commercial value of the
image content. In addition, the PSNR is applied as an
objective measurement criteria to limit the distortions
generated by the tested watermark technologies. We
have shown [29], however, that this measurement may
not adequate, since the visible image quality may be
quite different for very similar PSNRs. In addition, why
should a pirate apply Stirmark if other attacks are avail-
able, which preserve the image quality and have a better
performance during the execution (The Stirmark test-
bench generates more than 150 different files for de-
stroying the watermark of a protected image)? For a fair
comparison, we have collected the published test results
and summarized them in the table below. Since not all
watermark solutions have been consistently tested during

the development of the Stirmark benchmark (different
versions), we have consolidated the results with respect
to the latest publications. We performed also the Stir-
mark benchmark against the DCT technology, which is
based on the NVF approach.

Stirmark Benchmark Results (12. 8. 1999)
Position Company Stirmark Ratio

(1 is maximum)

1
DCT

0.828

2 Digimarc 0.780
3 CUI3/DCT 0.700
3 Signum Technologies 0.700
4 Blue Spike/Dice 0.230
5 Alpha Tec 0.290
6 MediaSec 0.220
7 IP2 No results

reported
7 Signafy No results

reported

The following figures illustrate a specific attack we have
run against the Digimarc system with the astro image.
The figures illustrate the different phases applied and the
remaining watermark after the processing.
In contrast to the DCT system, which is based on the
noise visibility function computation, it was not possible
for the Digimarc detector to detect the watermark at all,
meaning, the decoder could not even detect that besides
the payload a watermark from Digimarc was embedded.
We have obtained similar results4 with other systems
such as SysCop.
We have tested our approach with several images such
as astro, fisherman, boat, Lena and some professional
images from Fratelli Alinari. The images from Fratelli
Alinari are presented above. In contrast to the images
applied in the Stirmark benchmark, these images have a
larger region of flat area, which also influence the wa-
termarking. As shown, the embedding should address the
different regions, such as texture, flat area, and edges.
Running the different test cases we have noticed that the
attack is effective in all cases.

                                                          
3 This measurement was reported under University of Geneva
in the Stirmark publications. DCT owns the IP and the imple-
mentations of the CUI technology.
4 It should be noticed that the versions offered for free down-
load may offer a reduced functionality as the real commercial
solutions. It is, therefore, possible, that the reported results
may be different, if the latest commercial solutions are applied.
With respect to the ongoing Stirmark testing, we expect, how-
ever, that the detector functionality won’t be different as the
one supported by the downloaded versions.
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8 Conclusions
We have presented in this paper a new attack for water-
marked images. Based on the stochastic modeling it is
possible to model precisely the watermark as random
noise. In contrast to the Stirmark benchmark, this attack
does not severely reduce the quality of the image and is
not based on a large number of image processing opera-
tions. The attack maintains the commercial value of the

image after the attack has been completed. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of the attack showing test cases
of professional images, which have been watermarked
with different commercial systems. And successful bro-
ken.
We show by experiment that any watermarked scheme,
which is not based on the computation of the derived
Noise Visibility Function (NVF) may be broken by the
described attack.

Image after two-stage attack
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ABSTRACT
One of the fundamental issues in digital wa-
termarking is to find the best trade-off be-
tween imperceptibility and robustness to
signal processing. This problem can be
nicely solved by explicitly incorporating
human perceptual models in the water-
marking system to optimize the perceived
quality of the watermarked image given a
desired robustness degree. This paper dis-
cusses such a visual optimization process
that exploits various properties of the hu-
man visual systems (HVS) to adaptively con-
trol the amount of watermark energy to be
embedded into different transform coeffi-
cients/areas of the image. We will present
several ways of incorporating properties of
the HVS such as frequency sensitivity, lu-
minance sensitivity, and contrast masking
effect in a watermarking system. It will be
shown that the derivation of an optimal wa-
termark detector is more straightforward in
some implementations than in others. We
will also illustrate the advantage of exploit-
ing neighborhood-masking effect in a wa-
termarking system.

KEYWORDS
Digital watermarking, copyright protection, perceptual
model, visual masking, perceptual watermarking, visual
optimization, optimal watermark detection

1 Introduction
Due to the digital media revolution and the popularity of
Internet commerce, the intellectual property right pro-
tection is becoming an increasingly important issue.
Digital watermarking is an emerging technology that se-
curely embeds invisible information such as ownership
and copyright message into multimedia data to protect
the intellectual property right of the content owners.
For most applications, two basic criteria used in evalu-
ating a watermarking scheme are perceptual invisibility
and robustness to intentional/unintentional attacks that

tend to remove the watermarks. The watermarks inserted
should be perceptual invisible, i.e., they should not inter-
fere with the media content. This is the most basic but
non-trivial requirement that all watermarking schemes
should meet. For most applications, the watermarks
should also be robust to some intentional/unintentional
attacks. In other words, the watermarks should still be
detectable even after common signal processing opera-
tions have been applied to the watermarked image.
These two requirements, unfortunately, conflict with
each other. If this issue is not carefully considered in the
design of the watermarking system, two adverse effects
may appear. Either the watermarked images will show
visual artifacts, or it is likely the watermarks will not be
detected after some common signal processing or inten-
tional attacks are applied to the watermarked image. One
of the fundamental issues in digital watermarking is thus
to find the best trade-off between imperceptibility and
robustness to signal processing. This problem can be
nicely solved by incorporating explicit human perceptual
models in the watermarking system.  The perceptual
models provide an upper bound on the amount of modi-
fication one can make to the content without incurring
perceptual difference. Alternatively, given a robustness
requirement, the visual quality of the watermarked image
can be maximized.  A watermarking system with such a
visual optimization thus provides the maximal robust-
ness to intentional or unintentional attacks, given a de-
sired perceived quality.
The visual optimization process can exploit various
properties of the human visual systems (HVS). For ex-
ample, frequency sensitivity, local luminance sensitivity,
and contrast masking effect of the HVS can be used to
adaptively control the amount of watermark energy to be
embedded into different transform coefficients/areas of
the image. We will present several ways of incorporating
properties of the HVS in a watermarking system. Some
particular considerations for visual optimization for both
DCT based and wavelet based watermarking systems
will be discussed. We will show that the derivation of an
optimal watermark detector is more straightforward in
some implementations than in others. The advantage of
exploiting neighborhood-masking effect will also be il-
lustrated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarises  several properties of the HVS. Several ways
of incorporating perceptual models for visual optimiza-
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tion in a watermarking system are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 provides some concluding remarks.

2 Properties of Human Visual Systems
Over the past three decades, there have been many ef-
forts to develop models or metrics for image quality that
incorporate properties of the HVS. These models have
been used to access image visual quality [1], to help de-
velop image compression systems that optimize the per-
ceived quality of the compressed images [2][3][4][5][6],
and recently to help design watermarking systems that
ensure the imperceptibility of the embedded watermarks
[7][8]. Most of the models incorporate frequency sensi-
tivity, luminance sensitivity, and contrast masking prop-
erties of the HVS. These properties are summarized in
the following.
Frequency sensitivity
Frequency sensitivity describes the human eye’s sensi-
tivity to sine wave gratings at various frequencies. It is
usually described by the contrast sensitivity function
(CSF) that characterizes the varying frequency sensitiv-
ity of the visual system to 2D spatial frequencies. In gen-
eral, the CSF curve suggests that human eyes are less
sensitive to high frequency errors than low frequency er-
rors. Based on this model, given a fixed minimum
viewing distance, it is possible to determine a static just
noticeable difference (JND) for each frequency band.
This static JND provides a basic visual model that de-
pends only on viewing conditions and is independent of
image content. This strategy has been widely used for
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and wavelet based
compression systems where a quantization table tuned to
the CSF curve is used for quantizing coefficients in dif-
ferent frequency bands. This static JND has also been
used to control the amount of watermark energy to be in-
serted into each coefficient for a watermarking system
[8][10]. The advantage of this technique, however, be-
comes less noticeable for lower resolution display and
closer viewing distance, since the CSF curve tends to be
flat under those viewing conditions.
Luminance sensitivity
Luminance sensitivity measures the effect of the detecta-
bility threshold of noise on a constant background. It
typically involves a conversion to contrast, and is usually
a nonlinear function of the local image characteristics. It
basically suggests that the noise is more visible on a low
intensity constant background than a high intensity con-
stant background. For example, for an 8x8 block DCT
based system, it can be achieved by using the DC coeffi-
cient from each DCT block to adjust the visibility in
each block appropriately [2][3].  It is sometimes referred
to as light adaptation process [9].
Contrast masking
Visual masking is a perceptual phenomenon where arti-
facts are locally masked by the image acting as a back-
ground signal. For example, in the wavelet transform
domain, a larger coefficient can tolerate a larger distor-
tion since the larger coefficient results in a large back-
ground signal that masks the visual distortion. The

masking effect is the strongest when both the mask sig-
nal and the artifact are of the same spatial frequency,
orientation and location. The masking effect can be
roughly categorized as self-contrast masking and neigh-
borhood masking. Self-contrast masking is referred to as
the masking effect from a mask signal that is of exactly
the same spatial frequency, orientation and location as
the distortion signal.  For example, the masking effect
contributed from a coefficient is a self-contrast masking
effect for a distortion signal that is introduced to that
particular coefficient. Neighborhood masking is referred
to as the masking effect contributed by spatially neigh-
boring coefficients in the same band as well as in other
bands. The neighborhood masking exploits the fact that
more complex region can tolerate more distortion than a
smooth region or a region containing a simple sharp
edge.
There are some other masking effects that have been in-
vestigated in the vision science. These include, among
others, noise masking that is explained by an increased
variance in some internal decision variables, and entropy
masking that arises when the mask is deterministic but
unfamiliar [9].

3 Visual Optimization in Digital Water-
marking

In this section, we will discuss how the perceptual mod-
els can be incorporated into a watermarking system. The
goal here is to use the perceptual models as a guide to
ensure that the watermarked image is visually optimised
in the sense that, given a desired degree of robustness to
signal processing, the perceived image quality is the
best; preferably no artefact can be observed by ordinary
users. The discussion is based on a typical class of per-
ceptual watermarking system.

 Original image I Embedding

    Key S0
  PN sequence
          S1H

(a) Watermark Encoder

(b)  Watermark Detector

Modulation

  watermark bits
(e.g.,Logo image)

 Watermarked  image I’

Perceptual
Model

     Key S0
  PN sequence
          S1H

Demodulation

Test image X

Perceptual Model

Extracted watermark bits

Transform

Transform

{ Ii }

 {Xi}

{ bi } { Gi (.) }

S2OPT.

Figure 1: A general architecture for a typical class of
watermarking systems.

3.1 A typical class of watermarking system
Fig. 1 shows a general architecture for a class of per-
ceptual watermarking systems [10][11][12] At the wa-
termark encoder, a private/public key S0 (e.g. an owner
name or ID) is first mapped, using a one-way determi-
nistic function H, to a single parameter which is then
used as a seed to generate an i.i.d. pseudo random (PN)
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sequence S1 (or, equivalently {S1i}). The nature of the
key determines the security level of the system. A set of
features { Ii } is first derived from the transformed (e.g.,
by DCT/Wavelet) version of the original image I.  Then
S1i is modulated by some information bits to be embed-
ded (e.g., a binary logo image), then multiplied by Gi(Ii),
where Gi(.) could be a function of Ii  and is controlled by
a visual model, before being added to Ii. The encoding
process can be formulated as

  I′
i=Ii+Gi(Ii) biS1i        (1)

where bi  is the corresponding watermark bit to be em-
bedded.  Note that a single watermark bit may be spread
over many feature points to increase the detection ro-
bustness.
In the watermark detector, the test image X is first trans-
formed.  Then the derived feature set {Xi} is correlated
with a pseudo random sequence S2  which is closely re-
lated to S1 and the perceptual model used. The correlator
output q is compared to a threshold T to determine the
extracted watermark bits. Choice of S2 can be optimized
to maximize the detector performance. In some scenarios
where the original image is available and is allowed to
use, it can be incorporated into the detector to enhance
the detection performance.
For different applications of the watermark, the nature of
the key S0 and the embedded watermark information may
be different. The detection mechanism and the extracted
information may also have some slightly different de-
sired properties. In this paper, we will focus on the visual
optimization process of the system. Without loss of gen-
erality, we will assume that there is no other information
bits except the key that is to be embedded. We will also
assume that the original image is not available at the de-
tector. Note that for some applications such as claiming
rightful ownership, even though the original image may
be available, it could not be used in the detection process
for a valid claim [10][11].
For the scenario considered here, the detector will be ap-
plied to the test image to determine if it contains the
unique watermark. In general, the secret key (e.g., a
registered owner ID number) which corresponds to the
watermark sequence is the mark that uniquely identifies
someone who is associated with the test image. In this
scenario, the correlator output q is compared to a thresh-
old T to determine if the test image contains the water-
mark. Detection of the watermark is accomplished via
the hypothesis testing:

H0: Xi=Ii+Ni     not contain the claimed watermark

H1: Xi=Ii+Gi(Ii)S1i+Ni contain the claimed watermark (2)

where Ni is noise, possibly resulted from some signal
processing such as JPEG compression, etc..

Let Yi=XiS2i . The correlating detector outputs the test
statistic q
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where n is the size of the feature set {Xi}, My and Vy
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n Yi ) / n  

With some reasonable assumptions (including that  {S2i}
is zero mean and uncorrelated with the original image I),
it can be shown [13] that under  H0,  for large n, q is ap-
proximately a normal distribution with zero mean and
unit variance, i.e., q ~ N(0, 1). Let E(.) denote the ex-
pectation operator. Under Hypothesis H1 and for large n,
it can also be shown that q follows a normal distribution
N(m,1) [10][11],  where
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By choosing a detection threshold T, one can quantify
the false alarm detection probability, assuming hypothe-
sis H0 is true. Table 1 shows the false alarm detection
probability with respect to the detection threshold T.

Threshold  T Perr(q > T)

3 0.0013

5 2.86E-7

6 9.86E-10

8 6.22E-16

10 7.62E-24

12 1.77E-33

Table 1: False alarm detection probability Perr for the
proposed watermarking system in [10][11].

Optimal detection
It can be proved [10][11] that, if  Gi(.) is independent of
Ii, then the choice of S2i =Gi S1i  is the optimal correlat-
ing signature which will results in the largest mean value
m under H1. On the other hand, if Gi(.) is a function of Ii,
and assume that Gi(.) can be written as a product of two
terms, i.e., Gi(Ii)=Ui(Ii)Wi  where Wi is independent of Ii,
then a good choice of S2i  is S1i Wi. It should be noted
that setting S2i to Gi(Ii)S1i is usually a very bad choice
[10][11].
In Eq. (1), the amount of watermark embedded is con-
trolled by Gi. This value has to be carefully chosen in
order to guarantee imperceptibility of the watermarks. In
the next three sub-sections, we will show how perceptual
models can be used to determine an appropriate value
of Gi.
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3.2 Watermarking using JND in the
DCT/Wavelet domain

One way to incorporate perceptual models in the water-
marking system is to derive a JND for each
DCT/Wavelet coefficient, and use this JND to control
the amount of watermarks to be inserted into each coef-
ficient. We will illustrate this general idea using the sys-
tem proposed in [8]. Note that both block DCT based
system and wavelet based system have been proposed in
[8]. We will use the DCT based system as an example.
In the 8x8 block DCT-based perceptual watermarking
scheme [8], a frequency threshold value is derived based
on measurements of specific viewing conditions for each
DCT basis function, which results in an image-
independent 8x8 matrix of threshold values, denoted as
Tf(u,v), u,v=1, …, 8. One approach is to use Tf(u,v) as
Gi in Eq. (1). We will refer to this scheme as Scheme-1.
On the other hand, one can use a more accurate percep-
tual model that also takes care of the luminance sensitiv-
ity and contrast masking effect of the human visual sys-
tem to find the just noticeable difference for each coeffi-
cient. Luminance sensitivity is estimated as
Tl(u,v,b)=Tf(u,v)(X0,0,b/X0,0)

a, where X0,0,b is the DC co-
efficient for block b, X0,0 is the DC coefficient corre-
sponding to the mean luminance of the display, and a is
a parameter which controls the degree of luminance sen-
sitivity. A value of 0.649 is suggested for a in [2]. Then
a contrast masking threshold, referred to as the JND, is
derived as

Tc(u,v,b)=MAX[Tl(u,v,b),
Tl(u,v,b)(|X(u,v,b)|/ Tl(u,v,b))w],

where X(u,v,b) is the value of the coefficient, w is a
number between zero and one [3]. The threshold simply
implies that a larger coefficient can tolerate larger modi-
fication without incurring visual artifacts. Note that the
JND here is coefficient-adaptive, unlike some others that
are image-independent or region based. The JND
Tc(u,v,b) is then used as Gi in Eq. (1) to control the
amount of watermark to be embedded into each coeffi-
cient. This perceptual watermarking scheme is referred
to as IA-DCT (Image-adaptive DCT) scheme in [8].  It
was shown in [11] that the IA-DCT scheme provides
better performance than Scheme-1 where only frequency
sensitivity is exploited.
Note that in the IA-DCT scheme, the feature set {Ii} is
the set of DCT coefficients (excluding DCs) which are
larger than their corresponding Tl(u,v,b). In other words,
no watermark will be added to the coefficients that are
too small. This generally avoids the risk of introducing
high frequency noise to the watermarked image, and in-
creases the detection performance when the watermarked
image has been subject to signal processing [11].
Optimal detection
Fig. 2 shows typical distributions of the detector output q
under different hypotheses using IA-DCT as the water-
mark encoding scheme. In this example, we set
Tl(u,v,b)= Tf(u,v), i.e., luminance sensitivity is not con-
sidered. Bi and Ci(I i), respectively, denote the Tl and
(|X(u,v,b)|/ Tl(u,v,b))w  components of Tc for each fea-

ture point. It can be seen that they are all normal-
distribution-like. Fig. 2 also suggests that different
choices of S2 will have different detection performances.
Note that the further apart the distributions under H0 and
H1, the better performance the detector. Case 3 appears
to be the best choice among the three, although it may
not be the optimal solution. The optimal solution is not
straightforward here. Our previous work in [11] does not
provide the optimal solution, although it gives a good
analysis for the optimal solution. For more details about
the optimal detection strategy, see [11]. Note that the
well formulated encoding process in Eq. (1) makes the
analysis for optimal detection possible.
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Figure 2: Distributions of output q for 512x512 “Lenna”
image. Case 1: S2i=BiCi(I i)S1i; Case 2: S2i=S1i;

Case 3: S2i=BiS1i. w=0.33.

3.3 Watermarking in a perceptually uniform
domain

Another way of making use of perceptual models in a
watermarking system is to first transform the image data
to a domain that is perceptually uniform. In this percep-
tually uniform domain, each sample is perceptually no
different from others. There is a common JND for all the
samples, disregard its frequency, orientation, location
and amplitude. As a result, this common JND can be
used to control the amount of watermarks to be embed-
ded  in this domain.
Let x denote a DCT/wavelet transform coefficient, f de-
note a corresponding CSF value that is normalized to the
range of [0,1], wl denote the adjustment based on lumi-
nance sensitivity (corresponding to (X0,0,b/X0,0)

a in Sec-
tion 3.2). Without loss of generality, assume x is non-
negative. Then

y = x*f / wl

is a CSF-and-luminance-compensated sample value. The
self-contrast masking effect can usually be characterized
by a power law [4], that is,

z = yα  = (x*f / wl) α
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is a domain in which frequency sensitivity, luminance
sensitivity and self-contrast masking effect have all been
compensated. There is thus a common constant JND
threshold in this domain that suggests the maximum
amount of watermark energy that can be inserted to each
sample value without incurring visual artifacts. To find
out this JND threshold Tz, let us look at the first deriva-
tive of z with respect to x,

dz=f / wl *α(x*f / wl) α-1dx     (3)

Recall that in the x domain, as discussed in Section 3.2,
the JND for x is

Tc= Tf w
l (|x| / (Tf w

l))w

If dx is replaced by Tc, then

Tz=f / wl *α(x*f / wl) α-1*Tf* wl *(x / (Tf w
l ))w

Let Tmin denote the minimum value in the frequency
threshold matrix. Then f=Tmin/Tf . If α is chosen to be 1-
w, then

Tz= Tmin/Tf *α(x* Tmin/Tf)
 α-1*Tf*(x/Tf)

w = α* Tmin
α

Based on the above analysis, it is clear that the two en-
coding implementations, one in x domain and the other
in the z domain, are equivalent to the first degree of ap-
proximation. We observe that samples in the z domain
has a common JND threshold Tz. Therefore, we can use
Tz to control the amount of watermark energy to be em-
bedded into each sample, i.e., the encoding process is

z′
i=zi+TzS1i

In this case, since Tz is a constant, the optimal choice of
S2i for detection is S1i [10][11]. Therefore, by inserting
and detecting watermarks in the z domain, the optimal
detection can be derived straightforwardly, as opposed
to the case in Section 3.2.
Now let us assume the embedding is performed in the x
domain as described in Section 3.2. Eq. (3) also suggests
that a modification of TcS1i in the x domain is approxi-
mately equivalent to a modification of TzS1i in the z do-
main. Note that in Section 3.2, although the choice of
Case 3 provides very good detection performance, we
are not sure if they are the optimal choice. Now we see
the insertion of TcS1i in the x domain is approximately
equivalent to the insertion of TzS1i in the z domain. The
optimal detection in the z domain is thus to choose S2i to
be S1i. In other words, although the watermarks are em-
bedded in the x domain, we can find the approximate
optimal detection in the z domain by first transforming
the coefficients to the z domain, then using S1i as the cor-
relating sequence for optimal detection. Fig. 3 shows the
distribution of the detector output using this strategy.
Compared to Fig. 2, it is seen that Case 3 in Fig. 2

achieves performance that is very close to the optimal
solution shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Distributions of output q for 512x512 “Lenna”
image. The embedding is the same as in Figure 2 (in the x
domain), whereas detection is performed in the z domain.

α=0.67.

3.4 Exploiting neighborhood masking
The approach described in Section 3.3 exploits the self-
contrast masking effect by applying a non-linear trans-
ducer function (e.g., power function) to the coefficients
before watermark insertion and detection. However,
there are several potential problems in this approach for
wavelet or DCT based systems. The first is that it as-
sumes the wavelet/DCT band structure and filters are a
good match to the visual system’s underlying channels,
which is generally not true.  For example, although, the
wavelet structure is a much better model of the visual
system than the DCT, it has a problem with the diagonal
band due to the Cartesian separable approach [14]. In the
visual system, frequencies at 45 degrees orientation have
very little masking effect on those at  –45 degrees, but
the diagonal band in the wavelet has no way of distin-
guishing the two.  This may give rise to artifacts perpen-
dicular to the diagonal edge. Another diagonal related
problem is that slanted edges cause high values in the
horizontal and vertical bands, which causes high distor-
tion for the bands at the edges, giving rise to horizontal
and vertical artifacts along slanted edges. These overall
problems may lead to over-masking at slanted edges.
To overcome the over-masking problem at slanted
edges, other properties of the HVS have to be taken into
account. One of the solutions is to exploit the masking
capability of a complex region, while protecting regions
with simple edge structures. More specifically, a mask-
ing weighting factor can be derived for each coefficient.
The masking weighting factor can be derived based on
neighborhood activities, e.g., as a function of the ampli-
tudes of neighboring coefficients, as suggested in
[5][14]. An advantage of this strategy is its ability to
distinguish between large amplitude coefficients that lie
in a region of simple edge structure and those in a com-
plex region. This feature will assure the good visual
quality of simple edges on a smooth background, which
is often critical to the overall perceived visual quality,
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especially for wavelet or DCT based watermarked im-
ages.
The principle discussed here in general can be applied to
many transform based watermarking systems such as
DCT, wavelet, and Cortex based systems. We will use
the wavelet transform based system as an example to il-
lustrate the main idea. We treat visual masking as a
combination of two separate processes, i.e., self contrast
masking and neighborhood masking [14]. The visual
masking effect is therefore exploited for watermarking
purpose in two steps. The first step is to apply a coeffi-
cient-wise non-linear transducer function f(.) such as a
power function to the original coefficient xi, i.e., xi → zi

=f(xi). The approach described in Section 3.3 is a typical
example. This step assumes each signal with which a co-
efficient is associated is lying on a common flat back-
ground.   Under this assumption, {zi} are perceptually
uniform. In a real image, however, this is usually not the
case. Each signal is superimposed on other spatially
neighboring signals. There is some masking effect con-
tributed from spatially neighboring signals due to the
phase uncertainty, receptive field sizes, as well as possi-
ble longer range effects [14]. To further exploit this
neighborhood masking effect, the second step normal-
izes zi by a masking weighting factor wi which is a func-
tion of the amplitudes of the neighboring signals, i.e., zi

→ pi = zi / wi, where wi is a function g(.) of the neigh-
boring signals denoted in a vector form as Ni({zk }), i.e.,
wi =g(Ni ({zk })).  The neighboring coefficients could be
in the same subband; they could also be coefficients
around the same spatial location but in other frequency
bands. As discussed above, the second step is especially
important for wavelet/DCT based systems where over-
masking may result from the first step.
An example is to use the non-linear transform

pi= γ zi /(1+λ∑{k near i} | xk|
β /|φi|)

where |φi| denotes the size of the neighborhood, γ and λ
are normalization factors, and the neighborhood contains
coefficients in the same band that lie within an NxN
window centered at the current coefficient. β is a posi-
tive value, and, together with N and λ, are used to con-
trol the degree of neighborhood masking. β and N play
important roles in differentiating coefficients around
simple edge from those in the complex area. N controls
the degree of averaging; β controls the influence of the
amplitude of each coefficient.  Preferably β should be
chosen as a value less than 1. An example value of β is
0.2.  This helps to protect coefficients around simple
sharp edges, since the coefficients around sharp edges
usually have high values. A small value of β suppresses
the contribution of large coefficients around sharp edges
to the masking factor.
For watermarking purpose, now the p domain is consid-
ered perceptually uniform. A common constant JND Tp

can be derived in this domain to control the amount of
watermarks inserted into each p sample. Alternatively,
the watermark can be inserted in the z domain using a

JND of Tpwi, or in the x domain using a JND of sTcwi ,
where s is a scaling factor.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the difference images between the

original “Lenna” image and the watermarked images by
exploiting self-contrast masking only and both self-
contrast masking and neighborhood masking using a 4-
level wavelet decomposition, respectively. For both
schemes, the frequency sensitivity is also exploited as
described in Section 3.3, and the detection is performed
in the z domain using S1 as the correlating sequence. It
can be seen that there is more watermark energy in the
complex hair region in Fig. 5 than in Fig. 4. On the other
hand, the watermark energy embedded in some simple

Figure 4: Difference image between the original
512x512 “Lenna” image and the wavelet-based water-
marked image exploiting self-contrast masking only.

Figure 5: Difference image between the original
512x512 “Lenna” image and the wavelet-based

watermarked image exploiting both self-contrast
and neighborhood masking.
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edges (e.g., the top right corner of the image) is more
conservative in Fig. 5 than in Fig. 4. In fact, some arti-
fact can be observed at around the sharp edges in the top
right corner of the watermarked image corresponding to
Fig. 4, while the other watermarked image correspond-
ing to Fig. 5 is perceptually lossless.
Table 2 summarises the detection performance of differ-
ent watermarking schemes with regard to JPEG2000
compression [15]. The wavelet based scheme exploiting
both self- and neigborhood masking performs slightly
better than the other one that only exploits self masking
effect. Both schemes, however, significantly outperform
the 8x8 DCT based scheme described in Section 3.2.
Interestingly, the watermarked images using the three
schemes (self-masking (wavelet), both self- and neigh-
borhood masking (wavelet) and self-masking (DCT), re-
spectively), have PSNR of 38.5, 38.2 and 37.5 dB (with
respect to the original image).

JPEG2000 compression (bpp)Watermarking
Scheme

No 0.5 0.25 0.125

Self-masking
(wavelet)

75.2 31.7 18.9 11.6

Self+neighbor.
Masking (wavelet)

74.2 32.6 20.3 12.7

Self-masking
(DCT)

59.2 22.5 12.4 6.9

Table 2: Robustness of different watermarking schemes to
JPEG2000 compression.

4 Conclusion
Visual optimisation is an important process in a water-
marking system. This paper shows there are various
properties of the HVS that can be exploited to achieve
the best trade-off between the imperceptibility and ro-
bustness requirements. We discuss several different ways
of incorporating perceptual models in the watermarking
system. It is shown that by performing watermark inser-
tion and detection in a perceptually uniform domain, op-
timal detection can be derived. The advantage of ex-
ploiting both self-contrast masking and neighborhood-
masking is demonstrated. It is interesting to point out
that a good compression system can also exploit the
HVS properties to almost the same extent as a water-
marking system can do [14]. In this regard, a water-
marking system should exploit the HVS properties to the
maximum extent so that the watermarks will be the most
robust to the best compression schemes available.
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ABSTRACT
Data hiding and digital watermarking
methods, which are methods for embedding
one signal (the watermark) within another
"host signal", have a number of multimedia
applications such as copyright notification
and enforcement, authentication, and covert
communication.  In each of these applica-
tions, the performance of an embedding
method is measured in terms of its achiev-
able trade-offs among the amount of infor-
mation that can be embedded (rate), the
amount of embedding-induced distortion to
the host signal, and the robustness to inten-
tional and unintentional attacks.
Quantization index modulation (QIM)
methods, a class of embedding methods in
which information is embedded by quan-
tizing the host signal with a quantizer cho-
sen from an ensemble of quantizers, have
been shown to achieve very good rate-
distortion-robustness trade-offs in a number
of different contexts.  For example, we have
previously shown that for host-blind digital
watermarking, where the host signal is not
available during watermark decoding, QIM
methods are provably better than previously
proposed spread spectrum methods and
low-bit modulation methods against
squared-error distortion-constrained inten-
tional attacks.  Our new results show that
against Gaussian noise attacks, which may
be good models for some types of uninten-

tional attacks, QIM methods exist that
achieve the best possible rate-distortion-
robustness trade-offs (i.e., capacity) asymp-
totically at high rates and achieve perform-
ance within a few dB of capacity at all finite
rates.  Furthermore, low-complexity realiza-
tions of QIM methods, such as so-called
dither modulation, have also been shown to
achieve favorable rate-distortion-robustness
trade-offs.
We have developed certain types of pre- and
post-processing techniques that improve the
performance of QIM methods, including
low-complexity realizations.  One such ex-
ample is so-called distortion-compensation,
a post-quantization processing step in which
some of the quantization error is removed.
Such post-processing allows one to use
coarser quantizers, which generally leads to
greater robustness.  However, the distortion
compensation creates some interference
during watermark decoding, thus offsetting
part of this increased robustness.  With the
proper amount of distortion compensation,
however, not only is the net effect on ro-
bustness positive, but also there exist distor-
tion-compensated QIM systems that achieve
capacity at all rates against Gaussian noise
attacks.  Experimental results also demon-
strate that distortion compensation can im-
prove performance against other types of at-
tacks that are commonly encountered in
practice.
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ABSTRACT
Digital watermarks have recently been pro-
posed for the purpose of copy deterrence of
multimedia content. Copy deterrence using
digital watermarks is achieved by inserting
a unique watermark into each copy of the
image sold which could be used to trace un-
authorized copies to the erring buyer. How-
ever, all the schemes proposed in the litera-
ture suffer from the following major limita-
tion that is generally glossed over. The
owner of the image reveals the embedded
watermark to the buyer or to a “trusted”
third party in the process of proving that a
pirated copy originated from a specific
buyer. Needless to say that the watermark
could subsequently be removed from the
watermarked image by the buyer or the
“trusted” third party. This leads to the same
fundamental problem viz., the buyer or the
“trusted” third party could now sell illegal
copies with complete impunity. While this
limitation appears to be inherent, using ap-
propriate cryptographic protocols can actu-
ally eliminate it. In this paper, we present a
novel way of demonstrating the presence of
a watermark in an image without revealing
the watermark to the other party, thereby
eliminating the possibility of subsequent wa-
termark removal.

KEYWORDS
Digital Watermarking, Copyright Protection, Zero
Knowledge Proofs, and Fingerprinting.

1 Introduction
Consider an application where multimedia content is
electronically distributed over a network. In order to dis-
courage unauthorised duplication and distribution, the
content owner can embed a unique watermark (or a fin-
gerprint) in each copy of the data that is distributed. If, at

a later point of time, unauthorised copies of the data are
found then the origin of the copy and hence the identity
of the erring buyer could be determined by retrieving the
unique watermark corresponding to each buyer. These
types of schemes are sometimes called copy deterrence
watermarking schemes or digital fingerprinting
schemes. Here, we will focus our attention on digital im-
age watermarking, although the same problems exist for
other multimedia data such as video or audio.
A watermark is a signal added to the digital image that
can later be extracted or detected to make an assertion
about the image [4]. There are two types of watermarks
visible and invisible. A visible watermark typically con-
tains a conspicuously visible message or a company logo
indicating the ownership of the image. On the other
hand, invisible watermarks are unobtrusive modification
to the image and the invisibly watermarked content ap-
pears visually very similar to the original. The existence
of an invisible watermark can only be determined by
using an appropriate watermark extraction or detection
algorithm. Invisible watermarks are generally preferred
as their unobtrusiveness makes them more desirable.
Watermarking techniques can also be classified as frag-
ile and robust. Any form of image processing procedure
easily corrupts fragile watermarks. Robust watermarks
can resist common image manipulation procedures such
as rotation, reflection, scaling, cropping, smoothing,
contrast or brightness adjustment or lossy compression.
Clearly, a watermark used for the purpose of copy deter-
rence needs to be a robust one.
Yet another classification of watermarking techniques is
into oblivious and non-oblivious schemes. A non-
oblivious scheme requires an original or reference image
in the watermark detection procedure. On the other hand,
an oblivious scheme does not require the use of an origi-
nal or reference. Obviously, oblivious schemes are at-
tractive in many applications.
In copy deterrence watermarking schemes, the water-
marks used are generally invisible, robust and oblivious.
Recall that copy deterrence using digital watermarks is
achieved by inserting a unique watermark into each copy
of the image sold which could be used to trace unau-
thorised copies to the erring buyer. In such a scenario, in
order to indict the erring buyer, the seller has to demon-
strate the presence of the unique watermark of the erring
buyer on an unauthorised copy of the image and also
evidence binding the specific watermark to the buyer.
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The latter can be done by obtaining a digital certificate
at the time of sale which, say, is in the form of the hash
of the watermark, details of the terms of the sale, the
identity of the buyer, all time stamped and signed by a
trusted authority. To establish the former, it has been
generally assumed in the literature that the seller reveals
the embedded watermark to the buyer or to a “trusted”
third party. Needless to say that once the watermark is
revealed it could subsequently be removed from the wa-
termarked image by the buyer (or by the “trusted” party)
and now in fact the buyer (or the “trusted” party) can re-
sell multiple copies of the image with complete impu-
nity. While this limitation appears to be inherent, using
appropriate tools from cryptography can actually elimi-
nate it. In this paper, we present a novel way of demon-
strating the presence of a watermark in an image without
revealing the watermark to the other party. This prevents
the adversary from removing the watermark subse-
quently.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we present the protocol that demonstrates the presence
of a watermark without revealing it to the verifier. In
Section 3, we discuss zero knowledge proofs and show
that an earlier zero knowledge protocol based on the
graph isomorphism problem for digital watermarking is
seriously flawed. Finally, in Section 4, we provide some
concluding remarks and suggest some open problems.

2 Protocol for Watermark Verification
The watermark verification protocol we propose works
with linear and additive watermarking techniques where
watermark detection is done by means of correlation.
However, for ease of exposition, we present it in terms
of the spread-spectrum watermarking technique pro-
posed by Cox et. al. [1] that was demonstrated to be re-
markably robust against malicious attacks aimed at its
removal.
Before we present our protocol, we first briefly review
this technique. Cox et. al. [1] embed a set of independent
real numbers W w w wn= { , , ... }1 2  drawn from a zero

mean, variance 1, Gaussian distribution into the
n largest DCT AC coefficients of an image. Results re-
ported using the largest 1000 AC coefficients show the
technique to be remarkably robust against various im-
age-processing operations, and also after printing and re-
scanning.
Specifically, they take the 2-dimensional DCT of an im-
age X  and the watermark W is inserted into the largest
n  AC coefficients { , , ... , }x x xi n2  by a suitable in-

sertion formula to yield modified coefficients
{ ’ , ’ , ... , ’ }x x xi n2 . For example, the insertion for-

mula used could be
                         x x wi i’ ( )1 1= + α
where α  is a small constant.
An inverse 2D DCT is then taken, yielding the water-
marked imageX ’. To determine if a given image Y
contains the watermark W , the decoder first takes the 2-

dimensional DCT of the image and extracts the largest
n  DCT coefficients Y y y yn= { , , ... }1 2 . The confi-

dence measure on the presence of the watermark W  in
Y  is taken to be the correlation between W  and Y .
Note that this version of their technique is invisible, ro-
bust and oblivious.
Under our scenario of copy deterrence watermarking
schemes using the spread-spectrum technique, the seller
or the distributor inserts a unique watermark, that is dis-
tinct for each buyer, into the image before distributing it
to the buyer. The seller also encrypts this watermark W
using his public key of the well-known RSA public-key
cryptosystem and obtains a time stamped digital certifi-
cate binding E W( )  to the specific buyer. At a later

point of time, the seller encounters an image Y  and
contends that it is a pirated copy originating from a spe-
cific buyer. In order to establish it, the seller has to prove
that the answer to the watermarking decision problem
presented in Figure 1 is a resounding “yes”.

Note that the seller can of course do so, by simply dis-
closing the watermark W  and the digital certificate that
binds E W( )  to the buyer. The verifier can check the

certificate and also check that E W( )  is indeed the en-

cryption of W  and then finally check that W  is present
in Y  by using the watermark detection procedure of the
spread-spectrum technique in the standard manner. But
then, the verifier now knows the watermark W  and
hence can remove it from the image Y  and then resell
multiple copies of it with complete impunity. The basic
problem is that the seller has lost his power of demon-
strating that a disputed copy is a pirated copy the mo-
ment he has disclosed the unique watermark. However,
there is no reason why the seller should prove that the
answer to the watermarking decision problem is “yes” in
the above manner. It is possible to prove that the answer
is “yes” without revealing the watermark by using tools
from cryptography.
Specifically, the seller can use the protocol presented in
Figure 2 to prove that the answer to the watermarking
decision problems is “yes” without revealing the water-
mark itself. Although most of the protocol is self ex-
planatory, some additional clarification on step 4 of the
protocol is in order. When j =1 the seller reveals

Y’and r . The verifier checks that ε was indeed gener-

Problem Instance: The digital image Y  in dispute,
seller's public-key and an encrypted spread-spectrum
watermark E W( ) .

Question:  Is the watermark W  present in the digital

image Y ?

Figure 1: The Watermarking Decision Problem
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ated by r  in a manner that is “one-way” or difficult to
invert. The verifier also checks that
E Y E Y( ’) ( )= + ε . This step ensures that the se-

quence ε  added to Y  is indeed random and does not

correlate with W  by design.
We now take a slight digression to explain the step  cor-
responding to the casej = 2 . Let a a a an= ( , , ... , )1 2

be a sequence and let b b b bn= ( , , ... , )1 2  be another

sequence. Whether these two sequences correlate or not
is essentially determined by the value of the inner prod-
uct
                a b a b a b a bn n⋅ = + + +( ... )1 1 2 2 .

If E a( )  and E b( )  are available to the verifier, then

the seller could disclose the sequence

                             ( , , ... , )a b a b a bn n1 1 2 2

to the verifier. The verifier can simply add the elements
of this sequence and thus determine whether or not the
sequences a  and b correlate. The verifier can be confi-
dent that the sequence given by the seller is not arbitrary
by checking that

           E a b E a E bi i i i( ) ( ) ( )=    for   i n=1 2, , ... , .

This checking is possible as the verifier is in possession
of both E a( )  and E b( ) , has been given the plaintext

values
of a bi i  by the seller and the RSA cryptosystem has

multiplicative homomorphic property.
Now, if j = 2 , the seller discloses the sequence

                      ( ’ , ’ , ... , ’ )y w y w y wn n1 1 2 2

 to the verifier. The verifier can then check the legiti-
macy of the sequence given to him, using the seller's
public key, as he is already in possession of both
E Y( ’) and E W( ) . He can then add up the elements of

this sequence and use the result to check that Y’and W
indeed do correlate.

As the verifier knows that Y’is derived from Y  by in-
sertion of ε , that Y’correlates with W  and the random

sequence ε does not correlate with W . These facts al-

low him to conclude that Y  must correlate with W  and
therefore the pirated copy must have originated from the
specific buyer.
Note that in each round of the protocol, the seller only
proves one of two statements viz., Y’ correlates with
W  or Y’ was constructed as agreed upon. However, as
he does not know which one of these two statements he
will be asked to prove before he commits to E Y( ’) , he

cannot choose ε by malicious design.
Several technicalities need to be addressed now. These
include a formal proof that the protocol does not reveal
absolutely any information about the watermark other
than what could be gained from the input without par-
ticipating in the protocol (that is, the protocol constitutes
a zero knowledge proof as explained in the next section),
the “random” nature of ε , a precise estimate of the con-
fidence with which the verifier will be convinced that the
image in dispute actually originated from the alleged
buyer, and finer details of implementation using finite
field arithmetic. We defer addressing these technicalities
to the full version of this paper.

3 Zero Knowledge Proofs and Digital
Watermarks

The protocol presented in the previous section closely
follows a well-known tool in cryptography, called zero
knowledge proofs. A refreshingly non-mathematical in-
troduction to zero knowledge proofs is provided in [8].
Zero knowledge proof systems is an active area in cryp-
tography and a formal and detailed introduction to it can
be found in the texts [7, Ch. 13] and [6, Ch. 10]. Infor-
mally, a zero knowledge proof system allows one per-
son, Peggy, to convince another person, Vic, of some
fact without revealing any information about the proof.
At the end of the protocol, Vic is “completely con-
vinced” of the same fact, but does not gain any addi-
tional knowledge whatsoever.

Input: The digital image Y  in dispute, seller's public key and an encrypted spread-spectrum watermark E W( ) .

Protocol: Repeat the following k times

1) The seller chooses a random number r  and uses it to generate a sequence ε in “one-way manner”. The

seller then adds ε to Y  to get an  “image”  Y Y’ = + ε . The seller encrypts Y’ and sends E Y( ’) to the

verifier.
2) The verifier chooses a random integer j =1 2or  and sends it to the seller.

3) If j =1 the seller reveals r  and as a consequence also reveals ε  and Y’. The verifier checks E Y( ’) is

consistent i.e. E Y E Y( ’) ( )= + ε  and ε is indeed random.

        If j = 2 , seller demonstrates that Y’ and W  do correlate.

4) The verifier accepts the seller's proof if the computation of step  3 is  verified in each of the k  rounds.

Figure 2: A Protocol for the Watermarking Decision Problem.
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 In [3] Kinoshita Hirotsugu attempted to use the zero
knowledge interactive proofs to assert ownership rights
on an image. He used the well known zero knowledge
interactive proof for the graph isomorphism problem
presented in [2]. In this section, we briefly review his
scheme and show that it is fundamentally flawed.
Kinoshita’s scheme works in the spatial domain of the
image. Essentially, he generates a graph with say n
nodes, called the region graph Gr , from the most sig-

nificant bits of the pixels of the image in a fixed manner.
He then applies a permutation σ  on n  points to the re-

gion graph Gr  to obtain an isomorphic graph called the

concealed graph Gc . He then conceals the graph Gc  in

the least significant bits of the pixels. To assert owner-
ship rights over the image, it is suggested that one could
extract the region graph from the most significant bits
and the concealed graph from the least significant bits
and then the owner could demonstrate that these two
graphs are isomorphic to each other without revealing
the permutation σ  using the zero knowledge interactive
proof.
While the zero knowledge interactive proof for the graph
isomorphism problem presented in [2] is perfect, the way
it is used here is fundamentally flawed. The first problem
is that this watermarking scheme is not robust. The con-
cealed graph is encoded into the least significant bits of
the pixels. The adversary can always modify the least
significant bits thus preventing the real owner from
proving his ownership of the image. More importantly,
the adversary can construct the region graph Gr  from

the most significant bits of the pixels in exactly the same
manner as the owner can. The adversary can then apply a
permutation ρ , known only to him, to the region graph

Gr  and obtain an isomorphic graph Gc’. He can then

embed Gc’ into the least significant bits of the image

and can claim that the image actually belongs to him.
Moreover he can prove so by using the very same zero
knowledge interactive proof for graph isomorphism.
The above example shows that one has to be very careful
in applying the subtle concept of zero knowledge inter-
active proofs to practical problems. The question that
naturally arises is whether the protocol we have pre-
sented is zero knowledge. We believe this is true and
hope to present a formal proof to this effect in the full
version of this paper.

4 Concluding Remarks
In copy deterrence watermarking schemes, it is impor-
tant to be able to demonstrate the presence of a water-
mark in an image without revealing the watermark. In
this paper, we developed a novel way of demonstrating
the presence of a watermark in an image without reveal-
ing information about the watermark that could lead to
the possibility of the adversary removing the watermark
and re-selling multiple copies of the image with impu-
nity.

For the sake of brevity, we exclusively focused on the
problem of demonstrating the presence of a watermark in
an image without revealing it. Some other aspects of
copy deterrence watermarking schemes such as pre-
venting the ability of a malicious seller to frame the
buyer are discussed in [5]. Indeed, the protocol pre-
sented here could be coupled with the buyer-seller pro-
tocol presented in [5] to form a more comprehensive
solution to the problem of copy deterrence.
In addition to copy deterrence applications, the funda-
mental problem that we have pointed to in this paper
also applies to watermarking for ownership assertion.
Here, current techniques assume that the watermark
needs to be revealed in order to assert ownership. This
problem could also be addressed by a similar protocol.
We hope to report on such a protocol in future work.
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ABSTRACT
Two methods are presented which allow to
embed public readable watermarks into
three dimensional models consisting entirely
of triangles. The algorithms alter only the
geometry and they don’t require the mesh to
have special properties, most noticeably
they don’t require it to be 2-manifold. The
mesh of the three dimensional model  does
not need to be closed or orientable. For one
of the algorithms even no connectivity of
triangular faces is required.

KEYWORDS
Public watermarks, 3D polygonal models, Labeling,
Copyright protection.

1 Motivation
Current research on watermarking of 3D models focuses
the topics object verification [3] and robust embedding
of secret watermarks for the purpose of proving owner-
ship and tracing of illegal copies.  Methods for robust
embedding strive to survive frequently applied geometric
applications, e.g. affine transformations [4][5] or poly-
gon reduction [1][2][6]. In this paper we propose two al-
gorithms that complement a system for embedding secret
robust watermarks by possibly providing the recipient of
a 3D model with information about
• the place (web-site) where the material was fetched

from or further related material could be downloaded
• license conditions
• additional information regarding the object itself:

recommended textures and colors, information re-
garding object classification and context

All these information is stored in the model data and is
readable by everyone, just functioning as a label. Com-
pared to the alternative of adding the information in
model-file specific sections, the information is more
likely to survive everyday 3D file format conversions.
In [4][5] several methods applicable for the purpose of
embedding public readable watermarks with high capac-
ity are presented. In comparison to these we try to lower

the requirements for meshes that can be watermarked for
being able to handle a wide range of triangular mesh
data.
The algorithms described in this paper, namely the so
called vertex flood- and triangle flood algorithm, do not
rely on
• the mesh being a 2-manifold,
• the correctness of normals, the ability to determine

in- and outward-normals,
• degeneracy-free meshes (can handle degenaracies

such as three triangle edge points on a line or self
intersecting faces).

In addition the proposed vertex flood algorithm does not
rely on topology at all, in particular it does not require
the triangular faces to be connected.
Further design issues were concerned with:
• achieving high capacity,
• scaleability: handle large meshes at applicable speeds

(embedding, scanning and retrieval of watermarks),
• minimum impact of alterations with respect to visual

and „constructive“ quality (no modification of con-
nectivity, no introduction of new degeneracy’s).

2 Characteristics Shared by Both
Algorithms

Both algorithms allow for embedding of one or several

bit strings into a Model M. Let { }V v vn= 1 , .. , ,

v i ni ∈ℜ ≤ ≤3 1, ( )  be the vertex set of the model,

{ }F f f m= 1 , .. ,  the triangle face set, which consists of

triples f f f fi i i i= ( , , )
1 2 3

 pointing at vertices

v v vf f fi i i1 3 3
, , . Each bit string is prepended with a

leadin- and appended with a leadout- sequence signaling
the start and end of  embedded data.

2.1 Selection of a Start Triangle for
Embedding

In both algorithms one or several start triangles are cho-
sen  at which the embedding of information starts. In the
retrieval process speed requirements may demand for
fast and effective narrowing the candidates of possible
start triangles.
In principle there are two ways for accomplishing this:
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• choose a start triangle with topological properties
shared only by a small  subset of all faces, for exam-
ple demand that a certain number of edges is incident
to each of the vertices,

• choose a start triangle based on geometry properties,
for example demand a certain triangle edge length
ratio.

2.2 Embedding Multiple Watermarks
Both algorithms allow for embedding of multiple water-
marks. However to make sure the watermarks don’t inter-
fere, the positions of previously embedded watermarks
have to be known (we get the watermark positions sim-
ply by retrieving them). Both algorithms discussed can
restrict their embedding to a local region, so for multiple
watermarks simply non-overlapping regions could  be
chosen.
Due to point randomization’s or CUT-operations, the
proposed algorithms might get out of synchronization in
retrieving process, that means part of retrieved bits may
be correct, but it's position in the global bit string is un-
known. For increasing robustness, the global bit string
can be split into several smaller ones that are embedded
as single watermarks including an index value deter-
mining the position of the fragment in the global bit
string.
To increase robustness against individual loss of water-
mark bits, a global bit string may be embedded redun-
dantly, possibly each time as a single independent wa-
termark.

3 The Vertex Flood Algorithm
Basically the vertex flood algorithm modifies vertices, so
their distance to the center of mass of a designated start
triangle encode the watermark bits. Since the algorithm
operates solely on vertices and does not take topological
relationships into account, it does not require connec-
tivity of the faces in the input mesh.
Let com be the center of mass of the start triangle with
edge-points { }S s s s= 1 2 3, , . Next we populate the sets

M v V S k
v com

W
kk = ∈ ≤

−











< +











\ |   1

for 0 ≤ ≤ = 





k N
d

W
MAX .

d MAX  is the maximum allowed distance of a vertex v

from com to be considered for embedding watermark
bits. The width of each interval associated with a set is
W.
Next we loop through the sets M0 to M N , skipping

empty sets. The points of each set are modified in order

to embed m n= 2  bits. Each set covers an interval of
length W. This interval is subdivided as follows:

buf
        m+2 sub intervals, the buf named ones with 
length W c , other intervals of of length (W(1-2 c ))/m1 1

I I bufm0 1L
1 24444 34444−

⋅ ⋅

(with a constant 0 2 11< ⋅ <c ).

For embedding the value val ( 0 1≤ ≤ −val m ), the dis-
tance of each vertex in the set to com is modified so it
comes to lie in the middle of the sub-interval I val . The

vertex is moved in the direction com-vertex.
The purpose of the two intervals named with buf is to
prevent modifications of vertices in one interval from
causing effects on the embedded values in other inter-
vals.
The last set M N  is not used for embedding information.

Instead all the vertices assigned to it are moved so their
distances come to lie in the middle of I 0 . If a vertex

distance is already above that value, the vertex is left
untouched. Using this scheme, the minimum distance of
two vertices in two subsequent sets is  at least W c⋅ ⋅2 1 .

In the retrieval process, the  mean distance of all vertices
contained in an interval can used for decoding the em-
bedded bits or the sub-interval containing most of the
vertices could be chosen (majority voting).
This way the robustness with respect to randomization of
single vertices is increased.
The values d MAX  and W are derived from the start tri-

angle. See section 6 for how these values were computed
in experiments.

4 The Triangle Flood Algorithm
Basically the triangle flood algorithm generates a unique
traversal path of triangles, starting from a designated
start triangle. Vertices of triangles along the path are
modified for two purposes: First to encode watermark
bits in the height information, second to order the trian-
gles in a specific way, yielding a unique traversal path.

1

2

34

H

D

5

6

7

9

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

8 9

8

Figure 1: Generating a unique traversal path and
embedding watermark bits through triangle height (H)
or distance (D) modifications. The tree yields the path
when traversed applying breadth first search (BFS).

The algorithm is now explained using the example
shown in Figure 1. In this illustration all vertices (possi-
bly) moved for the purpose of embedding watermark in-
formation and generating a unique traversal path are
numbered.
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4.1 Generating the Unique Traverse Path
Beginning with the start triangle (drawn with thick
edges) all triangles edge-adjacent to it are collected.
Next these triangles are sorted based on the distance  of
the edge shared and the vertex unshared with the start
triangle (triangle height).
Denote the unshared vertices with v vn1 , .. , , the associ-

ated triangle heights with h hn1 , .. , and the ordered se-

quence of heights (indices) with { }I i in= 1 , .. , .

We now require neighbored heights to have certain
minimum distance d MIN :

{ }∀ ∈ − − ≥
+

k n h h di i MINk k
1 1

1
, .. , :  .

The calculation of distance d MIN  is explained in section

4.2. We start from the middle  m n= / 2  of the ordered

sequence and proceed to both ends. If the distance for a
height pair hi k +1  and hik

is  less than d MIN  and k m≥ ,

the vertex vhik +1
 is modified to increase the triangle

height  to d MIN . The vertex is moved along the line per-

pendicular to the base edge of the triangle and going
through the vertex. If k<m, the vertex vhik

 is modified.

The heights are updated as we proceed through the se-
quence.
If any of the height/distance values happens to fall below
d MIN  we use the following simple strategy: Move the i-

th vertex in the sequence so it’s height equals i d MIN⋅
(1 ≤ ≤i n ).
The traverse path can be visualized using a tree struc-
ture.  Each node in this tree represents a  triangle. The
root node is the start triangle. A node being a child of a
parent node means the child node triangle is ''visited by
stepping over an edge'' of the parent node triangle.
The sequence v vn1 , .. , is now added to the tree as n

child nodes of the parent node (from left to right).
In Figure 1 we encounter a frequent case that requires
different treatment. The start triangle is edge adjacent to
three triangles, but two of them have the same unshared
vertex (the vertex numbered with 2).
We handle this case by treating these two triangles as
one and measure the distance of the unshared vertex to
the vertex of the start triangle adjacent to both triangles
rather than the triangle height. The adjustment of a
height is marked with ''H'', the distance adjustment with
''D''. The root node of the tree in Figure 1 therefore does
only contain two child nodes: 1 and 2.
The algorithm continues by using the child nodes as start
triangles for the next iteration, proceeding from left to
right. A branch of the tree is discontinued if there are no
more  usable triangles edge adjacent to the triangles rep-
resented by the child node. This is the case when
• all the unshared vertices of edge adjacent triangles

are already visited
• all unshared vertices have distance ≥ d MAX to the

center of mass the start triangle in the root-node

Vertices with distance close to d MAX are handled the

following way: If their distance d is ≥ −d dMAX MIN  it is

increased to d dMAX MIN+  and the vertices are not taken

into consideration for embedding watermark bits.
When retrieving a watermark, traversing stops when
• the depth of the tree exceeds a maximum depth of

depthMAX

• a leadout-sequence (preceding the embedded bit
string) is retrieved

• the first retrieved nodes don't contain a leadin-
sequence} that was pre-pended to the bit string in
embedding process

• all branches are discontinued
The algorithm can handle meshes that are not 2-manifold
as is the case for the mesh in Figure 1 (faces with edge-
points numbered with 5 and 4 share an edge with a third
face).

4.2 Embedding Watermark Bits
After generating the unique traverse path, the vertices
along the path are modified in order to embed the wa-
termark bits.  Some of these vertices have been modified
before for the purpose of generating this path. We take
care of not destroying the path while embedding water-
mark bits in the following way:
The distances of neighbored triangle heights in the or-
dered sequence are at least d MIN . We describe now the

process for embedding bits and how to calculate the
value d MIN  to be used in unique generating traversal

path.
Denote the number of bits to be coded per one height

(distance) adjustment m n= 2 . Subdivide the interval of
possible height/distance values into subintervals each of
length w, starting from 0. Name the interval i with i mod
m.
To embed the value { }val m∈ −0 1, , , , the

height/distance is adjusted by moving the unshared ver-
tex so the value comes to lie in the middle of the nearest
sub-interval labeled with val.
Because the maximum change height/distance change is

W
m

⋅
2

, we choose d W c mMIN = ⋅ + ⋅( )1 2  ( )c2 1≥ .

The values W and d MAX  are derived from the start tri-

angle. See section 6 for how these values were computed
in experiments.

5 Robustness
While the watermarks embedded by applying the algo-
rithms described survive uniform scaling, rotation and
translation, they are inherently not robust against com-
plex geometry altering operations e.g.  shearing, non-
uniform scaling and topology altering operations, e.g.
polygon-reduction. Further investigation of both algo-
rithms with respect to their numerical stability is subject
of future work.
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6 Practical results
We applied the algorithms to following models:

No Model #vertices #faces
1 wagner bust 30215 60426
2 tank 8659 18062
3 galleon 2372 4968
4 chair 1960 3832

The coordinates of models in model files was restricted
to floating point precision (giving roughly a 6 decimal
digit mantissa).
In all test cases the algorithm shared following parame-
ters:
One single watermark was embedded. The watermark
string was appended with an 8 bit leadin- and 8 bit
leadout-sequence.

The number of embedded bits per vertex adjustment was
2,
the interval width W and the search range d MAX were

computed as follows:
W mel= ⋅0 01. , d melMAX = ⋅1000

with mel e e e= + +
1

3 1 2 3( ) and e e e1 2 3, , being the edge

lengths of the start triangle. We used start-triangles close
to a certain edge length ratio 1 1 2: :R R (we used 1:1.5:2

and 1:2:2) and close to the 25% quantil of ordered se-
quence of averaged edge lengths of all triangles.  We
used two C++ header files of the algorithms implemen-
tation as watermarks. The file sizes were 342 and 107
bytes. Each character in these files was embedded as one
byte.

Figure 2: Applying the vertex flood algorithm to three different models (test cases 1-3). The left image shows the water-
marked model. In case of the first two models a line is drawn from every vertex contributing to the watermark to center of
mass of the start triangle. For the third model (chair) these vertices are marked with spheres. The middle images show the

watermarked models without highlighting the watermark. The right image shows the original model.
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Test
case

Watermark Configu-
ration

Remarks

1 342 Byte model 1,
vertex-flood

2752 bits embed-
ded, 4478 were
possible, 8628 ver-
tices changed

2 342 Byte model 2,
vertex-flood

2752 bits embed-
ded, 3570 were
possible, 5077 ver-
tices changed

3 107 Byte model 3,
vertex-flood

872 bits embedded,
1290 were possible,
1319 vertices
changed

4 342 Byte model 1, tri-
angle-flood

2752 bits embed-
ded, unique path
contains 1376 tri-
angles

5 107 Byte model 4, tri-
angle-flood

872 bits embedded,
unique path con-
tains 436 triangles

7 Conclusion
Both algorithms are suitable for embedding public wa-
termarks with high capacity. The capacity can be further
increased by raising the number of embedded bits per
vertex adjustment. However due to the limited precision
of floating point numbers representing vertex coordi-
nates because of fixed mantissa length, the „applicable“
interval length is lower bounded.
It should be stressed that the vertex algorithm can be ap-
plied to the general case of watermarking n-dimensional

point clouds.  Instead of deriving interval width and
search range from a start triangle edge lengths, these
values could be derived from e.g. the minimum distance
of a designated start point to one of it’s neighbors (of
course these points are not allowed to be modified in the
embedding process).
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ABSTRACT
Document authentication techniques are
used to ensure the integrity of a document,
i.e., that the document has not been tam-
pered with and that it originated with the
presumed transmitter. Techniques for digi-
tal document, such as digital color/gray
scale image and plain text, authentication
using digital watermark have been studied
by many researchers in the last ten years.
Nowadays, more and more documents are
using graphs in addition to images and text
for system and idea illustration. In contrast
to image, graph is more difficult to water-
mark based on adding noise. This is due to
the binary nature of graph. In this paper,
we propose two methodologies for binary
graph authentication, one at object level
and one at pixel level. Our goal is to achieve
the authentication capability that alteration
of the original document can be detected as
well as localized. Both schemes utilize cryp-
tographic hash function.

1 Introduction
The challenges of ensuring the confidentiality and integ-
rity of messages have been long compelled the intellect.
In recent years, advances in communication, network-
ing, and multimedia information access technologies are
making protection of digital copy of multimedia content
a more and more important research area. Specifically,
the objective of content-based authentication with digi-
tal watermarking is to identify the authenticity of digital
media, to protect information from unauthorized altera-
tion while encryption can be used to prevent information
from unauthorized disclosure.
Various schemes of fragile and robust digital water-
marking for image[1,2,3] and plain text[4,5,6,7] as well
as audio[7,8] and video[9,10] have been proposed.
However, little has been done on the protection of
graph, an important part of information in documents. In
this paper, we focus on text documents, i.e., writings
that provide information, especially information of an
official or original nature, which can be printed on pa-
per. In specific, we present two new schemes for

authentication of graph in text document. Roughly
speaking, a document can consist plain text, image, and
graph. We define a graph as a diagram symbolizing a
system or illustrating a statement. In particular, we refer
to only those graphs with binary pixel values (1bit/pixel)
in the following discussion. The methodology is how-
ever applicable to those graphs with multiple-bits/pixel.
Let’s define I to be the original document which will be
authenticated by owner O1 or owners O1, O2… On in
the case of a contract. Denote the authenticated copy of

document I as 
~
I . In correspondence, define G and 

~
G

to be the original and the authenticated copy of a graph
respectively. Also denote R as an authorized receiver,
whereas A is an attacker, i.e., unauthorized receiver. The
following scenarios illustrate the application value and
the objective of our work.
• I1 ∈ O1, O1 wants to check her document I1 is

authentic. The content of the document is genuine,
especially the sensitive information, such as $1,000
or by June 01, 1999.

• I1 ∈ O1, O1 may need to send I1 to R and may wish
to grant R ’read’ permission but not ’write’ permission.

• Or O1 may want to prevent alteration of any kind
and to localize the alteration made by an attacker
A who gets I1 from O1 and then sends it to R.

• Or O1 may want everyone to be able to read I1

while only herself and R can make modification on
the document.

• I1 ∈ O1∩ O2, i.e., I1 might be a contract between O1
and O2. If the copy in O1’s hand is different from
that of in O2’s, O1 wants to prove that O2’s copy is a
tampered copy of the original contract by checking
the authenticity of O2’s copy. In addition, O1 may
want to point out where exactly O2 altered the origi-
nal contract.

In this paper, we shall mainly focus on the discussion of
graph authentication. Unless otherwise specified, we
concentrate on the I1= G1 scenario.

1.1 General Framework
Text and graph are often referred to as binary images as
well. The binary nature makes it particularly hard to in-
sert any watermark due to low capacity of perceptual
invisible noise. Previous proposed methodologies for
content-based text authentication mainly rely on altering
the word/line spacing or the length of strokes. These
methodologies might be useful for certain applications
of plain text authentication, it, however, can hardly be
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extended to authentication of graph even though they
share the same binary nature. Graph often does not ob-
serve the same characteristics as text even on the pixel
level. For instance, in a flow diagram, the shape of each

node may be very important whereas it often has fewer
characters compare to a text paragraph. The number of
objects that observe a vertical serif can be as low as
several percent (of the total number of objects). Here, an
object is referred to a line, a character or a curve. In the
mean time, other kinds of graphs may not observe line
spacing or vertical serif at all (see Figure 1).
On the other hand, the critical information of a graph (or
text) is often contained in the object level rather than the
pixel level. For instance, a useful application for docu-
ment copy and copyright protection is to provide differ-
ent level of access rights to different users while
achieving the authentication capability that alteration of
the original document can be detected as well as local-
ized. In a graph, such as a procedure illustration shown
in Figure2, the important information contained in the

graph is the annotation of each node and the connec-
tions between nodes that illustrate the relationship of
nodes. Whether the drawing of each box is a bit smaller
or larger, the length of a line is longer or shorter, or the
position of a node is a bit tilted to left or right is gener-
ally not as important. Consequently, the desired target

of authentication is mainly on the flow level instead of
pixel level. (It is worth to point out here that the above
observation is generally true for plain text as well,
namely, the sensitive information is contained in the
character rather than the pixel. That is to say, the font or
size of the text seldom can alter the content of it. Hence,
in most cases, the desired target of authentication for
text is on character level. In other words, character may
be defined as the object of content (the physical entity)
for marking and protection of text documents.)
Therefore, if we simply copy the previous proposed text
authentication scheme, such as stroke-length-based
scheme, or modify it to a corresponding scheme in
graph, such as a line-length-based scheme, it merely can
fulfill our authentication goal. New techniques for
authentication of graph in text document are needed.
This paper presents new mechanisms, on both object
lever and pixel level, that are suitable for authenticity
check of binary graph presented in text documents. By
building a bridge from graph to text on the character
level, it allows authentication of graph using suitable
text document authentication algorithm. When pixel
level precision of a graph is required, a pixel level
authentication can be added. This layer lets the owner
detect as well as localize the change of graph on the
pixel level. The general framework of a one-party
owned system is illustrated in Figure 3. The hierarchical
layout yields the application of several aforementioned
scenarios. The first hierarchy is the pixel level authenti-
cation followed by an object level authentication hierar-
chy. These are done with owner O1’s private key. No-
tice here, either the pixel level or the object level pro-
tection is optional depending on the application. For ul-
timate protection, however, a dual-layer protection with
a pixel protection layer plus an object protection layer is
recommended since the two layers are orthogonal. Next,
a meaningful watermark, such as a company logo, can
be inserted, if desirable, back to the document. At last,
the authenticated documents, text plus graph can be en-
crypted with public key encryption algorithm for secure
transmission. Here the watermarking layer can be done
either before or after the authentication layer. This
again, depends on different applications. Access
authorization can then be granted by distributing differ-
ent keys to different users. For example, in the case of
'read' only, R will be given the public decryption key K4

only. In the case of a multi-party owned document
authentication, each party has a private key, the authen-
tication is done by generating a key set with the private

Ko1           Ko2        Ko3          ... ...    Kon  

Fig 4 Illustration of a key set 

a key set K  = {K1, K2, K3, K4 } 

Fig2. A simple flow diagram 

X 

Y 

year 

(a)                                      (b) 

(c)                                      (d) 

Fig 1 Other graphs 
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key from every party (see Figure 4). Modification of
document with absence of any key, i.e., any party, will
result in an unsuccessful tampering.[11]
Furthermore, we use context-dependent one way hash in
the system, as suggested in [3]. This provides addition
gain in robustness as opposed to earlier approaches.

1.2 Paper organization
The problems we need to solve include first how we can
design a simple scheme for authentication of graph pre-
sented in text document, in another word, a graph in the
context of plain text. And secondly, how can we
authenticate a graph of 1bit/pixel without noticeable al-
tering of the visual content and yet any meaningful (or
say damaging) alteration can be easily localized?
In next section, we propose an intelligent symbolic rep-
resentation language for authentication of graph which
allows us to use suitable text document authentication
algorithms to authenticate the graph together with the
text in context. Visible and invisible pixel level authen-
tication schemes are proposed in Section 3. At last, we
discuss dual layer and coalescing authentication along
with a brief summary. Flow diagram is used as an ex-
ample throughout the following discussions.

2 Symbolic representation of graph
The idea comes from the following observation. Text
and graph, although sharing the same binary nature,
have different object level representations. Graph often
contains lines and curves in addition to text characters,
hence can not be directly authenticated with the same
algorithm as was used for text authentication. If, how-
ever, we can create a bridge from graph to text, such as
symbolic representation of graph, then graph authenti-
cation might be realized with proper text authentication
algorithms and graph might therefore be authenticated
along with the text in context. When the sensitivity of

graph is on object level, any graph can be represented
precisely with a series of relationship and specification
symbols, which specify the exact characteristics and the

exact relationship of nodes, along with the node annota-
tion. Let’s use Figure2, a typical system procedure dia-
gram, as an example to illustrate the idea. It consists of
nodes and lines. For illustration purpose, the annotation
of each node is simplified. This diagram can be repre-
sented with a series of relationship symbols along with
the node annotations as following[12]:
“<N1{'Process A', #1, &reg, @mid} → N2{'Process B',
#1, &reg, @mid}→� N3{'If C', #3, &reg, @mid}→<
N4{'End', #2, &reg, @mid}|yes; N2|no>> Fig2 A simple
flow diagram.”
In the above symbolic representation, N1 N2… are node
names with the property of each node contained in {}, <
> is a tuple, and → and | are relationship symbols as de-

Fig 3 A general frame work for one-party owned document authentication 

text graph 
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symbolic representation 
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encryption 
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fined in Table 1. The properties of nodes and lines, the
shape, size, color, and position, can be described with
the specification symbols. For those specification insen-
sitive graphs, the symbols between each pair of {} can
be simply ignored whereas in specification sensitive
graphs, the specification symbols in each pair of {} give
different level of details. This hierarchical representa-
tion provides additional flexibility.
After symbolization, a multimedia document (with text
and graphs, see Figure 5(a)) is transferred to a symbol-
ized (text-based, see Figure 5(b)) document which can
be authenticated with suitable plain text authentication
algorithm.

For example, we can use a two- or multi-dimensional
checksum to verify the authenticity. Let T(p,q) represent
the (p,q)th character. S(p,q) = s1(p,q) s2(p,q) …sJ(p,q) =
f(T(p,q)) is coded representation of T(p,q) via map f.
s1(p,q) s2(p,q) …sJ(p,q) represent the first, the second, …
and the Jth bit of S(p,q) that are in the order of the most
significant bit to the least significant one. Let Sump

j=
∑P

p=1 s
j(p,q) and Sumq

j= ∑Q
q=1 s

j(p,q), where P & Q are
dimensional sizes. Thus, the position (p,q) of any al-
teration Sump’≠ Sump , Sumq’≠ Sumq can be localized.
Of course, utilizing content-dependent one way hash
function shall give a higher level of security. We can
use the methodology suggested in [3]. Let B denotes the
block size and K denotes a private key. In the case of a
multi-party document, K is a function of KO1, KO2, …,
i.e., K = f1(KO1, KO2, …). Assume it is a Jbits coding
with the 1st to (J-1)th bit the code bits and the lowest bit,
Jth bit, the verification bit. Figure 6 shows a teximage of

the document paragraph I shown in Figure 5. It uses
9bits coding. We choose the one way hash algorithm
MD5. The encoding procedure is as following. Pad the
source text I an exact multiple of 512 in length. For each
128-length set, Io, choose its neighborhood set, Io=512
characters with Io⊂ Io. Assume
So ={So(i), i∈[1,128]} =  {s1

o(i) s
2
o(i)

 …sJ
o(i)}= f(Io)

and
So ={So(i), i∈[1,512]} = {s1

o(i) s
2
o(i)

 …sJ
o(i)} = f(Io)

are coded representation of Io and Io respectively.
1. Concatenate the code bits of the neighborhood set

Io,
2. calculate the 128bits hash value of it, ho=H(So),
3. generate message ho’=Sgn(K, ho) by signing ho with

public cryptography method, and
4. put ho’ into the Jth bit, the lowest bit, of So(i), i.e., let

sJ
o(i)= ho’(i), i∈[1,128].

The decoding process is similar to the encoding process
with the verification done through an XOR operation.

Autho(i)=
~
ho ’(i)⊕ sJ

o(i)

If Autho(i)==1 for ∀i∈[1,128], the Io set has been al-
tered.

3 Pixel Level Authentication
For position sensitive or pixel level precision critical
graph, object level algorithms can not fulfill the goal. In
this section, we present two schemes for pixel level
graph authentication.
Let  XxY=128 be the defined block size. Cut G into XxY
blocks. Assume the number of blocks is L,
① we concatenate the bits of the (x,y)th pixel of every

block to the 1st block and form a Lbits truncated
image TrunG. Therefore, a Lbits/pixel image
TrunG, with image size XxY, of graph G is gener-
ated. Let TrunG(x,y)l denotes the lth bit of pixel
(x,y) of TrunG. Notice here, it is desirable to form
the truncated image TrunG in a way that
TrunG(x,y)≠0. Also note that to get a higher level
of protection, a random number generator should
be used to cut the graph.

Method I
② Collect all bits of all XxY pixels into a XxYxL bits

message M1. Pad M1 into an exact multiple of 512
in length with as many 0s as needed and get mes-
sage M1’.

③ Compute the 128bits hash value of it using MD5,
M2=h(i)=H(M1’).

④ Signing M2 with public key cryptograph method
and generate M3=h’(i)=Sgn(K, M2).

⑤ Generate a bounding box Gb of G with Gb(i)=h’(i).
Figure 7 illustrates the idea of it.

Fig 6 The corresponding Teximage of that in Figure 5(b)  

Fig2. A simple flow diagram 

The system flow diagrm is illustrated 
below. It shows the simplicity of the 
algorithm. ...  

(a) 
 

The system flow diagrm is illustrated 
below. It shows the simplicity of the 
algorithm. ... “<N1{'Process A', #1, 
&reg, @mid}-> N2{'Process B', #1, 
&reg, @mid}-> N3{'If C', #3, &reg, 
@mid}->< N4{'End', #2, &reg, @mid} 
|yes; N2|no>> Fig2 A simple flow 
diagram.” 

(b) 

Fig5. A sample document paragraph (a) and its 
corresponding symbolized version (b)  
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This scheme is especially suitable for pixel level
graph authentication because an added bounding box
will not interfere with the graph appearance. (Note
that in the case of text, an added bounding box can
hardly be acceptable due to the change in appear-
ance.)  In addition, by enlarging the width of the box
and repeating the 128bits a multiple times along the
bounding box, it can easily survive distortion caused
by common signal processing, even photocopy or fax
processing.
An alternative way is to use a 1D or 2D bar code in-
stead of a bounding box for authentication as shown
in the figure below.

When invisible authentication is required or desir-
able, a less robust scheme that modifies the graph it-
self can be used.

    Method II
② Pick 1bit TrunG(x,y)l =1 out of the Lbits of each

pixel (x,y) in TrunG to be the verification bit. For
better imperceptibility and a higher lever of secu-
rity, it should be picked in a way that it is as much
spread out as possible.

③ Collect the rest (L-1)bits of all XxY pixels into a
XxYx(L-1) bits message M1. Pad M1 into an exact
multiple of 512 in length with as many 0s as
needed and get message M1’.

④ Compute the 128bits hash value of it using MD5,
M2=h(i)=H(M1’).

⑤ Signing M2 with public key cryptograph method
and generate M3=h’(i)=Sgn(K, M2).

⑥ Embed M3 into TrunG in the following fashion.

• If h’(i)=h’((y-1)*X+x))=0 and |TrunG(x,y)|=
odd, let TrunG(x,y)l=0.

• If h’(i)=h’((y-1)*X+x))=1 and |TrunG(x,y)|=
even, let TrunG(x,y)l=1.

Where |TrunG(x,y)| denotes the cardinality of
TrunG(x,y), i.e., the number of bits that are ’1’s
among the Lbit of TrunG(x,y).

Decoding can be similarly done.
It is easy to see that the advantage of the second scheme
is the invisibility while its disadvantage lies in its low
robustness.
For both methods, we, however, prefer a coalescing
method as described in Section 4.2. Instead of using the
pixel level value to generate the hash value, it uses the
object level (character) value of G to generate the hash
value and embeds the hash value into the pixels as dis-
cussed above.

Figure 9 illustrates two sample results. The lower one is
cropped from our sample diagram in Figure 2. To give a
better view of the results, each is enlarged to ≥400% of
its original size.

4 Discussion and Summary
So far, we have used flow diagram as an example to
demonstrate how content-based graph authentication
can be done in both object level and pixel level. Other
graphs, such as those shown in Figure 1, can be authen-
ticated using the same methodology. Note that different
scheme has different robustness level, should be chosen
based on different application requirement.
In the following, we shall give a brief summary of the
methodology proposed in this paper.

4.1 Dual-layer Protection
Object level authentication has a better survivability
with regards to various kinds of processing noise. Even
if the font, paragraph layout, or page layout is changed,
the authenticity of the content may still be verifiable.
That is, object level authentication is more robust com-

Fig 7 An authenticated graph using bounding box 

Fig 8 An authenticated graph using barcode 
 

(a) Original size                                    (b) Enlarged 

Fig 9 Sample results 
 

(c) Original size                                  (d) Enlarged 
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pare to pixel level authentication. However, object level
algorithm is powerless when pixel level precision of a
graph is required or when transparency is required, yet
new coding is not applicable. Since the proposed object
level signature is orthogonal to the pixel level signature,
a more plausible scheme is to authenticate the graph
with a pixel layer followed by an object layer.

4.2 Coalescing
Coalescing is different from dual-layer. To authenticate
I with N symbols, for example, to authenticate the sym-
bolized paragraph in Figue 5(b) which has N=248 char-
acters, we compute the one way hash of I on the char-
acter level first. This is done by putting all the bits of
the 248 characters together, pad it to an exact multiple
of 512 in length, and calculate the hash value of it.
Then, we embed the 128bits hash value on the pixel
level as described in Section 3.

4.3 Embed Watermark
Fragile watermark can be inserted by XORing the wa-
termark bits with the verification bits. For instance, sup-
pose we want to embed “PTIPINTL” to the graph. First,
encode “PTIPINTL” to a binary code W. Let W(i) be the
ith bit and embed h(i)⊕ W(i) instead of h(i).
Of course, choosing an orthogonal feature to embed the
watermark can also be done and is desirable in lots of
the cases.

4.4 Color and Gray-scale Graph
The above proposed algorithms can be extended to
authenticate multi-bits/pixel graph. For the object level
algorithm, all it takes is an additional set of symbols.
For the pixel level algorithm, however, a simple way is
to extend one bit representation to multi-bit representa-
tion.
It is important to point out here that in the case of in-
visible marking, when the problem is extended from bi-
nary to multiple bits, the data hiding capacity of the host
graph is subsequently increased. Consequently, the
complexity of the problem is relatively reduced.

4.5 A Comparison Study
We compared our algorithms for authentication of graph
with space-shifting method and serif-modification
method. Table 2 summarizes the comparison results.
Notice that when we prepend the hash value to the
document, special coding is not needed for object level
authentication; otherwise, it is needed. Similarly, in the
case of pixel level (or coalesced) authentication, special
coding is not needed with Method I while it is needed
for Method II. Here, special coding means a new code
other than commonly accepted codes, such as ASCII
code and Unicode.

4.6 Summary
In this paper, we proposed methodologies for content-
based authentication of graph, both at object level and
pixel level. We also went one step further by combining
the object layer with the pixel layer authentication. This

is motivated by the application objective of achieving
the authentication capability that alteration of the
original document can be detected as well as localized.
Details of the algorithms are given. Preliminary
experiment results show that the proposed
methodologies are effective.
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Table 2: Comparison result for graph

W/o content-dependent one way
hash

Our algorithms, w/ content-dependent one way hash

(Text) Traditional
line spacing

Traditional
serif length

Coalescing Object level Duel level with coalesc-
ing

Special coding Needed Needed May or may not needed May or may not
needed

May or may not needed

Imperceptibility Good Good OK Good Good
Detectability Bad Bad OK Good Good
Pixel-level detectability Bad Bad Good if Method I

OK if Method II
Can't detect OK

Localization-ability Bad Some bad. Some OK OK Good Good
Copy and print Bad Bad Good if Method I,

bad if Method II
Good Good

Noise resistance-ability Bad OK Good if Method I,
bad if Method II

Good Good

Robustness to scaling Good OK OK if Method I,
bad if Method II

Good Good

* Detectability measures the correct detection rate when certain number of objects are altered in the document and the processing
noise otherwise is zero. Localization-ability measures the ratio of localized alterations. The measures are mostly done on object level
and alterations are mostly done on character level for text and sub-node/line level for graph unless otherwise specified.
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ABSTRACT
Electronic media distribution imposes high
demand on content protection mechanisms
for secure distribution of media. Impercep-
tible data hiding for copy control and copy-
right protection is thus becoming a more
and more attractive research area in recent
years. Many questions, though, still need to
be answered for efficient and effective ap-
plication of such technique to more real-
world scenarios. This paper proposes active
data hiding for electronic media distribu-
tion. Compare to the traditional passive
data hiding, active data hiding can improve
renewability and interoperability, provide
additional application values, and higher
level of security to the multimedia content.
In this paper, we will address the applica-
tion value of such approach and propose a
novel scheme for imperceptible active data
hiding into audio signal. The system decod-
ing is done without the presence of original
host signal to ensure the suitability of the
proposed scheme for digital packaged
and/or networked media distribution.

KEYWORDS
Content-based authentication, media security, digital
watermarking, data hiding, music distribution.

1 Introduction
1.1 The Age of Electronic Media Distribution
Advances in multimedia, communication, and network-
ing are making electronic media distribution (will be re-
ferred to as EMD here after) possible. Average users are
starting to access and will soon be looking forward to
purchasing multimedia content through the Internet. This
urges the development of secure content distribution
technologies with which content owners will agree to
electronic distribution of digital media such as video and
audio. The problem is amplified by the fact that the
digital copy technology such as DVD-R, DVD-RW, CD-

R, and CD-RW are widely available. Thus, starting from
mid 90’s, more and more attention is attracted to the re-
search area of data hiding for media security. Though,
most of the research works have been concentrated on
passive data hiding (such as digital watermarking, please
see definition in Section 3) [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] for copy-
right protection or copy control. Passive data, as the
name itself shows, can only act upon request. They can
not perform any task actively by itself, neither renewal
nor feedback, while renewal, such as key renewal, is an
important way to fight again piracy and various attacks.
With passive data hiding, those types of functionality
can only be achieved through additional tech-
niques/functions built into the players. This greatly limits
the application domain and the renewability of the sys-
tem when additional functions are not available to the
players. In this paper, we propose a fresh new approach,
active data hiding (see definition in Section 3), for se-
cure e-distribution of multimedia content. A fragile ac-
tive data hiding system that can put a JAVA executable
imperceptibly into the base domain with lossless extrac-
tability is presented. Extraction is conducted without the
presence of the host signal. For ease of presentation, we
will concentrate on introducing such a scheme for audio
data hiding. But the methodology can be easily extended
to other media such as video, image, and text.

1.2 Paper organization
We introduce the concept, pose the problem, and address
the application value of active data hiding in the next
section. In the third section, a fragile active data hiding
system is presented. Experiment result will be given
along with a brief summary and future work direction in
the last section.

2 Active data hiding
2.1 Data hiding
Here, we define data hiding as imposing a meaningful
and extractable but perceptually invisible/inaudible sig-
nal onto a host signal such as audio, image, or video for
various applications. The hidden information can be ex-
tracted and used for information retrieval, copyright
protection, and other purposes. In this paper, we focus
on data hiding techniques for secure EMD related appli-
cations, such as copyright protection, copy control, and
fraud tracking (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Data hiding

2.2 Active data hiding
Active data hiding is a subset of data hiding (see Figure
2). It is to hide an active data stream such as an applet or
an executable file into the host signal. The active data
stream can act as agent/agents to push (push model vs.
pull model) the distribution of active information, to up-
grade certain functionality/capability, or to force the re-
newal of access control, such as playback or record con-
trol, information.

Figure 2: Active data hiding vs. passive data hiding

Passive data hiding is a complement of active data hid-
ing set. It is to hide a passive data stream, such as a text
stream or a random bit stream 1001110…, which can not
perform any task actively by itself but acted upon, into
the host signal.
In contrast to traditional passive data hiding, active data
hiding introduces new applications for EMD. For exam-
ple,
Scenario I. An agent sends feedback information

to the server when streaming or online preview is
performed.

Scenario II. An agent updates the copy control in-
formation hidden in the host signal/content.

Scenario III. An agent carries key renewal informa-
tion and performs key update or refreshment.

Scenario IV. An agent shows relevant information
to the user when requested.

Scenario V. An agent carries updated commercial
information.

Scenario VI. An agent scrambles the host content
when authenticity check is failed or when it is
found to be an illegitimate copy of the content.

and so on so forth.

2.3 Active data hiding system design
2.3.1 Criteria
Active data hiding draws attraction to itself with the ap-
plication values. Besides the basic imperceptibility and
extractability requirement, however, it bears another set
of technical requirement that yields higher level of diffi-

culty of the problem. First of all, the size of an applet or
an executable usually is at least several hundred bytes.
This requires techniques for imperceptible high bit rate
embedding instead of low bit rate embedding as is in the
case of traditional passive data hiding. The difficulty of
the problem thus rises. This is easy to imagine. For a
fixed size host signal, the more data to hide into it, the
more difficult it will be to satisfy the imperceptibility
(see Figure 3(a)). Second of all, due to the sensitivity of
error in executable files, the extracted hidden data set
has to be virtually errorless, i.e., decoding has to be
lossless. This puts an additional difficulty onto the
problem.

Figure 3: Illustration of the relationships between data
hiding bit rate and distortion in host signal domain (a)

and in embedded hidden data domain (b)&(c)

Figure 3 illustrates the general relationships between
data hiding bit rate and perceptual distortion in the host
signal domain, and between processing noise and ro-
bustness plus between data hiding capacity/data hiding
bit rate and the hidden data’s capability on tolerating
distortion in the embedded hidden data domain. Taking
Figure 3 © as an example, the hidden data’s capability to
tolerate distortion is generally proportional to the host
signal’s data hiding capacity and inverse proportional to
the data hiding bit rate. For a fixed host signal, its data
hiding capacity is fixed. Hence, by simply rely on the
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one pass methodology for passive data hiding, i.e., em-
bed only the primary hidden data (one pass embedding,
see definition of primary hidden data in Section 3) into
the host signal, we can hardly reach our goal: lossless
and high bit rate embedding for active data hiding. This
is especially true for audio signal due to its low data
hiding capacity compare to visual media. Therefore, for
active data hiding, not only do we need to explore as
much data hiding capacity of the host signal as possible,
but also is it desirable for us to add additional techniques
and protection layers in order to satisfy the criteria of
active data hiding. That is to ensure lossless extractabil-
ity, one solution is to add additional protection layers,
for instance, error correction bits to ensure low prob-
ability of decoding error. Notice here, adding an error
correction layer requires additional hidden bits. There-
fore, the design of a scheme that can well utilize the data
hiding capacity of host signal is desirable.

2.3.2 For EMD applications
Let’s consider a simple application scenario: A customer
downloads a song from an Internet music database,
writes the digital song in flesh memory, and then plays
the song in a portable music player. Since only the pro-
tected medium, the song, is available to the portable
player, the extraction of any hidden data, i.e., the de-
coding process, has to be performed without the original
host medium. Hence, the design of a scheme that can
perform blind detection of the hidden data is required.
In Section 3, we present a multi-layer, primary (or called
ruling) hidden data layer plus secondary (or named gov-
erning) hidden data layer, data hiding scheme. The
methodology can be used to satisfy the lossless and high
bit rate criteria of active data hiding. The designed algo-
rithm can also satisfy the blind detection criteria for
EMD use. Such a system is implemented in DAHaudio
package in our lab. In the next subsection, Section 2.4,
we briefly introduce our DAHaudio system design and
capabilities.

2.4 DAHaudio system
DAHaudio is an audio DAta Hiding package developed
at PINTL (Panasonic Information and Networking
Technologies Laboratory). It has active data hiding as
well as passive data hiding capability and corresponding
functionalities. Figure 4 shows the DAHaudio interfaces.

(a) DAHaudio

(b) Fragile data hiding input-output interface

Figure 4: DAHaudio interfaces

The above shown system can perform embedding, play-
back (preview/pay-n-play), authenticity check, and de-
coding (agent extraction/execution) interactively. Figure
5 illustrates the running result of a sample agent, a Java
program which has approximately 500bytes (≈4000bits).
When runs, it would show a window on the player screen
with a commercially meaningful text. For ease of pres-
entation, we will use this Java program $ as the embed-
ded agent throughout the paper.

Figure 5: A Java agent

DAHaudio is targeted at secure networked and packaged
audio distribution. In this paper, however, we only focus
on the introduction of its fragile active data hiding func-
tionality and system methodology. For methodologies on
robust active data hiding with DAHaudio, please refer to
our other papers.

3 Multi-layer data hiding
3.1 Terminology
Host data (host signal) is defined as the original data to
be protected.
Embedded data designates a modified version of the
host signal that has secondary meaningful data embed-
ded into it.
Primary hidden data refers to the hidden data for user
use. For instance, an embedded active agent data stream
or a watermark data stream. The rules contained in the
data can provide various important information about the
host signal and on how to use the host signal. They are
also called ruling data in this paper.
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Secondary hidden data refers to the hidden data for
control use. For instance, the error correction bits. This
kind of data can be used to govern or control the use of
the primary hidden data. Hence, are also called govern-
ing data.
Primary data (or primary data plus secondary data) is
called embedded hidden data.

Figure 6: Data layers

3.2 General framework

The system has a three-pass architecture as shown in the
figure above. First, the meaningful active agent data
stream S is mapped into a sequence of binary data Sb =
Sb1,Sb2,…SbM of length M which are inserted impercep-
tibly into the host signal I. Then, the error correction
bits, E = E1,E2,…EQ, are generated and embedded into
the host signal in the second pass. In the third pass,

cryptography techniques are used to authenticate the host
signal as well as the embedded hidden agent.

Taking playback and record control as an example, they
can be done by proper extraction of the active agent
along with authenticity verification. The authenticity of
an input audio I”  is first checked with the key K’  (see
Figure X appended at the end of the paper). If I”  is veri-
fied to be authentic, the active agent data stream can
further be extracted with key K’  (notice here the two
keys can be the same or different depending on the ap-
plication); otherwise access can be restricted based on
the content management rule. For instance, prohibits ‘re-
cord’ and high quality ‘playback’ but not low quality
‘playback’ when authenticity check fails. After the active
data stream Sb” is extracted, an error correction process
is performed on Sb” and S’ is further generated. Agent
data stream S’ = S can then be invoked.

3.3 Some characteristics of the proposed
scheme

• Use perceptual model to guarantee inaudibility.

• Ensure lossless extraction of the active agent with
secondary hidden data: authentication and error cor-
rection bits.

• Ability to localize alteration (w/ authentication
layer) and to correct minor alteration (w/ authenti-
cation + error correction layers).

• Added security with public key cryptography.

• Base domain embedding assures fast extraction per-
formance.

With regards to the features of the embedded agent, it
• may send feedback information to server when

streaming or online preview is performed.
• may renew keys or management rules.
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• may perform scrambling on the audio signal to pre-
vent further unauthorized use of the content.

• may allow play-once-preview and also play unlim-
ited times with just one time downloading when
proper key is purchased.

• may carry additional info to display to the users.

3.4 Algorithms
3.4.1 Imperceptible active data embedding
The hidden data imperceptibility is ensured with proper
usage of perceptual model. It takes advantage of human
auditory system’s inability to distinguish noise under
conditions of auditory masking. That is, the presence of
a strong audio signal makes a temporal or spectral
neighborhood of weaker audio signals imperceptible.
Our empirical study also shows that human ear can not
distinguish the differences when a minor change is made
on a singular point or maskee point (under the condition
it is still a maskee point before and after the modifica-
tion). In the base domain, the masking ability of a given
sample depends on its loudness; while in the spectrum
domain, the masking ability of a given signal component
depends on its frequency position and its loudness. Em-
pirical results also show that the noise masking threshold
at any given frequency is solely dependent on the signal
energy within a limited bandwidth neighborhood of that
frequency and at any given time is solely dependent on
the signal energy within a limited temporal neighbor-
hood. In this paper we shall focus on base domain em-
bedding only. Compare to the spectrum domain embed-
ding, the advantage of it lies in the decoding perform-
ance in terms of speed. The disadvantage, however, is its
low survivability over compression. The definition of
singular point, masker point, and maskee point are given
below.

Define I(j) to be a singular point iff sign(I(j)) = -
sign(I(j-1)) & iff sign(I(j)) = - sign(I(j+1)). Figure 9 il-
lustrates two singular points a in (a) and a’ in (b).
A masker point I (j) is defined as a point with a intensity
value larger than a threshold δ, i.e., amp(I (j))≥ δ,
whereas a maskee point I (jk) is defined as a point that is
under the mask of a masker point I (j), i.e., amp(I (jk))≤
mask(amp(I (j))) (see Figure 10 where sample a is a
masker point and sample b, c, & d are maskee points).

Several methods can be used to embed bits into the sin-
gular and maskee points. Here, as an example, we list
one simple method in the following to embed a sequence
of bits Sb1,Sb2,…SbM into the singular bits Isng1, Isng2

… IsngM, of a host signal I1,I2,… In, … IN.

Encoding:
• If I(j)==0, set I(j)=I(j)+1.
• If the embedding bit Sbm is 0 and the mth singular

point is Isngm , then set Isngl  to 0.

If the embedding bit Sbm is 1, then leave Isngm  un-
changed or set ε1≤ Isngm≤ε2, where ε1 and ε2 are
lower and upper bound with ε2 controlled by per-
ceptual mark.

Decoding:
• Let m=1.
• If In =0 (or In is a singular point and In <ε1), set

Sbm to 0 and m++.
• If In is a singular point (and In ≥ε1), set Sbm to 1

and m++.

Note that proper scrambling can increase the security
level of the embedded bits.

3.4.2 Orthogonality
The bases of different hidden data layers should be or-
thogonal to each other to ensure maximum detectability.
That is, the primary hidden data layer (the active data
layer) and the secondary hidden data layers (the error
correction data layer and the authentication layer) should
be orthogonal to each other. In our system, multiple or-
thogonal features, singular points and maskee points, are
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used with which different feature is employed to hide
different data layer.

3.4.3 Error correction
An error correction layer shall require additional data
hiding capacity upon the capacity required for hiding the
primary hidden data. Therefore, the smaller the error
correction sequence is, the more desirable it is. One sim-
ple way is to use 2D or multi-D checksum error correc-
tion. Assume the error correction bit number is Q and the
active data stream bit number is M. Then in the case of
2D checksum, the error correction stream length (num-
ber of bits) satisfies M=(Q/2)2. For instance, our Java
agent $ has a data stream length of 4000bits. The error
correction bits needed for $ is thus only 64x2≈128bits in
the case of 2D checksum.
Below, the 2D checksum algorithm is given.
Encoding
• Let Q=ceiling[2M1/2], i.e., let Q be the smallest inte-

ger which is no less than (2M1/2).
• Arrange Sb = Sb1,Sb2,…SbM into Q/2 chucks SB(1)=

SB(1)1,SB(1)2,…SB(1)Q/2 =Sb1,Sb2,…SbQ/2 , SB(2) =
SB(2)1,SB(2)2,…SB(2)Q/2 = SbQ/2+1,…SbQ … and
SB(Q/2) = SB(Q/2)1,SB(Q/2)2,…SB(Q/2)Q/2 = Sb(QQ-

2Q)/4+1 ,…SbM
• Let Eq=least(SB(q)1+SB(q)2+…+SB(q)Q/2) for q∈(1,

Q/2) and Eq=least(SB(1)q+SB(2)q+…+SB(Q/2)q) for
q∈ (Q/2, Q), where least(S) denotes the least sig-
nificant bit of S.

Decoding can be similarly done as in encoding process.

3.4.4 Authentication
We can use an authentication scheme similar to that of
[9] in which they suggested to place the authentication
value into the least significant bit of each sample. In this
case, to ensure orthogonality, ε1 shall be set to 2 or
larger for both singular points embedding and maskee
points embedding.
A brief outline of the algorithm is described below.
• Choose verification block size B and dependent

block size D(for example, B=128 & D=512bits).
Assume the host signal is a 16bits audio, concate-
nating all the high bits (all the bits except the least
significant bit) of the 512 samples yields a message
Mb of 15x512=7680bits. Now by further concate-
nating a key of 512bits (or a key of shorter length
which is padded to 512bits), a message MB of
8192bits is produced.

• Compute the one way hash with the MD5 algorithm,
MB’ =h=H(MB), to generate a 128bits message
MB’ . (Append time or other secondary hidden data,
such as the error correction bits, host signal length,
and/or owner information, if B>128bits.)

• Use public key (or secret key, depends on different
applications) cryptography method and signing MB’
with secret key K, MB” =Sgn(K, MB’ ).

• Insert the Bbits message MB” into the least signifi-
cant bit of each sample, from 1→0 if embedding 0
or 0→1 if embedding 1, into the verification block.

Another alternative is to embed the authentication bits to
the feature points instead of all the samples. This method
shall give it a little bit more space to tolerate scaling
compare to the first method. Here, scaling refers to in-
tensity scaling only.
• Choose block size B (for example, 2048+128 sam-

ples). Reserve 128 feature points (singular points or
maskee points). Assume the host signal is a 16bits
audio, concatenating all the bits of the rest 2048
samples which yields a message MB of
16x2048=32768bits.

• Compute the one way hash, MB’ =h=H(MB), with
the MD5 algorithm.

• Use public key (or secret key, depends on different
applications) cryptography method and signing MB’
with secret key K, MB” =Sgn(K, MB’ ).

• Modify the 128 feature points to embed MB” .
Decoding can be similarly done with the public key plus
an XOR operation to check the authenticity of the signal.

4 Experiment result and summary
4.1 Experiment result
The system is implemented on PC with VC++. We used
a small test set of 10 pieces of music which include both
rock-n-roll and classical music. The testing music is
about 2-4 minutes long each. The decoding time is about
7Mbytes/sec on average with Pentium400 CPU. The test
is conducted in our lab & office environment with low
noise. The average SNR is about 26.6dB on our test set.
Table 1 lists our perception test results. Notice that due
to our limited capability on studio access, the system has
only been tested in lab, office, and home environment.
Whether the system will survive studio environment
shall be tested in the future. Table 1 also gives a sample
result on embedding active agent $ into a short piece of
sound clip of 5 seconds in length. Although the embed-
ded data streams can still be extracted without error, the
low data hiding capacity determines the high percepti-
bility of distortion.

Table 1. Perception test
person song Distortion perceptibility

Office environment

15 persons Song 1 0%

Person A Song 1~10 0%

Person B Song 1~10 0%

Person A Sound file x* Perceptible

Lab environment

Person A Song 1~10 0%

Home environment

Person A Song 1-10 0%

Person C Song 1~10 0%

*Sound file x is a 5 seconds, 231KB long (in .wav for-
mat) sound clip of nature sound. It is embedded with the
same Java agent $ in the above test.
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Table 2 gives the results of our extractability test.
Figure Y shows two plots of sample results. The changes
on singular points before and after active data embed-
ding (point A) are marked in Figure Y (b). This set of
tests also shows that the minor changes on singular
points and maskee points indeed do not interfere with the
perceptual quality of the audio clips.

Table 2. Extractability test results

Songs and processing extractability

Song 1~10, no post processing Yes, no error

Sound clip x, no post proc. Yes, no error

Song 1, intensity scaling 93.75% Yes, no error

Song 1, sample dropping    (drop
the1st 100 samples)

Yes, no error

4.2 Summary
A fragile active data hiding system is presented in this
paper. We have also developed robust active data hiding
system for audio/visual signal. For details of the meth-
odologies and algorithms of our robust audio active data
hiding system, please refer to our publication [10], in
which robustness against MP3 compression and common
signal processing attacks are assured on top of imper-
ceptibility and lossless extractibility.
Future works include large database test and bench-
marking on our fragile/robust active data hiding scheme.
Also frequency domain fragile active data embedding is
another future task with which the active data can be ex-
pected to survive compression while alteration can still
be detected as well as localized.
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(a) (Left: original audio signal; Right: embedded with active agent $; Upper: channel one; Lower: channel two;) 

(b) (Left: original audio signal; Right: embedded with active agent $  ) 
(notice the change after embedding in the marked areas A(singular points) ) 
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maskee points A, singular points 

Figure Y. Sample results plot  
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ABSTRACT
MPEG-Audio has become a standard in
the area of audio compression. It is used
for a wide range of applications like on-
line music distribution or in the audio
parts of MPEG-Videos. In this paper we
show how to secure the audio stream by
watermarking without conversion to
PCM-Wave-Data and without encoding
the MPEG-Data in a special way. The
original MPEG-file is not necessary to
read the embedded information.
The key to our watermarking algorithm
is to change the scale factor information
of MPEG-frames. Small patterns are
created producing a stream of informa-
tion bits hidden in the data stream. Mul-
tiple streams can be included by using
different patterns without critical reduc-
tion of perceived quality or robustness
of the single watermarks.

KEYWORDS
Digital watermarking for MPEG audio, copyright
protection, scale factor manipulation.

1 Motivation
Today audio watermarking is used mainly for copy-
right protection. We want to provide watermarking
technologies for authentication and the prove of in-
tegrity and research robust and fragile audio water-
marking schemes. This new approaches can be used
to improve security of multi media streams.
A possible attack against the integrity of an audio
recording would be the removal of words, so that a
sentence like “I am not guilty” could be changed
into “I am guilty”. A watermark could be used to
verify if the original has been changed by embed-
ding a time stream.

2 Digital Watermarking
Digital watermarking is a way to embed data within
another data stream or signal using aspects of the
carrier signal like quantisation noise in A/D-
conversion. The technique of watermarking digital

audio data has been the object of previous re-
searches, e.g. [BTH1996], [SZAT1998], [SM1998]
and [CKLL1997]. They provide a number of at-
tributes which are important for watermarking:
• perceptual transparent: The watermark should

not produce audible artifacts or reduce the qual-
ity of the audio data

• robust: The watermark should not be removable
without seriously damaging the carrier audio
data

• statistical invisible: Even when the algorithm
for insertion of the watermark is known to the
public, it should not be possible to destroy, fake
or remove it without knowing a special key

• self-clocking
• embedded directly in the data (as headers can

be removed or replaced easily)
• multiple watermarks should be possible
• the expense necessary to embed the watermark

should stand in relation to its estimated effect
• compression characteristics of watermark and

original data should be the same or at least
similar

• unambiguous: the watermark should reliably
identify the owner

Most of the previous works are based on marking
PCM-Data. Many claim to be robust against
MPEG-encoding, but tests have shown that the
coding and decoding deletes most watermarks.
Watermarking algorithms are not robust against
MPEG compression if they are based on the same
principles: Parts of the audio data are masked or are
not perceptible because of psycho-acoustic  laws
([LAKa1996], [LAKb1996]) .
So either we have to embed the watermark in a per-
ceptible area of the data, which would mean loss of
quality, or we have to work directly on the MPEG
Data.
With MP3Stego ([Pet1998]) there is an algorithm
that inserts a watermark in layer 3 files. But to do so
the audio data has to be encoded to MPEG by the
algorithm. The resulting watermark is not robust
against de- and re-compression and may not be ro-
bust against MPEG-attacks.

3 MPEG Audio Layer 2
The audio signal we used to test our algorithm is a
MPEG-Audio Layer 2 stereo signal, 44.1 kHz and
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160 bps. The basic idea of the algorithm makes it
compatible with every Layer 1 or Layer 2 MPEG
audio stream.
Only scale factor information of the MPEG stream
is used in our algorithm. The following graph shows
how the needed bits are extracted:

Figure 1: Scale factor location in MPEG-Stream

In Layer 3 scale factors are encoded in a different
way. So to embed data in a Layer 3 audio stream we
will have to change the extraction algorithm.
The data is divided in channels, subbands and one
to three scale factors per frame. The allocation table
tells which channels and subbands are encoded in
the frame. Then we have to look at the scale factor
selection information (SCFSI) to see how many
scale factors are used for the samples. There are
four different possibilities that use up to three scale
factors. When we know how many scale factors are
used we can extract them for further use. Knowl-
edge of the used size of the samples is only neces-
sary to stay synchronous with the data stream.

4 Watermarking principle
Figure 2 shows an overview of our algorithm. Given
a MPEG-file, a text to embed and a group of three
patterns we encode the text into a sequence of pat-
terns and extract the scale factors from the frames
of the MPEG-file.
Difference patterns based on this scale factors are
calculated and the central algorithm changes these

patterns until a sufficient number matches our de-
sired sequence of patterns.
The whole watermark is inserted in this way, if
there are more frames than needed the watermark is
inserted multiple times.
Then the new scale factors are inserted in the source
file, overwriting the old ones and so creating a wa-
termarked MPEG-file.

Figure 2: Watermarking principle

Embedding watermarks in the scale factor informa-
tion has already been proposed in [NQ1998]. While
our algorithm has first been developed uninfluenced
by this work, we used some knowledge and experi-
ences gained in [NQ1998] to improve audio quality.
We also choose another way to embed and receive
data and offer more security against attacks that
would destroy the watermarks proposed in
[NQ1998].
A main difference between the two algorithms is
that the one in [NQ1998] needs the original signal
do read the watermark. This also makes it resistant
against inversion attacks where a third party could
prove ownership by subtracting their watermark
from the original marked by the true owner. As we
build our algorithm for applications where owner-
ship can be proven by other ways, it did not have to
be resistant against this attack and therefor does not
need the original to read the watermark. Only a very
small amount of data has to be transferred if it is
used online - a huge benefice when a fast solution is
necessary.
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The key to our watermark is always a group of three
patterns, one to code „0“, one for „1“ and another
for „sync“. The last one is used for self clocking
and robustness against cropping. These patterns
consist of a few numbers that must match the differ-
ences between a starting point and the following
scale factors in the data stream. An example: Given
the list of scale factors {10,8,12,14} the first one
would be used as a starting point and the pattern
would be {-2,2,4}.
An information bit (0,1,sync) is present in a part of
the stream when its number of occurrences is higher
then the ones of the other two patterns. Therefor the
flow of scale factors is searched for matching or
nearly matching patterns while the other two pat-
terns are destroyed. Then the nearly matching pat-
terns are changed by adding or subtracting small
numbers so that they finally match the requested
pattern. Imagine we were trying to insert the pattern
{-2,2,2} in the example above. We would have to
change the last number (14) by -2 to match the pat-
tern. So the work can be done easily by subtracting
the existing pattern from the wanted pattern (a) and
applying the result to the scale factors (b):
(a)  {-2,2,2} - {-2,2,4}= {0,0,-2}

(b)  {8,12,14}+ {0,0,-2} = {8,12,12}
This would be the final list of scale factors. By do-
ing so we create an area in the MPEG-stream where
one of the patterns is found quite often while the
other two are found rarely or not at all.

5 The central algorithm
Based on the idea explained above, we created an
algorithm that changes patterns in the sequence of
scale factors so that two of three patterns are sub-
dued and one is inserted a certain number of times.
The parameters of the algorithm are:
• the three patterns for „0“, „1“ and „sync“
• a maximum tolerance that states how strong the

changes in the scale factors may be to create
matching patterns

• a number of frames in which the changes take
place

• the minimal number of patterns that must be
equal to the pattern of the information bit we
want to encode in the area of frames

As one can see in figure 3 the central algorithm
consists of one loop. Given the wanted and un-
wanted patterns, minimum of matching patterns,
tolerance and the sequence of scale factors, the al-
gorithm first distorts any appearing pattern of the
two unwanted and then starts to count the patterns
corresponding to the information bit to be embed-
ded. Usually there won’t be enough matching pat-
terns to satisfy the given minimum. Now the algo-
rithm will start to look for patterns similar to the
wanted one.
Based on the sum of the squares of the difference
between found and wanted patterns it will decide
which patterns could be changed to the desired pat-

tern without serious loss of quality. In the first
round of the loop only patterns which differ by one
will be changed, in the next the used tolerance is in-
creased until either the given maximal tolerance or
the minimal number of patterns is reached.

Figure 3: Pattern insertion

This means that at low levels of maximal tolerance
the algorithm will not insert as many patterns as de-
sired. This will protect audio quality by the loss of
security.
The reason why the sum of the squares and not only
the sum is used is that large changes are more audi-
ble than multiple changes, so it is better to change
three scale factors by 1 (which means a difference
of 3 (12+12+12)) than one by 3 (which would mean a
difference of 9 (32+02+02)).
Figure 4 shows a small excerpt of a file marked with
two watermarks at a bit rate of 1 bps. It was com-
puted by comparing the scale factors of the original
MPEG file and the marked one. Wherever gray bars
are visible, scale factors exist. The white bars are
the ones that were changed. The height of the bars
is depended on the size of the scale factor.
The distribution of the scale factors is sub-
band/channel in the Y-axis and SCFSI-number and
frame in the X-axis. The same as used while
searching for patterns.
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Figure 4: Differences of scale factors

5.1 Pattern selection
It is vital for the resulting audio quality and the se-
curity of the watermark to carefully choose the right
patterns. Some patterns occur quite often and
should not be used for data embedding as they
would have to be changed each time they are found
where another pattern should be inserted.
First steps in research have lead to the following
„Top-20“ of pattern occurrences:

Rank Pattern Abs Hits
1 0 -1 -1 2 393
2 0 0 0 0 375
3 -1 -1 -1 3 367
4 1 0 0 1 351
5 0 0 -1 1 331
6 0 -1 0 1 322
7 -1 -1 -2 4 316
8 0 0 1 1 316
9 0 1 1 2 310
10 1 1 1 3 310
11 0 1 0 1 309
12 1 1 0 2 306
13 0 -1 -2 3 303
14 0 -2 -1 3 302
15 1 0 1 2 301
16 -1 0 0 1 299
17 -1 -2 -2 5 297
18 -1 -1 0 2 294
19 0 -2 -2 4 294
20 1 0 -1 2 292

Abs: Sum of pattern absolutes
Hits: How many times the pattern has been found in so far four
MPEG-Files with 63831 patterns.

Table 1: Occurrences of patterns

In our tests patterns with at least one number as
large as three (e.g.{0,0,3}) or with steps larger then
two (e.g. {0,-2,2}) worked fine. Of course the used
patterns should differ as much as possible when
using multiple watermarks, as two similar patterns
would be changed to match each other and then the
watermark embedded first would be destroyed or at
least heavily distorted.

5.2 Security
The knowledge about the used patterns is the key to
the security of our algorithm. To further improve
security the patterns can be modulated. Thereby
detection of key patterns becomes harder.
Example(pattern shifting):

starting pattern {2,0,2} 
modulation step 1 {0,2,2}
modulation step 2 {2,2,0}

The modulation process can be synchronized with
the sync-bit, for example at the beginning of each
encoded letter.
Embedding with a very high redundancy r1 enforces
a lot of matching patterns which can be located
more easily. A sensible threshold has to be found
here.
The text information can be encrypted before em-
bedding it, so even finding the right pattern combi-
nation will not necessarily lead to identifying it as
no readable output is produced.
If an attacker knows the combination of the three
patterns, he can easily destroy, change or replace
the watermark.

5.3 Robustness
An example how to attack our watermarks inside of
MPEG-files would be to change the scale factors
randomly. But as our patterns are distributed over
the whole range of subbands and are embedded in
two directions (time and subband/channel) a large
amount of scale factors would have to be changed.
This would mean an audible loss of quality.
Another kind of attack would be the separation of
one channel, thereby creating a mono channel out of
one of the two a stereo channels. Almost all patterns
distributed over the subband axis would be de-
stroyed, but the ones in the time axis survive this
attack.
In the current implementation the watermarks are
not robust against decoding to PCM-Wave and back
to MPEG. In our tests we found almost no similarity
between the patterns of the original and the re-
coded MPEG-file. Massive changes occurred which
made the survival of patterns impossible. But we
have to remember that decoding and re-coding to
MPEG always means a serious loss of quality,
which will stop pirates form choosing this way.

6 Detection of a watermark
Thanks to the open design of the algorithm we
tested different ways to embed and extract data.
The first method was to use a fixed number of
frames for every information bit. This makes it sim-
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ple to extract the data if no trimming occurred: In
the given region the three patterns are searched for
and counted. The one with the most hits is the em-
bedded bit.
For robustness against trimming the sync-bits can
be used. With a fixed number of frames and a fixed
number of bits to encode a letter the sync bit can be
used as a header to resynchronize the algorithm at
the beginning of each watermark.
The second method uses no fixed number of frames.
Only the minimum of embedded bits and a toler-
ance are given. The algorithm steps through the
frames and changes patterns if the tolerance allows
it. When the minimum number of patterns to embed
is reached, the algorithm continues with the next in-
formation bit. Thereby a given level of quality is
always ensured, but the watermark is also embed-
ded. The used number of patterns can vary as
needed.
The detection process is more complicated as in
method 1: We search for the dominant of the three
patterns in the frames, and every time the domi-
nance changes, the previously dominating bit is
treated as a found information bit. To make this
process robust against noise and false detection,
weighting of the frames and filtering of very short
dominance phases is used. The sync-bit is used to
divide the “0” and “1” bits.
This method can be used to embed bit patterns in
the MPEG stream. The detection rate of these pat-
terns is high.

7 Test results
Most of the attributes of a watermark we mentioned
in part 2 were realized in our algorithm. While
points like security and robustness have already
been mentioned, the following test results will  try
to complete the picture.

7.1 Transparency
We are still testing in this area. Right now you can
say that a certain loss of quality is not deniable, but
it is not strong enough to be found annoying.  The
following results are based on a test with ten stu-
dents. The audio material has been burned on CD
and  was played on a usual stereo set in a natural
listening environment.
The examples were rated on a scale from one to five
where one was „no audible difference“  and five
was „bad FM-receiver or scratches on a record“.
The test contained the following audio data:
• original (CD-Quality)
• only MPEG-encoding (44,1 kHz, 160 bps)
• MPEG with one watermark
• MPEG with two watermarks.
All examples were about 30 seconds long.
The watermarks were embedded with a bitrate of
1bps but with the requirement of twenty matching
patterns.

The examples were:
• Form: Electronic dance music
• Sheila: Female ethnic singing with synthe-

sizer background
• Waaberi: Male ethnic singing with native

instruments
• Crowd: Talking group of people
• Serenade: Spoken poem
The averaged results in table 2 show us that in no
case the perceived quality with the watermarks was
a full step worse than the one with only the quality
loss produced by MPEG-compression. Most results
are in the range of two, which meant a difference
like between two stereo-sets.
The last example, „Serenade“ was the one where the
changes were heard most often. The algorithm pro-
duces some slightly audible noise in the reverb be-
tween the words .

Example MPEG 1 wm 2 wms
Form 1,60 1,90 2,10
Sheila 1,60 1,90 2,10
Waaberi 1,60 1,90 2,10
Crowd 1,90 2,40 2,40
Serenade 1,90 2,40 2,70

Table 2: Averaged results of test

A second test was done to show if a listener could
hear differences between the unmarked and the
marked MPEG file. While the listeners heard the
original at the beginning of each sequence, now
only the unmarked MPEG was given to compare
with.
We created sequences of ten 4 second long audio
pieces of the examples „Form“, „Sheila“ and „Sere-
nade“. Five types of material existed:
• unmarked
• 20 frames / 2 bps
• 10 frames / 4 bps
• 5 frames / 8 bps
• 3 frames / 14 bps
The given number of frames tells how many frames
where used to encode at least 20 patterns according
to the desired information bit. As a frame in this
case is 23 ms long, there are about 43 frames per
second. The bits per seconds (bps) are calculated by
dividing these 42 frames by the used number of
frames.
Ten sequences were created. The six listeners had
to determine whether the actual piece of the se-
quence was a marked one or not.
The results of the test are shown in table 3. The last
column tells how may percent of the times an audio
piece of the according type was found to be
changed. We can see that the unmarked pieces were
chosen more times (10,4 %) than the ones with 2
and 14 bps (7,2% and 8,9 %). The ones with 4 and
8 bps were most often selected as marked, but not
even in 20% of the times they occurred.
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Type n.o. app. marked %
none 40 25 10,4
2 bps 23 10 7,2
4 bps 13 12 15,4
8 bps 9 9 16,7
14 bps 15 8 8,9

n.o.app.: number of appearance in a total of 100 pieces
marked: how many times did the six listeners hear a loss of
quality one of the pieces of the according type

Table 3: Results of watermark perception test

This shows that it is very hard to detect the changes
made by our algorithm, even at higher bit rates like
14 bps. Only in 39 of 360 cases the watermark was
heard, which is a percentile chance of  10,8 %. This
is almost the same chance as the one of false detec-
tion (10,4 %).

7.2 Bitrate / Capacity
In our tests we ensured 20 matching patterns in a
area of 3 frames, which was audible, but not an-
noying and good enough for most internet movies
or previews. With about forty frames per second the
given bit rate would be fourteen.
For our first audio test we used a bit rate of one bit
per second, but with two parallel watermarks. For
the second test we used bitrates up to 14 bps. In
both cases detection success of the embedded data
was 100 %.
Further research will be necessary to find out if
there is correspondence between MPEG-bitrate and
possible embedding-bitrate and which bitrates can
be used with MPEG Audio Layer 1 and 3.

7.3 Complexity
Our algorithm has shown to be quite fast as the used
calculations are mainly additions and subtractions
on integers or bytes.
It also uses only a few kilobyte of memory. This is
because we only have to look at a small part of  the
scale factor information at one time and can leave
the rest of the file unchanged.
It can be assumed that a real-time application for
detecting watermarks can be implemented without
serious changes in the algorithm.

7.4 Self-clocking
Self-clocking was achieved with the „sync“ infor-
mation bits: Depended on the way we insert our
data, we can determine the number of frames used
for one information bit.
In our current tests, we use one „sync“ bit to sepa-
rate letters and two „sync“ bits to mark the end of
the message.
But we could also reduce the amount of inserted
data by only embedding a sequence of „1“s and
„0“s and using a „sync“ at the end of the message.
Then we would have to look for the number of
frames used for this „sync“ and use this information

to decode the other bits if we did not know the
number of used frames.

8 Conclusion
We introduced a way to mark MPEG-Audio Layer
2 files with one or multiple watermarks. Tests have
shown that it doesn’t  reduce audio quality signifi-
cantly even with multiple watermarks.
The strength of our algorithm is that it works on
existing MPEG-Files without the need of decoding
to PCM-data and that it doesn’t need the original
MPEG-file to read the watermark. Only small trans-
fer rates would be necessary if used online, and due
to low complexity of the used calculations the algo-
rithm works very fast.
It is build to be secure against attacks imaginable
against MPEG-files by the way the data is distrib-
uted in the scale factor information.
Removal is possible by decoding the audio file to a
PCM-file and back again, but this would result in a
high quality loss. A loss not acceptable in most
situations a watermark is necessary.
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